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You see the word, you think lava lamps. Or saddle shoes. Perhaps a pair of acid-wash jeans. Maybe you picture peace signs and bright plastic patio furniture.

The word conjures these images, sure—but do not be misled. This book does not refind the fashions of the fifties, or pay homage to the spirit of the sixties. These pages do not try to recreate the groovin' sideburn styles of the seventies, and they most certainly do not let us relive the blue eye-shadowed days of the eighties—because that's not us.

Years from now, we won't dust off our turntables and dig our old records; we'll pull out our iPods and try plugging them in. We won't remember concerning ourselves with communism, the Civil Rights Act or Vietnam, but with terrorism, the environment and the war in Iraq. We'll tell our kids about the time when a gallon of gas cost 3 dollars, a cup of coffee nearly 5, and how we saved money on library fines with a simple Google search.

We have a way of life specific to the 21st century. We have our own styles, trends, slang words and technologies; our own politics, social issues, opinions and motivations. We have our own historical memory, one that will someday recall our current experience with the help of this 2007 college yearbook.

Retro, in this case, means backward, situated behind, reminiscent of things past. This volume of the Illio, like all 113 that have come before it, looks back on a single year and naturally becomes a product of its time. It may look modern to you now, but if you flip through it about every ten years, you'll surely find yourself shaking your head and saying, "Wow. How...retro."
Midfield, the Fighting Irish cheerleaders perform as the Irish take on the #1-ranked Norte Dame Fighting Irish during the homecoming game against Indiana University at the Big Ten Championship. Photo by Jesse Johnson
Tito Dukley, freshman in LAS, peers out the first floor of Lincoln Hall while waiting for a friend to arrive so they could walk to the bookstore together on a rainy afternoon. Photo by Josh Almbaur
This fans gather around the campus for the Homecoming rally. This year’s theme was “Now and Forever.”

Photo by Dean Chung
Looking back on a year of student life at Illinois.
 Members of the class of 2010 share their most embarrassing moments.

"I was riding my bike home after going out for the night, and I hit a curb and completely flipped over. It was pretty embarrassing."

—Alec Verone
freshman in FAA
coming to campus

Freshmen Adjust to College with Help from Upperclassmen

College. The best four years of your life. Nothing compares to the year-long party, the classes, the new friends; the roller coaster ride that is freshman year. I-Guides, student volunteers, spent most of move-in week carrying boxes and talking to new students to help them adjust.

The freshman class of 2010 consisted of 7,778 students which was less than the previous two years. Although there were not quite as many freshmen to prepare for, resident advisors and students alike still had a lot of anxious preparation for the coming school year.

Hayla Aboukier, a junior in Liberal Arts and Sciences, is an R.A. at Scott Hall. She attended a two-week training course on how to handle problems that might be encountered during the school year.

"Basically, if a resident comes to us and is getting beaten up by her boyfriend, we need to know what resources are available to them on campus and direct them toward those resources," Aboukier said.

In addition to being prepared for her incoming residents, Aboukier also tried to create a community on her floor in which the students could get to know each other. She was successful in doing so. Kelsey Baron, a freshman in LAS, thoroughly enjoyed her first semester at the University of Illinois.

"My favorite part was the social scene," Baron said. "And not just going out and parties but also just hanging out."

Although it is clear that freshmen enjoyed their new environment, there was a common sense of independence that often led to stressful situations. Gaby Kuri and Christina Burke, both freshmen in LAS, enjoyed their independence but at the same time felt it took some getting used to.

"We're so used to being at home and always being at least a little bit dependent on someone, and then we come here and are totally on our own," Kuri said.

Total freedom became a common problem among freshmen as well as a concern of the R.A.'s. Aboukier said her residents that being cautious of independence in a new environment is critical.

"I addressed this issue in our first meeting. If I communicate with the freshmen often then hopefully they won't lose control," she said.

Freshman year of college is one of the most important times in a student's life and it seems that a balance between social life, independence, and school work is what the class of 2010 lived by.

Story by Jessica Radogno
Photos by Christina Leung

"I was at a frat party, and I fell down a bunch of stairs and ended up sprawled out on the floor. Everyone circled me and started yelling 'party favor and panning at me. It was funny but also embarrassing. I woke up with bruises.'

—Alli Grotz
Freshman in LAS

"I went to a themed 'pimps and hos' party and I was definitely not the only one who dressed in the theme. It was so awkward. Everyone in the room was wearing normal clothes and then there was me and a slinky costume."

—Shelley Maxwell
Freshman in LAS

"I was riding the bus and I sat next to this really big guy, and I didn't realize how hiked up his shorts were. So as we was sitting there he kept itching really close to me and leaning on me. The whole situation was just weird, and I was so happy to get off that bus."

—Doug Klier
Freshman in Engineering
remembering a tragedy

CHAMPAIGN-URBANA COMMUNITY COMMEMORATES SEPT. 11

This year, they chose to plant a white oak—the state tree of Illinois.

"White oaks are known for having long life spans," Pagac said. "It fit well with the symbolism of rebirth and growth."

Currently the grove is mostly high grasses and bushes, but already planted there are various bushes, nuts, and seeds. Pagac said he hopes that these will flourish into a fully grown forest in the future and become home to some of the animals that already live in the preserve.

The University School of Music honored the anniversary by performing Bach's Cantata #151, the lyrics of which are translated as "Praise God in all lands." The piece began in Smith Memorial Music Hall at 7:46 a.m. and ended at 8:03 a.m.—the times that the two planes hit the World Trade Center towers in New York City.

Vocalist and professor of music Ollie Watts Davis was joined by the Pacifica String Quartet, and she said the School of Music has had a musical tribute every year since the first anniversary in 2002.

"Everyone who was there was united by a common cause—to remember what had happened and why we were there," Davis said.

The short concert was open to the public. The audience was composed of Watts' colleagues in the School of Music and a few members of the community.

"It was important that everyone was there for the same reason," Davis said. "We had a few minutes to reflect at the end, and be thankful for and enjoy the community that we have."

STORY BY JEN BRANDT PHOTO BY AMELIA MOORE ADAM BABCOCK

are five years too few?

Two movies had been released in 2006, "United 93" and "World Trade Center," each a different illustration of the tragic events of Sept. 11. Students had mixed thoughts regarding their release, some feeling it was too soon, others encouraged by the patriotism they portrayed.

"I think it is too soon. The movies seem like they’re just capitalizing on current American sentiment rather than trying to actually depict events within a dramatic and historical context, like what could have been done if producers had united. I’m not going to say I refuse to watch either movie, but I’m certainly not going to seek them out for viewing."

"I don’t think it was too early. Yes, people are still trying to get over what happened, but sometimes actually facing it or seeing it can help people move on. People that could be offended by the movies always have the choice of not seeing them as well. It’s a movie; the producers are out to make money and the longer they wait the less appeal it will have to people."

"I thought it was soon at first, but the movies are well done, and they based everything on accurate sources. I feel "United 93" had a little more impact because they finished in the end. “World Trade Center” is a story about survival, so it had a somewhat happy ending."

—Pat Taylor
junior in Communications

—Jason Filip
sophomore in LAS

—Beth Jones
senior in Communications
Opposite: Jim Hansen, at the English Department here at the University, speaks at the "20th Anniversary of September 11" panel discussion on Monday afternoon of the University Faculdry Center in Urbana. Photo by A. Moeva.
Abdou: Headdress worn Monroe and Champaign, which was draped between two fire trucks for the fire fighters memorial ceremony held in West Side Park, Sept. 11, 2006. Photo by A. Babcock.
back
to the
heart

ILLINI MEDIA celebrates new campus location during Building Dedication Weekend
On a heavy-traffic Saturday along Green St., heads stuck out of car windows, passersby looked up from the sidewalk and a small crowd stood to watch five ribbons drop from four stories. Gathered at the base of a brand new brick building, students and alumni cheered as the scissors cut and the ribbons fell, commemorating the move of Illini Media to 512 E. Green.

Home to the Daily Illini Newspaper, the Illio Yearbook, Buzz Entertainment Magazine, the Technograph Engineering Quarterly and WPGU 107.1 FM, Illini Media opened its on-campus facility in the spring of 2006. This fall, the company invited alums, employees and friends to their "Back to the Heart: Building Dedication Weekend" event—an official celebration of the new location held Sept. 15-17.

"Moving had been our goal for years," said Mary Cory, publisher and general manager of Illini Media. "We wanted everyone to share this experience with us."

Alumni and current staff arrived at the new building on Friday, taking student-led tours of the facility and bidding on items in a silent auction. The punk band The Vertebras, whose members graduated from the University, played a set in the WPGU studio. Saturday morning, students and alums attended the football game, then returned to the building for the ribbon-cutting ceremony that afternoon. Wrapping up on Sunday morning with a champagne brunch, keynote speakers reminisced about their time at Illini Media and offered encouraging words to current students.

"Those who graduate from this brand new facility...they will be the stars of tomorrow," Charlie Meyerson, WPGU alum and senior producer for Chicago Tribune Interactive, said.

The brunch concluded with the induction of the inaugural class to the Hall of Fame—alums who started their successful careers at Illini Media. This group included President of station operations for FOX Television Dennis Swanson, Chicago Sun-Times sports writer Taylor Bell, PBS panelist Dan Balz, Pulitzer Prize winner Paul Ingrassia and New York Times business and financial editor Larry Ingrassia. Current Daily Illini editor-in-chief Vincent Lee noted that meeting the alumni was inspiring for him and his fellow student staff.

"To see all those people who worked at the DI in the '60s and '70s and to see where they are now puts things into perspective," Lee said. "It shows us...we can come from somewhere small and be anything."

Because of the weekend's success, Illini Media will continue to host a similar event at the building each year.

"This building is more than just steel, concrete and bricks," Broadcast Operations Manager for Illini Media Jon Hansen said. "It gives us all a more friendly and welcoming place to call home—and most importantly, this building inspires."
hat was once a collection of media divisions operating at various locations across campus is now a unified organization under a single roof. In the spring of 2006, Illini Media celebrated the completion of a brand new, four-story building that serves as the home of the Daily Illini, Buzz magazine, Technograph engineering magazine, the Illio yearbook, WPGU 107.1 FM radio station, and the Illini Apple Center.

In its first full year of operation, the Illini Media Building is an invaluable resource to students and staff members. The convenient location at fifth and Green Street allows employees a short commute to work and provides passerbys with a welcoming open door. Students can now watch WPGU's disc jockeys from a state-of-the-art, street-side studio, getting a first-hand look at the activity inside the booth. Inside, new iMac computers are scattered across each floor, spacious conference rooms are commonplace, and there is a sense of bustling excitement and interaction—a stark contrast to the limited resources at former locations.

"I think the design of the building, especially the open space it provides us, is the most important feature," said Michelle Gabris, Director of Marketing for the Illini Media. "At the old WPGU building, there was no place to hold staff meetings or interact with each other."
Because the building proved a better work environment, it sparked a connection between different media outlets—particularly between the print and radio news.

"Once we moved into the new building, it only made sense that since both news departments would be working in the same space, they should be working together," managing on-air editor Kate Pokarney, senior in Communications, said.

The Daily Illini and WPGU could now share content and reporters to create a complete news agency, consisting of the daily paper, Daily Illini on-air news broadcasts, and postings on www.dailyillini.com. Pokarney said that the convergence has improved Illini Media's coverage of campus and community news.

"There's a lot more people to catch the stories we would've otherwise missed," she said.

Newscast Editor Bill Miston, junior in communications, agreed that the multimedia format benefits those who look to Illini Media for their daily news.

"[Presenting] the same story by both print and on-air gives the public a greater knowledge of content and facts," he said.

With this ultimate convergence, Illini Media gave student publications and radio a much-needed presence at U of I.

"It's great for students walking by the building to see everything that's going on," Daily Illini's on-air newscast editor Bill Miston, junior in Communications, said. "We have computers that work, we have desks, we have everything we need here to truly represent the students. We're finally bringing IMC back to the heart of campus."
facebook adds new features

Students protest changes to popular social network

Ever feel like someone is watching you? On the morning of September 6, 2006, students around the nation logged on to Facebook, felt this very feeling and experienced a change that has caused more controversy than any other Facebook upgrade. The change came so unexpectedly that college students were unable to prepare for the new way that Facebook would be sharing their information with the world. The new addition called "News Feed" and "Mini Feed" provide details of daily changes to your friends' profiles upon logging on to the site. Saly Sebastian, a freshman in the College of Business, said, "Facebook is a good way to stay connected with people, but the Mini-Feeds provide usually pointless information, stuff you only want to know about if it's regarding your closest friends."

One of the biggest issues of knowing everything that students do on Facebook at all times is that some people may want that information to remain a little more private. Another freshman in the College of Business, Yanyan Xu, posted a remark in a group against the new feeds, likening the feeds to Big Brother from "1984" by George Orwell.

Not long after the creator's of Facebook launched the update, students rallied together, reacting to the changes on the networking site. Most decided to form groups on Facebook to complain about the feeds. One of the administrators of such a group commented about privacy settings added by Facebook. "The recent privacy settings that were added still don't allow us to have full control of what is placed on the News Feed. Photos, status changes, groups you join are all things that are placed up there, no matter if you want everyone to see them or not," Teera Parr, a sophomore in Animal Sciences said.

Now that user information was more readily available, some worry that employers could easily research their potential "right-out-of-college" new hires, and learn more from their profile than their résumé or interview.

Nolan Finn, a senior in the College of Business, said, "I can see how the information available on Facebook is enticing to employers, but there is also a great deal of information that employees and employers would best be served by keeping separate, like religion, political views, and sexual orientation."

As one anonymous student said, "Change is inevitable, and as we have already seen, can cause widespread complaint."

STORY BY ADAM SWIATEK
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Members log onto their homepage on Facebook and immediately see the News Feed, which displays recent activities of online friends. Because it tracks their every move, some students describe the feed as "stalkerish." Photo by J. Elmore

Above: Like many students did on Sept. 6, Andrew Davis, senior in LAS, checks his Facebook profile and is appalled to find a feature that tells him down to the minute exactly what his friends are doing. Photo illustration by J. Elmore

Far left: Samantha Warren, senior in LAS, finds incriminating photos of her friends online that could be found by future employers. Photo illustration by K. Boyer

Left: Those interested in protecting their privacy formed online groups like "Students Against Facebook News Feed" to protest the site's new features. Photo by K. Boyer
Above: Members of the Illinois student section cheer on their favorite player, quarterback Juice Williams, at the Homecoming game against Indiana University on Oct. 7. Indiana won 34-33. Photo by Beck Dietlenbach
HOME COMING 2006 CONTINUES LINNI TRADITION
Homecoming 2006 invaded Campustown. Orange and blue clothing covered the streets, scents of delicious food wafted from barbecues, Illini flags whipped proudly through the crisp air and excited chatter could be heard for blocks. Crowds of reminiscing alumni and herds of excited students joined forces, filling the Quad and the air with roaring cheers.

On Sept. 30, the spirit-filled, Homecoming kickoff marked the start of annually awaited week-long celebration. Thousands of U of I students and alumni attended the festivities which included the high-energy parade and pep rally on Oct. 6. The most anticipated display of Fighting Illini pride was the Illinois vs. Indiana football game on Oct. 7.

“This year, the Homecoming parade turned out better than we expected,” said Brittney Swan, Homecoming Committee member and sophomore in Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences. “The floats really showed how much time and effort was devoted to the parade’s success.”

Pat Saladino, a sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences, said he displayed his spirit at the football game.

“My buddies and I woke up hours before the game to tailgate and we painted our entire bodies and face half orange, half blue,” Saladino said.

Ashley Swarts, a junior in Education and three-year member of the Illinettes Dance Team, said the fans had more energy than in past years.

“For the first time since I started dancing at the games, the stands were jam packed with students and visiting alumni,” Swarts said. “The Illini spirit and support was coming from literally every seat in the stadium. It was actually overwhelming.”

Another favorite of the week was the African American Homecoming, beginning on Oct. 4 with a pageant and ending Oct. 7 with a concert featuring Avant and One Chance. Nearly 3,000 people participated in the events which were funded entirely by Illini Union Board.

“African American Homecoming brings a different perspective to the University,” said Co-Chair Martha Wilkins. “I think it really adds to the University as a whole and makes Homecoming more of a celebration.”

Through the 96-year-long tradition of Homecoming, the past, present, and future Fighting Illini experiences the school spirit that invades campus life for one week every year.
Opposite top: Members of the University of Illinois Dance Team perform on the corner of Wright and Green Streets during the Homecoming Parade on Oct. 6. Photo by B. Diefenbach

Opposite center: The Illini Tai Kwon Do Club follows behind a blue and orange-adorned Jeep during the parade. Photo by E. Chung

Opposite bottom: The Illinois defensive line sets up to take on Indiana in Saturday’s game on Oct. 7. Illinois lost 32-34. Photo by B. Vest

Above: Coach Ron Zook and the Illinois football team rile up the crowd during the pep rally on the night before the Homecoming game against Indiana. Photo by E. Chung

Left: Members of the sketch comedy group Fishing with Dynamite: Devin Backo, freshman in Communications, Alyssa Bradley, freshman in LAS, Neil Chemtob, freshman in LAS, Amy Boss, sophomore in Communications, Eric Zimmermann, senior in LAS, and Annie Batterbee, senior in FAA kick off the variety show at Lincoln Hall Oct. 6. Photo by E. Chung
Hello. My name is Tim and I'm a criminal, in the eyes of society. I need to be in jail for the choices of herbs I inhale.

These song lyrics by The Streets exemplify a common stance by people who choose to smoke marijuana and find themselves the target of public authority. The controversy over whether or not smoking marijuana should be seen as a criminal offense is a heated issue among legislators as well as student groups on campus.

National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) and Students for Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP) are groups with multiple chapters that work toward reforming marijuana and other drug policies. Through hosting speakers, debates, public demonstrations, informative documentaries, and a "Know-Your-Rights" seminar, NORML tried to circulate information about drug reform to students in hopes that they would take an active role in this issue.

Shaleen Aghi, a member of NORML's board of directors, has seen firsthand how many people caught using or in possession of drugs (especially marijuana) end up being incarcerated rather than being treated for their addiction.

According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration's projections, "over one million individuals in Illinois needed treatment for drug disorders in 2004, but only 10 percent received treatment," Aghi said. "We think that it's a myth that addicts make a choice and don't want to get help; drug addiction should be treated like any other health disorder."

Aghi believes that in time, drug reform will happen and regulating marijuana use among young adults will benefit society. However, groups such as NORML are not the only people interested in drug reform. Some people who smoke marijuana think legalization is necessary and in fact, common sense. "I don't understand why pot, which has never killed anyone, can make you a criminal, but alcohol which causes deaths all of the time, is totally fine," said Dan Adams*. "It makes no sense."

Many "potheads," as society tags them, say they do well in school and participate in activities but at the same time thoroughly enjoy the high they get from smoking weed.

Matt Smith*, who smokes marijuana two to three times a day, explains his high as a pleasant experience.

"Everything just makes sense," he said. "I'm alert and less stressed, and I can think a lot better." Although smoking marijuana is currently illegal, reformers and students hope to see a change in the near future. *names have been changed

STORY BY JESSICA MILLER
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Marijuana is the most used illegal drug in the United States,
today's marijuana is 10 to 15 times stronger than it was in the 60s,
approximately 34% of college students use marijuana.

To Legalize or Not to Legalize

"I am actually for the legalization of marijuana in general, not just for medicinal purposes. If you consider how much more dangerous and harmful alcohol is, it really doesn't make sense that we waste so much effort and money on trying to fight something that is even that dangerous."

—Stanton McConnell, sophomore in LAS

"I think that in some medicinal cases marijuana should be legalized, but I also think that there is a serious danger of it being misused and taken advantage of."

—Molly McElhany, junior in LAS
Wednesday evenings in Peabody dining hall are a fury of huge steaks, giant baked potatoes, and moist brownies. Students from all over campus travel to the meal that can satisfy any appetite at Fat Don's.

Fat Don's, a specialty restaurant at the University, provides students with an alternative to typical dorm food. Every Wednesday from 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., employees hand out tickets to hundreds of students who anxiously wait in line for their chance to consume the great food of Fat Don.

"Fat Don's owns me," Drake Baer, sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences said. "I leave feeling satisfied, if not painfully full."

Brendan Powers, freshman in Liberal Arts and Sciences and Fat Don's employee, said about 2500 students eat at Fat Don's each week. The large numbers served make Wednesdays very hectic for the staff.

"We don't really have a chance to start preparing until Wednesday, so Wednesday afternoons are very busy," Powers said.

The main menu often includes Salisbury steak, burgers, potatoes, ribs, and corn on the cob. For dessert, students can indulge in giant chocolate-chip cookies or brownies. Powers said it takes many student employees to prepare the large amount of food for so many people.

"We have a half dozen cooks who make food on charcoal grills on the sidewalks outside," Powers said. "Employees like me are always busy moving food from the grills to inside."

Powers admitted that it is overwhelming working in a busy environment like Fat Don's, but rewarding to see so many enjoy his hard work.

Besides Fat Don's, students can eat at six other specialty dining hall restaurants on campus, including the vegetarian-inspired Field of Greens located in Lincoln Avenue Residence Hall and Cocina Mexicana at Illinois Street Residence Hall.
a word with the cook

Thirteen years ago, Don Block, associate director of dining services for residence halls, created the “Fat Don’s” concept during a meeting with the dining hall staff.

“Why not make a restaurant with all the foods that I like?” he said.

When Fat Don’s first started, the restaurant only served 200 students. Each year it became more popular until it outgrew the original location and was moved to the Peabody dining hall, Block said.

“I think students really enjoy it because it’s comfort food,” Block said. “Not everyday can a college student get a 16 oz. charbroiled steak or chicken breast. Students can come to Fat Don’s to spend time with their friends and eat a good meal.”

STORY BY BRITTANY BEKAS

Opposite top: The crowd waits in line at Weston Hall to get into Fat Don’s.
Opposite bottom: Luke Yarger, senior in AECES, distributes tickets to people waiting in line at Peabody Dining Hall’s specialty restaurant.
Left: Don Block (also known as Fat Don) oversees the grill during Wednesday night’s highly anticipated meal.
Above: Dieterich Herndobler, sophomore in FAA; Tom Tracy, sophomore in LAS; and Alan Francis, junior in LAS, help prepare steaks for Fat Don’s weekly meal.

Above: Dieterich Herndobler, senior in FAA; Tom Tracy, sophomore in LAS; and Alan Francis, junior in LAS, help prepare steaks for Fat Don’s weekly meal.
Chief Illiniwek stood in an empty hall outside Huff gym, arms crossed over his chest, feathers trailing down his back. He lightly tapped his bare feet in the double step he has danced for 80 years. With the start of a drum beat from the band, Chief Illiniwek stepped into the 81st year many fans and opponents thought would never come.

The start of the 2006 Illinois athletics season marked a bittersweet milestone for the controversial school symbol. Performing this fall season meant the Chief had survived a full year of NCAA rulings. The prolonged debate re-affirmed Illiniwek’s place on the hot seat for yet another year.
In Aug. 2005, the NCAA placed the Chief on a list of “hostile and abusive” uses of American Indian imagery in the realm of college athletics. The judgment meant that Illinois could not host any postseason athletic competitions as long as the symbol survived.

“We’ve found that we’ve benefited by not reacting too quickly to things we learn from the NCAA,” University Board of Trustees president Larry Ep-pley said. “It’s served us well so far, and I suspect it will continue to serve us well.”

The University spent nearly nine months appealing the NCAA decision, but without an in-state tribe to argue for the Chief mascot, there was little hope the NCAA would back down.

So when Chief Illiniwek stepped to the court for the first Friday night volleyball match, it was amid turmoil and great debate.

Controversy has followed the Chief closely for nearly two decades. Opponents of the mascot say it is a racist stereotype, degrading to the American Indian cultures it purports to represent. They applaud the NCAA’s suggestion that the Chief be retired, saying it is time to put the eight-decade tradition to bed.

“The NCAA has the obligation and responsibil-


ity to ensure that its championships are conducted in a way that respects sportsmanship and respects the points of view and ethnicities of its fans and its players,” NCAA President Myles Brand said after striking down Illinois’ final appeal.

To his supporters, Illiniwek is a beloved sym-


bol of the University. He represents noble virtues of bravery, honor and loyalty. His performance is done with respect, supporters say, and therefore should not be seen as offensive.

As 2006 rolled into 2007, however, it became apparent that something would soon change. The Board of Trustees began meeting with interested parties across the spectrum of Illiniwek opinions, hoping to find a way to reach an illusive “consensus resolution.”

“Everybody who is concerned about the Uni-


versity, about the Chief Illiniwek tradition, about our ability to run a high-level athletic program be-


gan to throw out ideas, to brainstorm,” University spokesman Tom Hardy said.

STORY BY COURTNEY LINEHAN
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CONTINUING THE DISCUSSION: ANTI-CHIEF OR PRO-CHIEF?

**Anti-Chief**
“A Native American as a dancing, half-time, football mascot? Dema-


ating—no question. I think it’s weird there’s even a controversy.”

—William Smith
junior in LAS

**Pro-Chief**
“Chief Illiniwek is a sign of pride and honor. All I know is that if the Chief is gone, so is a lot of money from a lot of alumni.”

—Brandon Bleses
junior in LAS

**Anti-Chief**
“I’m not Native Ameri-


can, so it doesn’t offend me—but if Native Americans say it’s offensive, we need to believe them.”

—Ellen Dahlke
junior in LAS

**Pro-Chief**
“I think it’s a sign of honor and people get too worked up over it.”

—Sarah De Runtz
senior in LAS
A reality known to many students, the dreaded "freshman 15" seems impossible to lose. Although many factors contribute to weight gain during college, extra pounds can be avoided by following helpful tips from CRCE personal trainers.

Campus Rec Center-East (CRCE), located at 1102 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, is home to a staff of 25 personal trainers, including Michelle Mermelstein and Chris Nasti. As personal trainers, they encourage professors and students of all ages to maintain a healthier lifestyle that incorporates exercise into their daily routine.

"I love helping people with fitness," said Mermelstein, a senior in Applied Health Sciences. "It's so much fun watching someone notice a change in themselves, and it's great knowing that you're actually making a difference in their life."

Mermelstein has been a personal trainer at CRCE for two years, after passing the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM) exam. She said the NASM exam details what a trainer is advised to do with their clients and how to progress them through a fitness program. She said that the trainers are required to pass a practical exam through CRCE before becoming certified.
Working as a Student Director at CRCE, Mermelstein has three clients this semester. She trains members of the faculty as well as undergraduate and graduate students.

"I try and meet with them to discuss their goals, what they're looking to achieve, in addition to their health history and personal interests," Mermelstein said. "Then, we try to put together a program that fits them best."

Chris Nasti, a graduate student in Applied Health Sciences, has worked as a personal trainer for four years. He trains anywhere from two to 15 hours a week with a clientele of professors and graduate students.

According to Nasti, CRCE offers a wide variety of fitness packages which depend on the individual's experience, time availability, and budget.

"For $30, fitness assessments are available to students," Nasti said. "The individual is taken through a series of health and fitness related tests such as heart rate and blood pressure, body fat percentage, and a movement assessment to determine any postural or muscular imbalances."

For personal training packages, rates are based on whether the individual prefers to work out individually, with a partner, or in a small group of people. From there, one can choose to buy a four, eight or 12-session package.

"If people are looking for the trainer to simply set them up and teach them what to do, then the four-session package would be suitable," Nasti said. "But if people are looking to work out with a trainer on a more continual basis, then the 12-session package is a better deal."

Although it can be difficult to schedule and find the time to meet with clients with such busy schedules of their own, Mermelstein and Nasti love their jobs.

"I enjoy helping clients who actually have health-related concerns," Nasti said. "Helping them become healthier—or at least feel healthier—is rewarding for us both."
With guest speakers Thomas C. Hubbard, former U.S. ambassador to the Republic of Korea from 2001 to 2004, and Jae-Jung Suh, a professor of government at Cornell University, a public forum concerning the North Korean crisis took place in the Armory Building at 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 17. The speakers discussed security implications in responding to the North Korean nuclear test and diplomatic options that the United States can take.

Relations between North Korea and its neighbors had grown tense as the world waited to see if the secretive nation would go through with its claim that it had the right to build and test a nuclear weapon. The answer came in the form of a blast in a deserted mine shaft with the power of a 4.2 magnitude earthquake. Decades of negotiations had failed to prevent the regime of Kim Jong Il to create a nuclear weapon and it was the world’s turn to respond.

On the morning of Oct. 9, 2006 the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) gave the Chinese government a 20-minute notice that it was conducting a nuclear test. China relayed this information to the United States government, who confirmed on Oct. 16 that, based on measurements of the levels of radioactive particles in the air over the supposed nuclear test site, indeed there was a nuclear explosion in North Korea. The regime of Kim Jong Il stated that its development of a nuclear weapons program was needed as a response to U.S. efforts to topple its government. The United Nations called the North Korean test “provocative” and on Oct. 14 imposed a wide set of economic sanctions on the already poor nation.
"I think the U.S. needs to do more bilaterally if we are serious about diplomatic solutions," Hubbard said.

President Bush has requested North Korea to agree to restart six-party talks with the U.S., Japan, South Korea, Russia, and China. North Korea has refused this solution, stating that any sanctions enforced by these nations will be considered an "act of war."

Patrick Gill, sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences, is a student in the political science department. In agreement with Ambassador Hubbard's thoughts on diplomatic solutions to the crisis, he said, "The U.S. should use bilateral talks instead of six-party talks in order to have more control on what happens in Korea."

"Worst case scenario has become the predominant mindset," said Suh when asked about the diplomatic strategies of the six nations closely involved in the crisis. "It's not my fault, it's your fault."

The nation of South Korea is a close ally to the U.S. and currently there are about 35,000 American soldiers stationed on the Korean peninsula. During his visit to the University of Illinois, Ambassador Hubbard addressed the role of American service men and women in the crisis.

"A military solution to this problem is not feasible," he said.

Gill insisted that although the events in East Asia seem to be very distant from our campus in central Illinois, they are of great importance to students at our university, some of whom are originally from Korea, Japan, China or Russia.

"This crisis will immediately affect how people vote in the upcoming election, which in the long run will affect America's foreign and domestic policies," Gill said.

STORY BY ERIC SCHULZ
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The Saturday night scene on Green St. is fairly predictable: energized students taking advantage of the numerous bars, cafés, and restaurants. However, on Oct. 28, Green St. took on a new personality when a crowd of 200 zombies flooded the sidewalks of Campustown.

The Zombie Horde was created by J.P. Goguen, a senior in the College of Fine and Applied Arts. Goguen said he created the "Zombie Horde" to promote the spookier side of Halloween. He had dreamed up the idea of a Halloween horde with...
his friends during his freshman year, but the idea did not materialize until his junior year at Allen Hall.

Allen Hall residents were informed through flyers and Facebook about the event. Those who had participated last year also helped to recruit approximately 200 students, 150 more than last year.

Participants achieved a scary persona by applying ghoulish white make-up and baby powder on their faces and bodies, and hollowing out their eyes in black face paint. They also created false wounds using fake blood and tissue paper, and "brains," using oatmeal.

In addition, the participants were taught the dance from Michael Jackson's "Thriller" video by Amy Swanson, a junior in the College of Fine and Applied Arts. They performed the routine during their walk through campus.

The Zombie Horde began their walk through Illinois Street Residents Hall at 9 p.m., and then proceeded down Green Street. Throughout their walk they captured the attention of many other students. Some pedestrians even followed the Horde to see where they would go and what they would do next.

"There were all kinds of reactions—awe, confusion, and terror—because there were so many zombies," Goguen said.

The mob embraced chilling, zombie characters by knocking and breathing on windows. They startled passersby, jumping out from behind trees and running after them. They also terrorized passengers in cars and buses by surrounding the vehicles.

"It turned into a competition to scare people," Goguen said.

Goguen said the horde did not break character even when approached by reporters and photographers. He said the "zombies" responded to questions by moaning and groaning.

Goguen said the most attention the Zombie Horde had was at WPGU. The station played "Thriller" over the radio for the participants to dance to.

"The best part about participating in the Zombie Horde was entertaining the people on the streets and in the bars with our "Thriller" moves after hours and hours of practice," said Megan McDermott, a freshman in the College of Education.

As midnight approached, the Zombie Horde crept back home to Allen Hall, but students continued to reminisce about the "living dead" they saw on Green St. that Saturday night.

Top: A zombie scientist holds up a boom box playing Michael Jackson's "Thriller" as fellow members of the undead dance in front of Kam's Bar. Photo by B. Dieterich.
Center: Groaning as they approach a car on Green St., students dressed as zombies participate in the Zombie Horde, an Allen Hall pre-Halloween activity that attracted about 300 participants. Photo by J. Birnbaum.
Left: Members of the mob invade the computer lab of Illinois Street Resident's Hall. Photo by K. Ryan.
Opposite: Walking down S. Gregory St. in Urbana, students pretend to be the living dead on the weekend before Halloween. Photo by J. Birnbaum.
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**ROXANA RYAN**
yrna Rivas floated down the runway on Nov. 4, 2006, reflecting the long hours that she and other students put into the making of the year's Latino fashion show, "Noche de Travesura," or "Night of Mischief."

First time model and freshman in Liberal Arts and Sciences, Rivas auditioned in September to model in the annual show, hosted by the Illini Union Board. The audition required walking and posing for the judges. Participation was not limited to Latino models.
Celena Santana, senior in Liberal Arts and Sciences and Latino Programs Chair for Illini Union Board, said that a diverse group of models participated in the show.

"The models don't have to be Latino," Santana said. "That's a major misconception. We don't discriminate, as long as you have confidence."

The diversity of the models contributed to a greater diversity in the audience as well, accomplishing a long-time goal of the show's coordinators.

Carla Cofre, junior in Liberal Arts and Sciences and Area Coordinator for Cultural Programs for the Illini Union Board, said the title may have implied the show was exclusively Latino, "but we encouraged everyone to come out and see it."

Santana believed the committee achieved its goal.

"I definitely think there was a diverse audience," she said. "It reached out to more people than I thought it would."

The time and hard work put into the show's production lead to it's success.

"It looks easy," Santana said. "But people don't realize what it takes to make it look so easy."

Each model was assigned a scene such as "formal" or "night life" and dressed accordingly. They then created original walks and poses to display their clothes. While some models used clothes from their own closets, some of the clothing was borrowed from local stores.

Cofre said getting mens' clothing proved to be the one of the biggest challenges.

"A lot of clothing companies have a 'been-there, done-that' attitude. They don't want to do it again," Cofre said. "Other companies are corporate and can't [provide clothes] because they would have to go through headquarters."

Despite those challenges, Santana said all the hard work paid off in the end.

"I was speechless," she said. "I constantly thanked my models and my committee because it wouldn't have been a show without them. It came out perfectly and exceeded my standards and expectations completely."

**Story by Kathy Khazanova**

**Photos by Alisa Augello**

_Opposite: Jovaniel Prada, Johairo Prada, Rosy Lugo and Myrna Rivas, all freshmen in LAS, pose in formal wear._

_For left: Twin sisters Johairo and Jovaniel Prada, freshmen in LAS, walk in their formal wear._

_Left column: Representing Uruguay, Jessica Aviles, sophomore in LAS, holds the hand of Maria Romaritoa, senior in LAS._

_Right column: Male models include Kenneth Fong, freshman in Business, Troy Pryor, undergrad in LAS, Joshua Nichols, senior in LAS, and Wayne Fredericksen, senior in LAS._

_For right: Christina Kurzweil, undergrad in LAS, ships her stuff in the opening act._
democrats dominate elections

STATE, NATIONAL ELECTIONS PROVE SUCCESSFUL FOR DEMOCRATIC PARTY

This year’s local and national elections were marked by candidate visits to campus, late-breaking scandals, and a virtual trouncing by the Democrats in the United States House.

Locally, the Student Senate held an ice cream social open to students who wanted the opportunity to meet and personally ask questions of local candidates.

Amanda Palozza, chair of the Outreach and Government Affairs Committee, said that the event gave students a way to get to know candidates without the traditional, intimidating setting of debates.

“It’s a great way for first-time voters to get to know local candidates, figure out their beliefs, then think and vote for themselves and the issues they stand for,” she said.

Dr. David Gill, democrat in the race for the 15th Congressional District, attended the Ice Cream Social held by the Student Senate on Oct. 13th, along with several other candidates vying for the student vote. Gill was eventually beaten on election day by Republican incumbent Tim Johnson, who secured his perfect election record since winning a seat in the state House in 1976. Johnson did not attend the ice cream social, but was represented by his press secretary.

Other candidates present at the event included Democrat Mike Frerichs, who bested Republican incumbent Judy Myers for the 52nd State Senate District, as well as Democratic incumbent Naomi Jakobsson, who was re-elected into the 103rd State House District.

Jakobsson felt that the best way to encourage students to vote was to spark their interest as early as elementary school. She attended schools in the district and introduced state government at the fourth grade level. She also hosted a “Create-a-Bill” contest to get kids excited and interested in how government can work for them.

“You don’t want to wait until high school to get them involved – start when they’re young,” Jakobsson said. “There’s a new bill that minors can go into polling booths with adults. Hopefully this instigates discussions when the family gets home about government.”

The voter turnout in Champaign County reached 47.21 percent.

At the gubernatorial level, it was the incumbent Gov. Rod Blagojevich who raked in a victory with approximately 49 percent of the votes, while his Republican opponent Judy Baar Topinka received 40 percent. Green party candidate Rich Whitney won 11 percent of the vote, which proved that third party candidates can be a viable option for Illinois Voters unhappy with traditional parties.

Gov. Blagojevich spent nearly $20 million on negative campaigns against Baar Topinka, whom former Gov. Jim Edgar said was “outspent five to one.”

“People don’t like negative commercials, but unfortunately he was able to make those in a manner that made it very hard for her,” Edgar said.

Analysts were unsure of which candidate would win this election, even on election day.

what issues influence your vote?

“Political stances on abortion and stem cell research will influence my vote. I am also looking at how the candidate will spend our money.”

—Tiffany Bustamonte
senior in LAS
"I think the people have given us a strong message, and I hear the call for change," Blagojevich said. "I hear the call for action, and I'm ready to lead."

Quinn said that the top issue for Blagojevich and himself is providing quality health care, especially for children, as well as continuing their support of higher level education.

Nationally, Republicans were hurt by the Mark Foley (R-Fla.) scandal, who admitted to sending sexually lewd and lascivious e-mails to a male congressional page. Former Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) was put on the spot by Democrats after being accused of hiding this information from the House Ethics Committee.

The Democrats now command 55 percent of the seats in the House, taking firm control back for the first time in 12 years.

Nancy Pelosi, a democrat of California, will serve as the new Speaker of the House, the first woman in history to hold the position. She and her fellow Democrats have a number of issues they are ready to push through in the new Congress, but they are first and foremost concerned with pressing the White House to change course in Iraq.

"I try to look for a healthy balance of issues such as foreign policy, women's rights and environmental focus. Also I am looking at the candidates' history of spending money, because that is a big issue."

"I hate to say it, but I missed registration again this year. I would have made a point of doing so had this been a presidential race. But Baar Topinka and Blagojevich are so distasteful, I don't think I would vote for either."

"It seems like this year's campaigns, like the race for governor, have been mostly negative and personal. The candidates haven't focused on issues that are important, such as the U.S.-Mexico border, and that leaves voters in the dark."

—Jessica Blair
junior in ACES

—Nicholas Jefferson
sophomore in Communications

—Jeremy Werner
sophomore in Communications

"It seems like this year's campaigns, like the race for governor, have been mostly negative and personal. The candidates haven't focused on issues that are important, such as the U.S.-Mexico border, and that leaves voters in the dark."

—Jessica Blair
junior in ACES

—Nicholas Jefferson
sophomore in Communications

—Jeremy Werner
sophomore in Communications

Opposite: Carlos Casares, junior in Communications, interviews Democrat Mike Frericks. Photo by S. Twardowski.
Above: Democratic Gov. Rod Blagojevich shakes hands with commuters at the CTA Jefferson Park train station in Chicago. The night before, Blagojevich celebrated his re-election victory over Republican Judy Baar Topinka. Photo courtesy of the Associated Press.
On any given weeknight, the bars on campus were more crowded than one might think considering nearly half of the student body was not even old enough to drink yet. That is what makes U of I campus bars so unique.

Here, 19-year-olds are admitted.

"Turning 19 is freedom," Liz Carrington, freshman in the College of Engineering, said.

After freshmen turn 19, the cities of Champaign and Urbana give these soon-to-be 20-somethings an opportunity to divulge themselves in the bar scene a few years prior to their 21st birthdays.

Of all the other state schools in Illinois including ISU, EU, NIU, SIU, and UIC, the University is the only one in which 19 year-olds are admitted into bars legally. It is the only state school offering a glimpse into the future of life as a 21-year-old.

This municipal code leads to another interesting element at the bars. Grace Gondela, sophomore in the college of Liberal Arts and Sciences, works at a bar on campus as a 'shik girl.' She said, "Having 19-year-olds in the bar is extra work. There is added pressure not to serve underage students drinks because it puts my job at risk."

Whether your allegiance lies with Tuesday's wine night at The Clybourne, Wednesday's bomb night at CO's, or with any of the other wildly popular specials nights at the bars on campus, there is no denying the high level of dedication of these loyal attendees who would not miss their favorite weekend special for the world.

Erica Acet, a sophomore in Communications, was an adamant attendee of bomb night at CO's and attested to the reasoning behind this special bond some students developed with their favorite specials night.

"You can always see the same crowd," Acet said. "When you go to bomb night you're going to see the same people you've seen every Wednesday night. The specials are awesome. It's the time of the week to go to Co's."

For some students, however, it was hard to push the memory of past specials nights to the back of their mind. With the closing of Gully's this summer, the campus bar scene lost perhaps its most treasured event in Monday night Gully's. Emily Berkowitz, a sophomore in ACES, was just one of the many students who felt a part of their weekly social life died when Gully's shut its doors.

"Monday night Gully's was definitely the best bar night on campus," says Berkowitz. "You could always count on great drink specials and having all your friends around to hang out."

Some students said they had a lot of trouble filling the void left by Gully's closure, having tried out Monday-night specials at other campus bars and being left disappointed.

Though waking up the next morning may have proved to be a harrowing ordeal, it was well worth it for the specials nights' faithful. The hazy recollections and hysterical events of the night before promised to form lasting memories in the minds of devoted students that will never be topped. That is, not until next week.
Above: Dressed in all different shades of pink, students wait in a long line to get into the annual 'Pink Party' at C.O. Daniel's. The bar, located at 608 E. Daniel, even featured a pink-painted facade for that night only.

Left: Signs of favorite campus bars glow until 2 a.m. every night of the week.
keeping the faith

STUDENTS FIND WAYS TO WORSHIP WHILE AWAY FROM HOME

Religion on campus was more than attending services and reciting prayers. It was also an array of organizations designed to help students outwardly practice their faith, and connect to fellow students who held similar beliefs. Cru, also known as the Campus Crusade for Christ, was a Christian organization that sponsored Bible studies, retreats, meetings, and socials, in hopes of bringing its participants closer to God.

Jill Rollin, a freshman in the College of Engineering, said, "Cru helped me to know that other people are there for you that believe the same thing. I have been houlder in my faith and felt like I could stand up for it."

Cru Getaways took members off campus for a weekend in order to allow them to focus on getting to know both God and each other on a deeper level. However, Cru was just one of the organizations on campus focused on bringing its members deeper into their religion.

Other organizations included, but were not limited to, The Hillel Foundation, a Jewish association, Buddhists for World Peace, and Intervarsity, a group for any follower of Christ.

Religious organizations helped students do more than just develop their faith. Freshman students found that being part of a religious organization was helpful in the process of adjusting to campus life. Through the new-students retreat and a fall getaway, offered by Intervarsity and Cru, new members could become accustomed to both the organization and their fellow members.

"Cru was a loving community that made me feel welcome among people who shared my same beliefs," Rollin said. "I got connected to a lot of other freshman in the same position as me."

Others found religious organizations a helpful reminder that there were other religious persons on campus.

"Cru was a constant reminder that there is a huge number of Christians on campus and that it is possible to be a Christian without being persecuted," said Ashley Meitl, a freshman in the College of Education.

In addition, students discovered participation in a religious group kept them sane and grounded in a college atmosphere that can often generate the opposite.

"It taught me to keep my morals and stand firm in what I believe," said Meitl.

Groups made it their personal mission to help students find a balance between student life and religious life. According to its mission statement, "The Hillel Foundation helps students find a balance in being distinctively Jewish and universally human."

No matter what their affiliation or situation, the university proved to be an environment in which faith can grow rather than be abandoned.

Story by Jorie Johnson
Photos by Dan Hollander

WHAT EFFECT DOES A COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT HAVE ON RELIGIOUS PRACTICES?

"I have found many people and organizations on campus that help me strengthen my faith for the better. I have joined Greek Intervarsity and a Bible study in my sorority for this reason. Being a part of these groups helps me grow closer to other people as well as to God."

—Diane Javier
Sophomore in LAS

"I am Jewish, and back home no one really cared. I usually went to temple on holidays as just kind of a standard Jewish thing. But since arriving here I have noticed that I have actually been judged because of my religion, and it has affected the way people have looked at me."

—Alex Grunstein
Freshman in LAS
"Through Cru (Campus Crusade for Christ) I have found a lot of people who share the same views as I have. I am taking part in a Bible Study in Weston right now through Cru which has enabled me to continue practicing my religious faith."

—Margaret Triebel
freshman in LAS

"Being in a college environment does influence religious practice because of the various backgrounds and the various beliefs. People either get involved in religious activities or distance themselves. It is often influence from peers who either attend activities or don't."

—Puja Shah
junior in AHS
center
for
ceremony

JAPAN HOUSE INVITES LOCALS FOR TEA AND TRADITION

In the United States, serving tea is as simple as dropping a pre-packaged tea bag into a cup of hot water. But in Japan, the preparation of tea is a highly honored art form with its own philosophy, developed over 400 years ago. Chado, or "the way of tea" involves a very delicate and ceremonial performance centered on the principles of harmony, respect, purity, and tranquility.

The Japan House, located in the southeastern corner of campus since 1998, offers instruction to students and members of the community who are interested in the intricate tea ceremony. Karen Remsen, sophomore in Fine and Applied Arts, described the tea ceremony as a culmination of the Japanese arts.

"You have the visual arts because you have the actual tea objects, which are considered pieces of art," Remsen said. "And, it's also a performance art because they have steps and you have to do it a certain way. It's almost like a dance."

At the beginning of the ceremony, each utensil is carefully cleaned and then placed in a very specific arrangement. Next, measured amounts of tea and hot water are poured into a bowl and whisked. Upon receiving the tea from the host, the guest is expected to perform certain movements such as a particular expression and a bow to a set level. The host ceremonially cleans the utensils after the tea is enjoyed. The process is savored, lasting anywhere from one to five hours.

During the ceremony, emphasis is placed on the relationship between the host and the guest.

"In Western culture we have such a different idea about what interaction between people is," Remsen said. "We think of interaction as talking, talking, talking. In Japan, talking is very subtle. So, if you're not talking you're almost interacting more."

Mindi Porebski, freshman in Liberal Arts and Sciences, believes that the tea ceremony serves as a great way to relieve stress during a busy week. "It becomes really a place of calm and peace for my mind," Porebski said. "I just feel, you know, good and peaceful and harmonized."

Through her class at Japan House, Porebski learned about Chado and how the practice of tea ceremony can be applied to everyday life. She said that an important aspect of the tea ceremony is its ability to bring healing to the body and mind.

"They have this concept—in Japanese it's called kokoro—and it means 'mind and body and spirit and soul,'" Porebski said. "And, it's translated in all these ways because it's all of your being. And they say your kokoro is supposed to be good, so it's kind of the way to cleanse that and make you feel at peace with yourself."

Remsen and Porebski encourage everyone to participate in a tea ceremony and agree that any visit to Japan House is a unique experience.

STORY BY COURTNEY COPPERNOLL
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Opposite: Kimiko Gunji, Director of the Japan House, prepares green tea for her guests.

Above: Kimiko Gunji serves tea at a Japanese tea ceremony.

Far left: A group of UI students at the Japan House, learning the unique process of preparing tea.

Left: Bowls used for grounding green tea leaves at an display at the Japan House.
new law results in repercussions for online gamblers

whether an addict or an occasional online gambler, there is no question students at the University have taken a strong liking to online gambling. Whether a pastime or an obsession, students such as Michael Brady, a junior in the College of Business, have won some bets and lost some.

Brady has been gambling online since his senior year of high school. He frequents web sites such as PartyPoker.com and PokerStars.com.

"At first I was making money and found it more entertaining than other means of earning income. And then they started giving me money to play with every couple of months so it was free," Brady said.

Ben Weinberg, a junior in the college of Liberal Arts and Sciences, visits web sites such as Bodog.com, Ultimatebet.com, ParadisePoker.com, and Sportsbook.com. Weinberg comments on the accessibility of it all.

"I'm addicted to gambling in general and if you're not 21, it's perfect," Weinberg said.
Some wonder why this seemingly waste of time and money is so popular on campuses such as this one. For participants, the answer is simple. "You don't have to gather friends to play or find a place to play. You can sit in your room and play while studying or something. Sometimes you want to play against other people also, not just the same group in and time out," Brady said.

Oct. 13th proved a sad and frustrating day for online gamblers as President George W. Bush signed a law outlawing online transactions in the United States for gaming sites.

Though Weinberg said he may be addicted to gambling, he doesn't mind the law seeing as he will be able to go to the casinos when he turns 21 in January.

Brady was not too deterred. "I've lost interest in it lately. It's basically just there as a time-filler, something to do when I'm bored," he said.

Whether a pointless hobby or a passionate fixation, online gaming sites will have to seek gamblers elsewhere from now on.

---

are you addicted?

An average of 2.7 million college students nationwide support the $12 billion internet gambling industry every week.

Test your own addiction to online gambling by answering the following questions. The higher your score, the more at risk you are for developing a serious addiction.

1 = rarely
2 = occasionally
3 = frequently
4 = often
5 = always

1. How often do you find that you stay online longer than you intended?
2. How often do you neglect chores and homework to spend more time gambling online?
3. How often do you form new relationships with fellow online gamblers?
4. How often do your grades or school work suffer because of the amount of time you spend gambling online?
5. How often do you find yourself anticipating when you will be gambling online again?
6. How often do you snap, yell, or act annoyed if someone bothers you while you are gambling online?
7. How often do you lose sleep due to late-night log-ins to your favorite Internet casino?
8. How often do you feel depressed, moody, or nervous when you are off-line, which goes away once you are back to gambling?

---

Story by Erin Aquino
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Above: Marie Graver, freshman in Business, left, and Michelle Li, sophomore in LAS, right, discuss the details of the upcoming show with their staff.

For right: Kerry Doyle, sophomore in Communications, converses with students while she sells tickets.

Right: Star Cause member Caitlin Harrington, freshman in LAS, directs concertgoers to their seats.

**seeing stars:** a history of shows in champaign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>The Beach Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Elton John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Grateful Dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Bruce Springsteen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>U2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Def Leppard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
staying on course

CONCERT PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATION KEEPS CURRENT MUSIC ON CAMPUS

With over one thousand registered student organizations on the University campus, Star Course is one of the few that offers something for music fans. The student-run organization is dedicated to bringing music to Champaign-Urbana, which is already well known for its local music scene.

Star Course was founded in 1896 and has been going strong ever since. The organization has been responsible for presenting bands such as Death Cab for Cutie, Relient K, Spoon, Ben Kweller, Guster, Liz Phair and Mest.

Part of its success is due to the dedication and workmanship of its members. The organization is responsible for advertising, selling tickets, ushering, as well as setting up for and tearing down after all its shows. Emily Dehm, junior in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, was one of the senior managers.

By communicating with various managers to extend offers for show production on campus, she said, “we are the ones who work directly with the venue manager, tour managers and band agencies, and oversee to make sure everything gets done in order for the show to run smoothly.”

Dehm said that one of her most important jobs was regulating university funds to keep Star Course running. That included following up shows with settlements and balancing funds.”

Working under senior managers in the organization are junior managers, whose committees range from advertising media to hospitality to business administration.

“Junior managers each head up their own committee, which is vital in order to put on a successful show,” Dehm said.

Syl Martinez, junior in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, was the junior manager in charge of Stage and Production. “I was responsible for loading and unloading the band’s equipment, as well as a lighting and sound company’s lights and PA systems.” He said, “We also work security during the show.”

Many of the shows produced by Star Course were performed in affiliation with Foellinger Auditorium. Working with the Foellinger staff, Star Course was committed to presenting concert-goers with the best experience possible.

“We work with Foellinger most frequently,” Dehm said. “This has its advantages in that we both are very used to how the other organization works and are comfortable working with each other.”

In order to bring a band to campus, Star Course has to submit offers to the touring managers of the band in question. “The success of the offer depends on details such as when the band is touring, if our venue is open, and so on,” Dehm said. “The artists are chosen by popularity, how well we think the campus will respond, requests as to who wants to be seen, as well as who we can afford and who will work well in our venue.”

Joining Star Course required a big commitment, but many participants felt the benefits outweighed any frustrations. Interested in using the experience they gained in Star Course in their future careers, both Dehm and Martinez said they put in about seven to ten hours of work a week.

Members were involved in many social opportunities outside of concert planning as well as attending most of the shows.

“Going to concerts is something I have loved to do for a while, and this has helped satisfy my curiosity about how things work behind the scenes,” Martinez said.

STORY BY EMILY SCHELL
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the dating game

Students deal with the pressure of college relationships

Making it to class on time is hard enough for the ordinary college student. It only gets worse when, in your desperate attempt to make your lecture on time, you nearly collide into a couple cuddling on the quad. A few steps later, you almost run over two people making out, and you wonder about the status of those affectionate pairs.

Were they dating, in serious relationships, or simply hooking up? This is a question many students asked themselves in search of the definition of “dating” in college.
Jenna Keller, a junior in a relationship with senior Jake Linnell for over a year, said that dating in college was really laid back.

“We both have busy schedules so we just make time for each other when we can,” she said. “We don’t go on set dates but rather grab lunch between classes or watch a movie. It’s basically like hanging out with your best friend all the time.”

Upon entering college, many felt pressure from their friends or families to find their future spouse and some tried hard to find someone to date seriously right away.

However Jen Harper, sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences, said being single and finding out who you are in your first year or so of college was really important.

“You should have fun and see the person you want to become. Don’t worry about the pressure to date,” she said. “There is just as much pressure to stay single and hook up. You should do what makes you feel comfortable and not fall into pressure from your peers.”

Another popular theme among many students was the long distance relationship. According to the Dating Doctor, David Coleman, who spoke to students at Foellinger, 50 percent of long distance relationships don’t make it within the first year and 90 percent fail within four years at college.

Amanda Gomez, sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences, has been in a three year, long distance relationship with her boyfriend, who attends the University of Miami.

“Long distance relationships are really hard,” she said. “However, if the person you are with is worth the effort, you can make it work with communication and trust.”

Another situation that complicated relationships occurred when students found themselves in relationships as graduation approached. They had to ask themselves the question, ‘what now?’

What happened to people who were dating after college was over?

Senior Sarah Chapman dealt with this exact problem. She planned on job searching while her boyfriend attended law school.

“If all goes well we will stay together,” she said. “That’s what I’m hoping.”

There were many couples who also considered marriage after graduation. Keller disagreed, saying that “College is about finding your bridesmaids, not your husband.”

Many students felt building solid friendships in college that will last a lifetime was more beneficial than focusing too much attention on searching for a soulmate.
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WHERE’S THE BEST PLACE TO TAKE A DATE IN CHAMPAIGN-URBANA?

The Canopy Club to hear bands.

—Aaron Wieland
freshman in LAS

Curtis Orchard.

—Jen Harper
sophomore in LAS

Bring Your Own Bucket at Beverly Cinema.

—Jenna Keller
junior in Communications
Campaign for Change

Students work toward campus-wide cultural awareness

igot. Ugly. Rude. Stupid. These were all words spray-chalked on to campus sidewalks and on posters all around Champaign as part of the I-Change marketing blitz.

The I-Change Campaign was a student-run initiative that hoped to challenge ignorant and insensitive thoughts and actions; constant concerns among students at the University.

While nearly 30 percent of the student body is comprised of minority groups and the campus is home to four cultural houses, members of I-change and the student body believe that cultural diversity and acceptance are not stressed enough.

A “Tacos and Tequila” themed party, thrown by members of the Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity and Delta Delta Delta Sorority on Oct. 5, brought to the forefront many of the issues which I-Change worked to alter.
The theme party sparked a protest in which students spoke out about racial stereotyping. Alicia Aguirre, a junior in Liberal Arts and Sciences who took part in the protest, said the entire situation angered her.

"I feel like this university tries to sell the idea of diversity to students but in reality, it’s not working," Aguirre said. "With events like the Mexican-themed party, it shows how little this university is actually getting through to students and educating them on cultural diversity."

Aguirre, a Mexican-American student, suggested that a cultural-sensitivity course be added to every student’s list of mandatory general education requirements.

"This would not just help race relations on campus, but in almost any career students choose."

Members of I-Change chose to combat issues of diversity differently. Paul Richardson, the creator of the University version of I-Change, said their campaign was intended to shock.

"We knew we weren’t the first group to have this message, so our hope was to get people’s attention," he said. "If you’re walking to class and see the word ‘bigot’ at your feet, you’re probably going to wonder why it’s there."

Students such as Molly Rafter, a junior in Liberal Arts and Sciences, said the campaign accomplished its goal.

"The I-Change spray-chalking of words like ‘bigot’ and ‘stupid’ were pretty hard to miss when you were walking to class."

The spokesperson for the Delta Delta Delta Sorority, Brittany Bekas, said the sorority is trying to turn its mistake into a positive learning experience.

"Our chapter made a mistake, but we have been doing our best to make things right," she said. "We have created a cultural awareness committee within our chapter and are working with all the Greek councils to promote diversity on campus."

Nathaniel Banks, director of the Bruce D. Nesbitt African American Cultural Center, said institutional racism could be the real problem.

"It’s much larger than just themed parties," he said. "If we’re not purposeful in trying to address these common issues of institutional racism, more things like (the theme party) will happen."

Banks said student and staff activism on campus, such as I-Change, is a positive way of responding to instances of cultural insensitivity.

"I think a lot of times students do things that they don’t realize are wrong, because no one ever told them otherwise," he said. "I’m encouraged by the fact that the University as a whole is beginning to wonder if there is a better way to educate the student body on cultural awareness."
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if not greeks?

25 to 75 percent ratio may not seem like a fair battle. However, when referring to Greeks versus non-Greeks at the University of Illinois, the 25 percent of students in the Greek system often appeared as the overpowering group. Being independent (a term often used to refer to non-Greek students) created a sense of empowerment, uniqueness, and most notably, bitterness toward students in fraternities and sororities in the battle between popped-collars and pearls; and dreadlocks and piercings.

Independents often formed harsh perceptions of Greek students because of the sense of arrogance they felt Greek participants portrayed. Steve VanDeKerckhove, a senior in international studies
who lived in an apartment with three members of the same fraternity said, "I typically had a negative view of the kinds of people who joined [the Greek system]."

Some students joined frats or sororities, then developed opposition to the system and dropped out.

Kristi Bechtol, a senior in Psychology, deactivated from her sorority after actively participating for two years.

"I was spending so much money and it took up so much of my time," she said. "I just didn't see the point in putting myself through that when there were so many more productive things I could be doing with my time."

On a college campus, where there is potential for stereotypes to run rampant, non-Greek students often took to mockery to show their dissatisfaction with the Greek system. Popped collars became a bona fide illustration of the typical "frat guy," according to some independents.

Steph Matook, a sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences, said that one reason she did not join a sorority was because she thought they placed too much pressure on a specific appearance. "I went through rush and was not impressed by the process," she said. "I felt judged and no one should have to feel like that, so I dropped out."

While many independent students were able to befriend those in the Greek system, there was still a consistent friction between some Greek and non-Greek students.
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weekend with dad

Students spend time with their fathers at University-sponsored events

...ers and burgers, beards and bald-heads. For some, Dad's Weekend might mean a nice meal without worrying about the bill or drinking some beers and watching a football game, but whatever the activity, it's a time for students to bond with their fathers.

Dad's Weekend 2006 began on Friday Nov. 10 and lasted until Sunday Nov. 12. The annual weekend allowed students to show their fathers a taste of campus life. Many organized activities occurred throughout the weekend for students and their dads to participate in.

On Friday evening, Buzz magazine hosted the "Best of Champaign-Urbana" Party at the brand new Illini Media Building located on Green St.

Buzz staff member Lauren Aquino, a junior in speech communication, said that the purpose of the party was to celebrate the annual 'Best of C-U' issue, which contained reader-approved Champaign-Urbana favorites in everything from food to fun to fashion.

"It was really great to see students come to the party with their dads," Aquino said. "It was by far the most successful Buzz party that Illini Media has ever sponsored."

Special performances included "U-C Hip Hop," "Dance2xS Caliente," "No Strings Attached" and a comedic performance by Mike Coulter.

Aquino said it seemed that both the students and their fathers had a good time.

Many students, including senior in Business Molly Hughes, opted to take their fathers to the football game.

"I made him start the pre-game rituals of drinking at my favorite bar at 8:00 a.m. sharp," Hughes said. "So making it to the game was the least I could do."

Saturday's game against Big Ten team Purdue University marked the last home football game of the season. Illinois played an aggressive first half but could not hold the lead, losing 42-31.

"Although, I really don't enjoy sitting in the cold enduring a loss, I know that it means a lot to my dad to 'talk football' with me," Hughes said.

Katelyn Lobascio, senior in Education, took her dad to the Men's Glee Club Dad's Weekend Concert. The concert, hosted by the Krannert Art Center, was held at Foellinger Auditorium on Nov. 11.

"The Men's Glee Club performance was excellent," Lobascio said. "The group is incredibly rehearsed. Furthermore, the entire concert was completely entertaining."

Dad's Weekend provided plenty of time for bonding and unique memories. From parties, to sports, to musical venues, the weekend was jam-packed with University-sponsored events.
Opposite: The empty lot on the west side of Memorial Stadium serves as tailgating grounds for students and their fans. Photo by Slawomir Twarzidlo
Above: Tim Wolfe, a dad from the U of I class of 1988, Byron Anderson, senior in ACES, Tim Potoczak, senior in ACES, Brian Byth and Luke Shulkin, both students from Purdue, and Harry Patrick, Illinois graduate from 1974, hang out before the Illinois v. Purdue game. Photo by Slawomir Twarzidlo
Far left: Jim Kogut, a former U of I student and football player, enjoys a tailgate celebration with daughter Jacquelin Kogut, husband in Audi. Each home game, Jim puts on a tailgate for his two daughters that attend the university and anyone else who happens to walk by. Photo by L. Olson
Left: Jenny Kogut, junior in LAS, mocks a nearby dad, Vern Olson, by stealing his fake Oakley sunglasses and wearing them for the duration of the Dad’s Weekend tailgate. Photo by L. Olson
Christine Janda, junior in Communications, goes to her closet and comes back empty-handed. "I have nothing to wear out tonight," she says. Janda does not have a car on campus and therefore does not have access to clothing retailers. Trying to find a trendy outfit last minute was a challenge, until recently, she said.

Two new clothing stores, Pitaya and Exhibit, opened on campus. Both stores provided students with fashionable clothing, within walking distance.

"Having a store like this on campus is great for girls without cars or for girls who don’t have time to make a trip to the mall," said Amber Bain, sophomore in Education and Exhibit employee. Nestled on the second floor of the College Corner Center on Green St., Exhibit offers students a wide selection of clothing choices. The boutique carries everything from Ed Hardy t-shirts to Hot Kiss jeans to MiiRn dresses.

Bain credited the diverse selection to owner Heather Ronkoske, an alumna of the University. She said Ronkoske orders styles and vendors that appeal to her.

"(Ronkoske) has styled for celebrities and T.V. shows," Bain said. "She knows how to pick out really unique items."

Bain said the most popular items are dresses, jewelry, and "going-out" tops.

"We get a lot of girls in here looking for dresses to wear to last minute events," she said.

Shoppers can spend $36 to $100 on a dress depending on the designer. Bain said that although some of the items can be expensive, Exhibit does offer items that fit into a college student’s budget.

Amanda Heckinger, junior in Business and employee at Pitaya, located on Green St., said that like Exhibit, Pitaya has a large selection of merchandise that changes from week-to-week.

"The girls that shop here typically have a sense of style," Heckinger said. "They know what they can come in here on a regular basis and find something fresh."

Lindsey Kordik, junior in Communications and self-proclaimed fashionista, said she enjoys shopping at Pitaya because of the variety.

"They really have a little bit of everything – no matter what look you are looking for you can find it there," Kordik said.

Some popular items include tunic shirts, leggings, and headbands, Heckinger said.

Kordik said while the new stores are convenient, they are bad for her bank account.

"I have a shopping problem as it is," Kordik said. "Now I can go to class, shop, grab dinner, shop..."

**Fall Fashion Favorites**

- **Leggings**
  - This 80's essential has made a comeback and is being worn under dresses, big sweaters and long tees.

- **Headbands**
  - This hair accessory that comes in a variety of shapes and sizes is great for running to class or hitting up the bars.

- **Skinny Jeans**
  - Toss these on with a pair of ballet flats during the day and then switch into a pair of pumps for the night.

**Clothing Boutiques on Campus Set the Fashion Standard**

*Story by BRITANY BEKAS*  
*Photos by ALISA AUGELLO*
Opposite: Katelyn Lofstrand, senior in Business; Emily Widmer, senior in LAS; and Xile Mammoser, senior in Communications, peruse the racks at Fitoya, located on Crown St.

Below: Maryam Arsenjevic and Sarah Becker, both seniors in Education, shop for new holiday party dresses.

Waist Belts
This waist is back. This accessory dresses up any boring t-shirt or dress.

Wrap Dresses
A dress for any age level that looks great over jeans, leggings or tights.
Opposite: Otto Skupnicz, freshman in LAS, looks forward. Ron McConnell, sophomore in LAS, in their local band, Sonic.
Above: Sonic is guitarist and lead vocalist Ron McConnell, sophomore in LAS, rocks out during a show at the Union Courtyard Cafe.
rock in our region

Local band plays C-U, striving for national fame and fortune

It wasn’t long ago that an almost unheard of student band from the University of Illinois became a nationwide, popular rock band. The band was REO Speedwagon. And it may not be much longer until another student band follows in their footsteps. “Santa” is a group of five students who, though they have not been together for even a year, have already enjoyed numerous successes. In February of 2006, Stanton McConnell, sophomore in Liberal Arts and Sciences (LAS) and also guitarist and vocalist for Santa, along with his cousin Mack McConnell, also sophomore in LAS and fellow guitarist, gathered some of their musically inclined friends to form the band now known as Santa.

The roles of bassist, vocals, drums, keyboard and auxiliary percussion were ultimately filled by Martin O’Donnell, sophomore in LAS, Chad Warner, junior in LAS, Zak Kunath, sophomore in LAS, and Otto Stuparitz, freshman in LAS.

Perhaps one of the most unusual aspects of the bands formation was their decision on a name. Incidentally, the name was jokingly decided upon by the McConnell cousins over a casual cup of tea.

“At first we laughed, but then we found it provocative,” Stan McConnell said. “It’s memorable and kind of mysterious, and who has dared tackle the cultural impact that Santa has other then the man himself?”

One of the most unique aspects of the band is the very genre that they fit into – or more accurately, the many genres that they do not fit into.

“It’s really hard to pinpoint influences, because so many of us have such different musical tastes,” percussionist Zak Kunath said. “We are a big conglomerate of genres and styles that we individually like.”

Specific influences range from Radiohead to Bob Dylan, Of Montreal to Phish.

Members of Santa spent much of the 2006-2007 school year experimenting with their sound at frequent, two-hour practice sessions. Their devotion to creating music paid off as they were given the opportunity to play at various local venues, produce an album, and be featured on Illini Media’s student radio station, WPGU.

Above all of their successes however, perhaps the most rewarding, was their opportunity to go on tour. The tour, aside from providing the band with a real taste of life on the road, included playing shows in Chicago, St. Louis and Arkansas.

“We partyed everywhere from gated communities to lonesome country bars and it was incredible,” Mack McConnell said.

However, as with any other band on the rise, Santa was forced to deal with a few difficulties that accompanied life in the musical spotlight.

Drummer Martin O’Donnell said that “negotiating six people’s desires, musical and otherwise, has probably been the most difficult thing.”

As the band nears their one-year anniversary, they concluded that life as a musician has been nothing other than a rollercoaster ride. In years to come, Santa plans on staying together and pursuing their goal of creating new and enjoyable sounds for a consistently growing group of fans.

Stan McConnell said, “We want to travel the world and make people cry, the good tears, the whole bittersweet-life-tears that only music can bring.”

Story by Jessica Radogno
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Christmas came early for Jeremy Cavinder, Army Rank Specialist, 1st Cavalry, who was stationed at Camp Taji.

Participating in the University-hosted event "See Your Soldier," held on Dec. 5 and Dec. 6, Cavinder was able to see and speak to his family for approximately 30 minutes via videoconferencing.

There wasn't a dry eye in the room when Cavinder's young son, Noah, stood up and said, "Daddy, I want to say something—you're my hero."

The sobs were audible from both the family in the conferencing room and from the satellite feed of Jeremy.

He replied, "It means so much to us over here that you all still care. Sometimes we feel like people back home don't even care anymore.

"You remember those good times, baby," he said directly to his son. "Because we're going to have a lot more when I get home. I promised you I'd come home. I will."

Approximately 50 soldiers stationed at two...
camps were able to connect with about 340 family members around Illinois. The video-conferencing sessions were held at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications on the Urbana-Champaign campus, as well as 12 extension sites throughout the state. It is offered to families at no cost.

This is the third time that the University has arranged real-time meetings between deployed soldiers and their families, a program they call "See Your Soldier."

Scheduling and equipment overseas was coordinated with Freedom Calls, a New York-based foundation that helps soldiers all over the nation reunite with their families live via satellite.

"It was extremely difficult to coordinate," said Nancy Kasselbaum, a "See Your Soldier" coordinator. "The program took about six weeks to organize, but families are always elated to be able to see their loved ones."

Cavinder's family said that the best part of this was that they could see that he was safe, healthy, and in one piece.

Through tears and sniffles, his family had 30 minutes to ask him questions about how his time overseas has been, ask if he needed anything, and to catch him up with life in their hometown of Shelbyville. Cavinder was unable to comment on his personal view of the war or specific locations of military personnel.

"It's the greatest Christmas present I could ever ask for," Cavinder said.

The year 2006 has been a tumultuous one in regard to progress in Iraq. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was fired and succeeded by Robert Gates, who hopes that President Bush will listen to his new strategies on forging a war plan.

"In my view, all options are on the table, in terms of how we address this problem in Iraq," he told the Senate Armed Services Committee, who approved him by a wide margin after five hours of testimony on Dec. 5.

The U.S. death toll has surpassed 2,900 in the four years that troops have been overseas, and no timetable has been set to remove them. The Pentagon, the State Department, and the National Security Council all have separate studies about how to focus war efforts in the future, but in the end it is President Bush's decision on how to proceed.
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Opposite: Jeremy Cavinder, a soldier stationed at Camp Taji in Iraq, talks with his wife and son via videoconference at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). Left: Cavinder's entire extended family traveled from Shelbyville to participate in the "See Your Soldier" program. Right: Amanda Cavinder experiences an emotional moment seeing husband Jeremy on screen. "You're my hero," son Noah told him.
together with pride

Students find support, form social circles in LGBT groups

One of the benefits of a large campus population is the diversity of the student body. The University is home to a lively lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community and offers a variety of LGBT student organizations, three of which are PRIDE, Colors of PRIDE, and "L-Cubed," or Ladies Loving Ladies.

One of the things Liz Wagner, current president of Ladies Loving Ladies, considered during her college search was the presence of LGBT groups on campuses. As a closeted high school student, Liz felt like an outsider. For college, she sought a place which would allow her to be herself. In her words, Ladies Loving Ladies "provides a place for queer women to go."

PRIDE, perhaps the largest LGBT organization on campus, is also the most active and most public group. While equally concerned with building community, PRIDE also works "to keep gay issues towards the forefront of campus," said PRIDE executive officer William Blanchard.

One of the ways PRIDE accomplishes a political agenda is with campus-wide events that draw attention to the oppression of LGBT people. PRIDE organizes 'Day of Silence' in the spring, during which participating members dress in black and decline to speak for the day.

This action "symbolizes the silence all LGBT people feel," said Blanchard. PRIDE also sponsors events for National Coming Out Day, Transgender Day of Remembrance, and volunteers members for panel discussions in Human Sexuality class sections, as well as holding social events.

Colors of PRIDE, a group specifically geared towards LGBT students of color, also organizes activities which encourage awareness and discussion of LGBT issues, such as movie showings and lectures, a guerrilla theatre on the quad, and a Drag Ball at the Illini Union. Ladies Loving Ladies is a primarily social group, organizing outings to movies, Curtis Apple Orchard, C-street bar, and the PRIDE parade in Chicago.

While there is a solid LGBT community at the University, many groups feel the campus community could still improve their levels of acceptance. Each organization acknowledges that it faces difficulties, with membership, diversity of membership, and participation of allies.

President of PRIDE Ryan Livingston seeks to convince potential allies that "this is a cause worth their time," and that "the denial of one person's civil liberties does affect yours."

Wagner said a major difficulty is in encouraging people who haven't come out yet to join the organization.

Ryan agrees, saying, "I thought there'd be more gay people here. Going by statistics, there should be 4,000 gay students (10% of the population). This campus is a closeted one."

Blanchard said the under-representation of minorities in PRIDE mimics the under-representation of minorities on campus in general. "This campus is not very diverse when it comes down to it."

Wagner said that the campus climate is a bit less intimidating for women than men to come out. "It's easier for queer women to blend in with straight women because straight women are less threatened."

Despite these challenges, LGBT organizations agree that while the campus may not be diverse, it is receptive. "Change is achievable. This is a place where we can make a difference," Livingston said. William agreed, saying that "Most students are willing to listen."

Khristian Kemp-DeLisser, of Colors of PRIDE, notes that "despite its challenges, Colors of PRIDE is a valuable group to have on this campus. Students and staff will always be committed to its success. We don't expect it to go away."

Story by Camille Bromley
Photo by Brad Vest
Opposite: LGBT members on a rooftop for Geminis Lgbtq+ meet
management. Pictured is Arthur, a Computer engineering graduate student.

Engineering: Alex Grace, "I'm in 6th year and it's been
an amazing journey. I'm really
curious about what the future
holds." Kate, "I'm a physics
student in LMU. I think it's
important to have diversity in
Engineering." Mary Luisa Peralta,
"I'm a first-year student and
I've been so inspired by the
support I've received from my
classmates." Photo credit: Lavoie.

Above: Time on campus
Reunion for Freshmen of LAS
and Bev. What Next at the LA
graduation support for National Coming Out Day.
Photo credit: Ford.
Smokers, non-smokers alike adjust to ban on tobacco

With the bitter turn of the weather in early February and the installation of the Champaign Clean Indoor Air Ordinance on Jan. 31, smokers will have an extra chill as they step outside for a smoke.

On May 16, 2006, the Champaign City Council passed the ordinance with a 5-4 majority prohibiting smoking in enclosed public places. Similarly, Urbana implemented the same policy on Aug. 1 last year, and it was enforced as of Jan. 1, 2007.
The ordinance required bars and restaurants to place conspicuous "no smoking" signs at or near the entrance and also requires them to remove any smoking paraphernalia such as ash trays, according to the City of Champaign Web site. If the owners of these public places fail to follow these rules, they can be charged a minimum of $195. If an individual is caught smoking, they can be charged a minimum of $145.

Ashley Richard, junior in education, thought the smoking ban is a positive change to the Champaign-Urbana night life. "It's a great thing," Richard said. "I hate going to the bars and smelling bad afterward. I love the ban."

Yet many of the smokers in Champaign and Urbana don't share Richard's sentiment, as some of the on-campus bars don't have beer gardens. This makes it challenging for smokers to get back in.

"I go to bars only if there's a beer garden where I don't have to get back in line to re-enter," said Andrew Krok, junior in LAS.

Krok agreed, however, that not smoking might be the healthier, safer choice, yet he still doesn't agree with the ban.

"I can go out for a night, and while not smoking might be hard, it's probably better for me in the long run," he said. "But it's no wonder why bars are losing money, making people wait in line."

Freshman in the college of agriculture Alake Kashyap was also concerned with the health aspect of smoking in public places.

"Second-hand smoke is becoming a more relevant issue in the current world," Kashyap said. "It's relevant to everyone...who likes to sing and drink with people whose breath smells like smoke, anyway?"

While the smoking ban is a positive for some non-smokers and health-conscious people, Eric Vacco, sophomore in LAS, knew what to expect from a bar and understands the former bar atmosphere.

"It's strucuted around drinking and smoking...a bar is a bar," Vacco said. "But if I had to pick, smoking is bad and it should be banned because it does more harm than good."

Although the ban was recently put into effect, city officials do not foresee the ban as causing too many problems, as most establishments are complying. However, if there is a problem that needs to be reported, a smoking complaint form can be submitted online at the C-U Public Health Department's Web site.

**STORY BY DANIELLE URBAN**
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**how do you feel about the champaign smoking ban?**

- **I love it. When I wake up and my hair is in my face I don't feel like bartending and jumping off the balcony.**
  - Steph Matlock
  - sophomore in LAS

- **I don't smoke. I hate smoke but I don't necessarily think it should be banned in bars. Definitely in restaurants because there is food being served but I feel like it's expected in terms of standards at bars.**
  - Brian Bush
  - junior in Engineering

- **It's seriously God's gift to me. Also a lot of my friends are trying to quit smoking and this is actually very helpful to them.**
  - Sarah Du Runtz
  - senior in LAS
University administrators participate in panel discussion at student forum to address racism and hostility on campus

A line of six panelists faced a packed Foellinger Auditorium of students and community members asking hardball questions, addressing the "hostile campus climate," and the "long history of racism, privilege and intolerance at the University."

Events such as the "Tacos and Tequila" party and certain Facebook groups were the catalyst for an open forum titled, "Racism, Power and Privilege at UIUC." It was hosted by Students Transforming Oppression and Privilege (STOP) Feb. 1, 2007, to engage the campus and community in an open discussion about "the racist and hostile environment" at the University, according to STOP's press release.

The panelists for the forum were President B. Joseph White, Chancellor Richard Herman, Vice Chancellor Renee Romano, Provost Linda Katehi, Dean of Students William Riley and Vernon Burton, faculty senate member. The panel was given a list of seven demands, which can be found in length on the iResist Web site, and an ultimatum to respond within 15 business days with a concrete course of action. Celina Villanueva, senior in LAS and president of the Mexican Students Association, was the first to "break the imposed code of
silence." She "stood unafraid" behind the podium addressing the "Tacos and Tequila" incident and speaking against the "blatant form of racism that is the Chief" to thunderous applause. The administration's failure to respond in a prompt and efficient manner, Villanueva said, condemned the acts of participants in "Tacos and Tequila."

Shawn Lampkins-Thuando, graduate student and spokesman for STOP, illustrated why they believe the Chief is racist.

"Imagine that you're a Catholic," he said. "And to you, the pope is a sacred figure. One day you go to this institution and at halftime, you see him running around sprinkling holy water on the crowd."

One male University student, wearing a bright orange Illinois shirt and a blue Illinois hat, was a lone pro-Chief voice in the auditorium who spoke up to the crowd's boos and jeers mixed with scattered clapping.

"The lack of individuals speaking different view points in the forum was reflective of the fact that (those who are not present) did not acknowledge the critical barrier of racism, privilege, and power as the root cause of this hostile campus climate," said Reem Rahman, junior in LAS.

The first question to White regarded his plans to change the use of Chief Illiniwek. His reply of appreciation for the forum was cut short by an "answer the question!" from the audience. White declined to comment on what the Board of Trustees planned to resolve in 2007.

The audience expressed concerns regarding the lack of diversity on the panel.

"I'm not going to speak to why I'm white," Romano said after White and Herman spoke. "But I want to say that white people can be as dedicated to the issues of inclusion as anyone in this room."

Romano agreed with STOP that silence is the worst thing and there needs to be more dialogue in the future, while White endured more than a few interruptions and jeers from the audience.

"I have a great desire for everybody on this campus to feel safe and be treated with respect and dignity," he said.

Above: The six-member Race, Power, and Privilege Forum panel listens and responds as students and community members address their concerns with the state of racism on campus. Fawellinger and Gregory Hall were tried to capacity, and many other people were turned away to watch the forum either at the Illini Union or on the Internet.
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Breaking the Streak

Chicago Bears Play in the Super Bowl for the First Time Since 1986

Here comes a special time every February when the attention of millions across the nation is drawn to the nearest television set for hours. For most, the festivities involved are a culmination of an entire season of gut-wrenching losses, highlight reel performances, and unforgettable victories. Others are enticed to participate simply by the enormity of the occasion or the overly expensive commercials.

Recently, the event occupied an important place in the hearts of the Chicago faithful. This was no ordinary Super Bowl for them, as their beloved Chicago Bears were making their first trip to the big game since 1986.

Though the final outcome, 29-17, was not what most fans had in mind, a Bears Super Bowl appearance was enough to make the game a special experience. Pete Otremba, sophomore in engineering, said he was disappointed over the heart-breaking loss, but could not forget the feeling of watching the Bears compete for a championship.

"It was great having a home team in the game trying to win it for Chicago," Otremba said. "It wasn't as good a game as I had hoped, but watching it at school with my friends was definitely different from my experiences in the past."

The campus was rippling with excitement in the weeks leading up to the game, as students and
faculty alike got caught up in the aura of Super Bowl Sunday. Joe O'Malley, sophomore in LAS, testified to the all-inclusive nature of this enthusiastic atmosphere.

"Everyone was really getting into it," said O'Malley. "Between teachers putting off assignments and talking about the game in lecture, you could feel the excitement and energy building on campus."

After years of futility and early playoff exits, the Bears were finally able to formulate a Super Bowl caliber team, officially marking the beginning of a new era of football in Chicago. This seemed the only means of consolation for mourning Bears fans across campus.

"The game showed that Chicago's presence in the sports world is expanding," Otremba said. "With the White Sox winning the World Series two years ago, and the Bears reaching the Super Bowl this year, it definitely means that Chicago is coming back into its own in the sports world."

As for the Bears' chances of reaching the big game next February, Otremba did not hesitate to offer his prediction.

"There's no doubt in my mind that they're winning it all next year," Otremba said. "I'm 100 percent positive."

Only time will tell whether this year's heroics will be repeated, but one thing is for certain: Champaign will be ready and waiting to catch Bears fever once again.
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Opposite: Chicago Bears' Devin Hester (23) runs back the opening kick-off for a touchdown during the first quarter of the Super Bowl XL football game against the Indianapolis Colts. Photo courtesy of The Associated Press.

Above: Chicago Bears quarterback Rex Grossman (8) stumbles after recovering a fumble against the Indianapolis Colts. Photo courtesy of The Associated Press.

Left: After watching the Chicago Bears' 29-17 loss to the Indianapolis Colts in Superbowl XL, Mike Halahan, right, and Dave Burchfield, left, both freshmen in LAS, comfort each other at KAMS in Champaign on Sunday evening. Photo by J. Birnbaum
On any given Thursday, any student at the University can take a walk through Campus, cross the quad between classes, and catch a glimpse of an army fatigue rounding the corner of the Union, or disappearing up the steps and through the doors of Foellinger Auditorium. Most will notice the black shoulder bag with at least the letters "ROTC" embroidered on the flap, carefully placed under a chair or on top of a desk. Their backs straight, these members of ROTC—the Reserve Officer Training Corps—sit through class with a sense of pride in their stance that may or may not be visible in the average student. While they may walk to class with this same sense of confidence every day, the ROTC member will stand out on Thursdays, because the Military Education Council has designated this as the day when they will wear their uniforms all day, demonstrating the pride they hold for their organization and their country.
The joint ROTC program of Parkland College and the University of Illinois has divisions in both the U.S. Marines and the U.S. Navy, with students who are enlisted as active duty and those who are not. According to MIDN Isaiah Stokes, how long you serve depends on what field you go into. "There are minimum terms of service," he said. "They depend on whether you want to go the aviation route, or other route, you know."

First class midshipman and senior at the University Julie Vogt always wanted to be in the military, and decided that the ROTC program was the best option that involved an education. Vogt wanted to serve her country, and ROTC let her do that while serving her personal interests in an education as well.

"I have changed a lot, and definitely for the better," she said.

Coming from a family of military careers, fourth class midshipman Justin Meyers knew all along he would end up in the field, choosing aviation in the ROTC program at the University to help him get there.

"If you want to make the Navy your career, it can be the rest of your life," he said. "It will help me get a job after that too, since any airline will see 'naval aviator' on a resume and probably hire immediately."

Meyers and Vogt differ from fellow ROTC member Robert Schronske however, as they entered the ROTC program right out of school, while Schronske chose to enlist prior to his entrance in the program. He is a member of the Marines as well as a freshman at the University.

"We're locked in for careers, and the marines are still paying us, so they want us out of here as quick as possible," Schronske said.

Feeling a personal urgency to get his education and get out in his field, Schronske will take summer classes, speeding up the process toward graduation.

ROTC students do not receive any special treatment from the University, whether that be in regards to registration or graduation requirements. On top of the usual things required to graduate, ROTC students must also maintain a 2.5 GPA and take the necessary classes required by the military, which range from military history to weaponry to leadership classes.

"It's more of a load on us; more standards," MIDN Stokes said. "But the lessons learned here serve you well, and the life techniques we train in here can be carried with you."

**STORY BY: DANI STRITCH**
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Erica Van Zuidam had never even heard of bacterial meningitis before May 2005 when she was rushed to the hospital with severe flu-like symptoms. She would remain there for nearly the entire summer, in a coma for seven weeks and recovering from surgeries the rest of the time. The disease would eventually claim both legs, just below the knee, and both arms, just below the wrist.

After a year off of school for intense rehab and recovery, Van Zuidam has returned to the university. She has switched her major from math to kinesiology and hopes to be an occupational therapist where she will work with other amputees.

"My physical therapist was fantastic, but it was so frustrating to have her try to teach me to use my prosthetics when she had her hands still," she said. "She could never really understand what I was going through. I want to show others firsthand and help them get through the therapy that I've already done."

Bacterial meningitis is an infection of the spinal cord, brain stem and brain. It infects approximately 3,000 people in American annually, and has a fatality rate of 10-12 percent. About 20 percent of survivors will have some permanent physical damage as a result of the disease, including amputations, hearing loss, kidney disease, or difficulty speaking.

Adolescents and young adults account for nearly 30 percent of cases, and college freshmen are particularly susceptible. In fact, recent data also show students living in dormitories, particularly freshmen, have a six fold increased risk for the disease. Crowded living conditions (such as dormitories), irregular sleep patterns, sharing...
beverages and utensils, and attending school with people from geographically diverse areas all account for a higher percentage among college students.

However, there is a vaccine for meningococcal disease that could prevent up to 85 percent of all cases in adolescents yearly. It is offered at U of I but not required for admission. Students can pay $30 to receive the vaccine at the campus health clinic.

“I didn’t know about the vaccine,” said Van Zuidam. “I’d never even heard of bacterial meningitis before this. I was mad when I knew it could have been prevented.”

She tries to make people aware of the vaccine now that she is back on campus. She stopped a tour group of high school seniors on the quad a few months ago.

“Don’t even chance it,” she told them.

Bacterial meningitis is an extremely fast-moving disease; patients go from feeling flu symptoms to full organ failure in just a few hours. Van Zuidam’s experience was no different. Doctors took her case literally minute-by-minute; the medical staff didn’t leave her side for the first 26 hours.

Amazingly, Van Zuidam says she never felt much self-pity about getting the disease or her amputations.

“I wanted to just move on,” she said. “I wanted to get out of the hospital.”

It was difficult for her to get used to all of her prostheses, especially right after the surgeries when the wounds were still sore. However, she worked tirelessly at daily tasks such as holding a toothbrush to brush her teeth and putting on makeup alone.

“It was so frustrating at first, because I had never thought twice about those things before,” she says. “It was rewarding to be back to where I was before my prostheses.”

One of the few things she still has trouble with is pulling her hair back into a ponytail.

“Most people with prosthetic arms have to cut their hair short,” Erica says. “But I don’t care what I have to do, these things are absolutely not going to make me cut my hair.”

Now back at school a year later, Van Zuidam lives in private housing in an ADA-approved room with two roommates, twins Megan and Emily Bateman. Everything has been customized to fit her needs, such as levers on all doors and sinks instead of knobs, lowered light switches, a raised toilet seat because, in her own words, “ya don’t got ankles.”

The Bateman sisters are more than happy to step in when she needs help.

“In a living situation like this, you need someone who wants to help,” Van Zuidam said. “We really lucked out.”

“Yeah, we lucked out that you put up with us,” joked Megan.

Van Zuidam recalled a time when her normally laid-back demeanor was pushed to the limit at a party this year.

“Some girl came up to me, grabbed my arm prosthetic, and said, ‘Oh aren’t you cute!’” said Van Zuidam with more than a hint of disdain. “I wanted to clobber her, and tell her exactly where my hook is going if she doesn’t shut up.

“Just make me feel normal, that’s all I ask.”

She sat quietly for a moment, staring down at her prostheses.

“I have my bad days,” she said calmly, looking back up. “Everyone will. But you can’t dwell on it—you’ll make yourself nuts with unanswered questions.

“Let it be as it is. Just go with it.”
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lanked by a pair of bulldozers, President George W. Bush spoke to a hand-picked group of workers, whose diversity showed in the spattering of suits among hard hats and safety glasses. Some stood on top of various pieces of heavy equipment in order to get a better view of the president.

On Tuesday, Jan. 30, the eve of his State of the Economy address in New York City, President Bush chose to speak to Caterpillar Inc. in East Peoria. He said the company exemplifies the American pioneering spirit, able to expand worldwide while keeping jobs back home.
Bush said he was "impressed by a culture of excellence and accomplishment that is the spirit of Caterpillar."

Prior to his speech, the president toured the facility and drove a bulldozer. Jim Owens, CEO of Caterpillar, said he commended the president for bringing the country into its greatest period of economic growth since World War II.

"I wanted to get out of Washington and sit down with folks that are the backbone of this country. And I want to come to one of America's great companies, and that's Caterpillar," Bush said.

Bush, standing under a banner that read, "Working for America," said he was glad to be in America's heartland with a company that reflects the American enterprising spirit.

The American economy is strong because inflation, interest rates and national unemployment are down, while wages are on the increase, Bush said.

"The question facing the country is, 'what are we going to do to make sure it's strong tomorrow?'" Bush said.

The president reiterated a point he made during his Jan. 23 State of the Union address, stating that what America needs is "not more government, but more enterprise."

"Our job in government is not to get in your way," Bush said, "Our job in government is to put pro-growth economic policies in place that (allow) companies like Caterpillar that do the right thing to succeed."

Roy Prokesh, quality inspector at Caterpillar, said that he is pleased with Cat's initiative in global development.

"Caterpillar takes care of us," said Prokesh. The tractor business is bound to boom, he added, due to the need of developing nations for building equipment, such as the bulldozers and tractors Caterpillar manufactures.

Bush said promoting free trade agreements is key to generating further revenue in America. The more a country exports, more workers are needed to build products, creating more jobs, he added. America holds five percent of the world population, and so we ought to market to the other 95 percent of the world, Bush said.

He said that he wants to ensure a level playing field, adding that America has pursued bilateral, regional, and world trade agreements.

"On a level playing field, nobody can compete with us," he added.

"It's a once in a lifetime experience; it's not every day that you get to see the president of the United States," said Ronald Gamble, Caterpillar team member for over ten years.
snow for two days

University cancels class for the first time in twenty-eight years

Using lunch trays as sleds instead of piling them with dorm food, University students filled in the steps of Foellinger Auditorium with snow and made themselves a sledding hill. Despite a blizzard warning, more than 100 people were on the Quad on Tuesday, Feb. 13, to enjoy a rare snow day at the University, something that hasn’t occurred since 1979.

Miles Kilgallon, sophomore in LAS, went to the Quad with his friends for a snowball fight and to play frisbee but decided to borrow lunch trays from people after he saw them sledding. After sledding for more than an hour, Kilgallon and his friends continued to line up to take their turn.
Students also found time to exercise by running across the Quad or using skis rented from Campus Recreation to get around. Others played Red Rover, tackle football, had snowball fights and built snow forts.

Ali Leipsiger, senior in ACES, was on the Quad playing in the snow and building a fort with her friends for more than an hour.

"We had a snowball fight, did some wrestling, and now we're getting down and dirty," she said.

Leipsiger was building her fort using the snow that a tractor clearing pathways pushed to one side of the Quad. While working on the fort, Kirstin Hughes, senior in engineering, dug herself deeper into the mound, creating an opening to the fort.

"We're trying to see how many people will fit in it," Leipsiger said. "But I doubt all six of us will."

Despite enjoying the snow on the Quad, Leipsiger wasn't happy with late announcement of class cancellations. She had to walk to her 9 a.m. class for a scheduled exam and said she was in a bad mood. Only after her teaching assistant announced the cancellation of classes did she walk home happy.

"I haven't had a snow day since the sixth grade," she said. "High schools take pride in not canceling. I never thought it would happen."

Walking a little farther across the Quad, it was hard not to notice Jeff Wagner, sophomore in LAS, getting tackled in the snow. As he got up to brush himself off, his bare hands were beet red.

"I lost my gloves at Joe's," he said.

Even though he was blowing into his hands to warm them, he said he didn't manage to find time to purchase new gloves.

Wagner said he decided to get to the Quad by bus but thought it was a bad idea because it stopped half a block past his stop.

For Rob Bernas, graduate student, driving a car or bus didn't seem like a safe idea. After his friend Candi Lauret spent an hour shoveling her driveway to use her car to pick him up for lunch at Murphy's Pub, he declined.

"He didn't trust me to drive," said Lauret, senior in Education. "So we had to walk."

After just watching "An Inconvenient Truth," both Bernas and Lauret blamed the snowy weather on global warming.

"We're blaming Al Gore for everything," he joked.

Sitting down to have a beer after spending most of the day studying, Bernas enjoyed a break for lunch and from the cold.

"It's nice to have a day off in the middle of the semester once in a while," Bernas said.
Chief Illiniwek's final performance ends eighty-year university tradition.
With 16,618 fans hanging on each tap of his toe against the hardwood, each twist of his wrist that makes the soft rawhide fringe dangling off his arms and legs dance, Chief Illiniwek struggles to find his steps as an incessant flicker of flashbulbs rains down on the Assembly Hall like silver foil confetti falling on a New Year's celebration.

The flashbulbs are blinding, and the chorus of Illinois' Alma Mater echoes through the arena. The Chief has danced at the Assembly Hall since the early 1960s, and has performed for Illinois sports fans almost twice as long, but the swaying masses of bleary-eyed fans and incessant photographers indicate this is not his typical halftime show.

It is Feb. 21, 2007, just five days after Larry Eppley, the Chairman of Illinois' Board of Trustees, announced Chief Illiniwek would dance his last dance tonight. The last five days have thrown many of Illinois' classrooms into a heated race debate, have sent students and alumni rushing to the bookstores to stock up on Chief paraphernalia and have turned Dan Maloney, the thirty-seventh and now final Illinois student to portray Illiniwek, into a mini-celebrity across the state.

"Someone close to me put it very delicately, saying I had a responsibility," Maloney said. "People who support the Chief were looking to me for answers, for guidance, for leadership. I did not want to grant many interviews, but I was encouraged to speak out."

Eppley's announcement made Maloney the voice of the pro-Chief camp, thrusting him in front of TV cameras and microphones as reporters desperate for good drama swarmed Champaign to cover the Chief's last dance.
On the other side of the debate are a group of students, staff and American Indian activists who, for the past two decades, have called for the Chief's retirement. They protested at rallies on the Quad and outside Memorial Stadium, likening the performance to the blackface shows of a century ago. They say the Chief is outdated and reflects poorly on the University, painting it as a backward sports-driven school rather than a great research institution.

While Chief supporters rallied around Maloney and the cause he symbolized, most in the anti-Chief camp subtly celebrated. The University's Native America House issues a statement applauding the move and former anti-Chief activist Charlene Teters is profiled in the Champaign News-Gazette. For some, the fight against Illiniwek is far from done; these people say his legacy has left a cloud of prejudice hanging over the campus. For others, though, the war is won.

"This is it for me," said Fred Hoxie, a history professor at Illinois who vocally opposed Chief Illiniwek. "I teach American Indian history here, and the mascot was a significant roadblock in people's ability to understand that history."

At the next Board of Trustees Meeting in March, Eppley will leave the fate of the Chief logo, regalia and signage up to Chancellor Richard Herman. There he and the majority of the board will officially go on the record in support of the Chief's retirement.

But for now, for the sold-out crowd that has come to watch the last dance of an 81-year-old symbol, this moment is all that matters. Illiniwek walks off the court to thunderous applause, but the sound only heightens when he suddenly turns around and heads back to center court for a final bow. Then he stumps his foot one final time, and marches off the court and into history.
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Opposite: Chief Illiniwek performs for the final time.
Photo by J. Birnbaum

Top: Chief T-shirts are on display at T.I.S. Bookstore on Swift St. in Champaign. T.I.S hung signs stating that the officially licensed Chief apparel will soon be discontinued and became collector's items.
Photo by D. Hollander

Above: Supporters of Chief Illiniwek stand with signs behind during the rally on the Quad last days after the announcement of retirement.
Photo by J. Birnbaum

Left: Dan Maloney, the graduate student who portrays the Chief, hugs his girlfriend Catherine Krag, junior in Communications, as the night of the last dance. "Going into this last performance knowing an announcement has been made makes it that much more important," he said. "It makes it that much more meaningful." Photo by A. Moore
he stairs squeak under the strain of the weight, as Drew Schneider and Tyler Shimomura drag their “green keg” up the three flights to their apartment. Ready to be up and about much earlier than they have ever been for class, the two juniors are setting up for a 6:00 a.m. keg race and the biggest holiday of the year, Unofficial St. Patrick’s Day.

With common events such as keg races and parties dubbed “Kegs ’n’ Eggs,” many students at the University were not discouraged by the steps taken by both the city and the University this spring, in hopes of diminishing the effects of the all-day drinking event.

“They are trying to force us toward responsibility,” said Schneider, junior in Business. “But we are responsible all year long. Today, we’ll drink.”

As the 2007 Unofficial event crept closer, the University administration, as well as the City of Champaign police department and Mayor Schweighart, worked toward creating rules and regulations that would increase safety and decrease binge drinking and alcohol-related hospital visits for the day.

“Just partying with some common sense (is important) and not coming out with the mindset of getting blown away,” Schweighart said. “That seems to be the attitude of this party, and God
only knows what can happen when you go out and do that."

Curtailing this mindset was the goal of the new regulations put in place this year, such as not allowing Champaign bars to open their doors until 11 a.m., prohibiting the sale of pitchers of beer and undiluted shots, and enforcing the consumption of all drinks in disposable cups. The mayor has also said he planned to ensure that anyone checking IDs at the door was 21 years old, hoping to prevent anyone under the legal age of 19 from entering.

"Strengthening bar regulations may deter public drunkenness around Green Street, but students turned away from bars will simply go drink elsewhere," Shimomura said. "That may even prove to be less safe, as those that may end up needing medical attention will not realize it and will not get help."

Recent efforts against this holiday are generally spurred from the death of a girl involved in an alcohol-related accident last year, although some point out that she was not a University of Illinois student anymore, but an alumna. The Chancellor took no chances however, placing extra faculty in numerous classes, especially those with more than 50 students.

"We are asking our students to respect themselves and engage in mindful behavior," said Peg Rawles, Associate Chancellor.

These added restrictions did prevent many students from coming to class drunk, but many chose to avoid the possibility of repercussions by not attending class at all.

"That role tried to get us to come to class sober, then drink. But most of my friends have chosen to come here earlier and not go at all instead," Shimomura said.
made for moms

University hosts weekend events designed specifically for mothers

Where am I going to stash this bottle of Skol? Is she bringing groceries? I should probably clean up around here. All thoughts that race through the mind of a University of Illinois student with a mom on the way.

Year after year (and mini-van and after mini-van) mothers come to the University campus to celebrate Mom's Weekend with their daughters and sons. This year's calendar included activities like bowling, a fashion show and a screening of the motion picture Dreamgirls.

But for junior in LAS Molly Rafter and her mother Terri, the real meaning of Mom's weekend is not going to University-sponsored events but rather enjoying quality time with one another.

"I have looked forward to Mom's Weekend every year Molly has been at U of I," Terri Rafter said.

This year was extra special for the Rafters because, for the first time, they were celebrating Mom's Weekend in Molly's very own apartment.

"It's a thrill for a mother to see her child in her own surroundings," said Terri, adding that her daughter Molly was eager to show her just how independent she has become.

"One of the things she wanted me to do was go shopping with her and see how well she now..."
handles her grocery shopping and other things like paying bills,” Terri said. “Things like that make me so proud of her.”

Molly was also excited to show her mother the other perks to living in Champaign-Urbana, including the nightlife.

“The most part was definitely going to an off-campus bar and having a group of gentlemen buy my mom and me a round of drinks,” Molly said.

Annette Siemplenski, mother to junior in journalism Gina Siemplenski, was equally excited to “just hang out” with her daughter.

“Whenever Gina is home, it’s rush-rush-rush,” Annette Siemplenski said. “This was a day set aside just for us. It was just Gina and me, and I loved it.”

The Siemplenskis kept their time together informal, opting out of organized events and spending the weekend as Gina would have spent it anyway. This included a trip to a fraternity house, with living conditions Annette did not enjoy.

“The whole time we’re there, I’m saying, ‘Why would anyone want to live here?’ but it was fun,” Annette said.

Annette enjoyed the role reversal of being the visitor in an apartment where her own daughter was the hostess. She said it made her feel like she and her daughter were bonding as equals.

“It was very pleasant to be on an adult level just spending time and hanging out as friends,” Annette said. “Well, that is, until Gina asked for money.”
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Opposite: Hannah Newman, freshman in sociology, naps as her mother, Barb Newman, sits waiting for the Mom’s Weekend fashion show. Photo by D. Lai
Top: Mom’s and daughters shop side by side at the Mom’s Day Craft Fair. Photo by J.P. Goguen
Center: Kathy Logan, freshman in engineering, and her mom, Denise Logan, from Alsip, Ill., compare handbags at the Mom’s Day Craft Fair in the Union. Photo by J.P. Goguen
Left: Sigma Chi mothers are led down Daniel St. in Champaign by their sons in a pseudo-initiation ceremony. As part of Mom’s Day, mothers whose sons were initiated this spring were led blindfolded into Kam’s at noon. Photo by A. Babcock
ready but anxious

Graduating seniors prepare for life outside the University

It had finally arrived. The day every young, idealistic college anticipated but feared would never come. Despite the money-stuffed Hallmark cards flooding the mailbox, soon-to-be graduates were terrified of the light at the end of the tunnel.

For many graduating seniors, the final walk across the stage signifies the end of sixteen years of formal education, the impressive achievement of a university degree, and the terror of finding a new job and a new place in the world.

Tim Peters, a junior in philosophy, grew nervous for his impending graduation when it was still a year away. "Graduation is looking down at that "real" ground, dark and far, and feeling that collapse in your stomach as you realize you're falling," Peters said.

Many students with liberal arts degrees felt that because of the college they were in, they had no job lined-up. Venturing out into the real world and being faced with the overwhelming expectations to succeed began to feel to many seniors like a free fall into empty space.

Despite feelings of anxiety, alumni provided a bit of reassurance to worried seniors. Eric Robins graduated in the fall with a music degree in trumpet performance. He spent the next few months auditioning around the country at various graduate schools.

"That scared feeling . . . It's easy to get over it," Robins said. "It feels great to be out of school, out of the system. I spent my whole life in central Illinois, and I needed to get out."

A similar opinion was voiced by Laura Lukas, a senior in Spanish and psychology. "Four years was enough. I accomplished a lot and learned tons of things, but I grew tired of a routine lifestyle that consisted of endless hours of studying and having few activities to do in my free time aside from going out," Lukas said. "I've gotten a lot out of college and I'm ready for the next stage."

What seemed to be a liberating experience of having no job for some caused lots of anxiety for others and was not the only source of angst. Just as any major life change is nerve-wracking, the thought of starting an independent life and leaving friends, family, and the familiar behind destroyed any sense of security.

Cristina Diaz, senior in Communications, said, "Even though I graduate in May and have a job already lined up for me, I'm terrified. It seems impossible to leave the place where I have spent the best four years of my life without feeling like I am going to have a breakdown."

all in the past

Members of the class of 2007 talk about the things they'll miss most about college.

"I'm going to miss my friends. A lot of them are moving and we don't all live near each other to begin with."

—Andrea Madland
senior in LAS

"Chances are after graduation I won't be able to just go out and party any day of the week or any time of day for that matter."

—Kyle McMillin
senior in LAS
Others felt that graduation was an opportunity to be embraced and remembered. David Dralle, senior in Engineering, was one of those students.

"Graduation feelings are positive because I'm leaving the selfish world of undergraduate education," he said. "It has all been about me: my test grades, my homework, my exam tomorrow, my this and that. It's time for my actions to hit home—to finally do something that will count outside of slapping a new title on my list of achievements."

Graduation anxiety, whatever the source, was a very natural feeling to many students. And in the end, all students hoped that their college memories would provoke smiles and laughter. They trusted that the skills they took with them, wherever they were headed, would lead to exciting and unexpected places.
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Above: Receiving that diploma is undoubtedly rewarding, but many seniors tend to 'freak out' about the consequences of graduating. As soon as the commencement ceremony ends, college grads face the reality of choosing a career, paying back student loans, leaving Urbana-Champaign, and dealing with countless other life-changing situations.

"I'm not a morning person so I think what I'll miss most is being able to sleep in. In the real world, I'm pretty sure you have to woke up at nine at least."
—Jennie Rademacher
senior in ACES

"I'm going to miss the friendships that I made in college. But most of all, I'll miss the Morrow Pits."
—Cassie Cleary
senior in LAS
Looking back on a year of academics at Illinois.
Richard Herman
university chancellor

What do you believe are the strengths of this university?

RH: A legacy of excellence. We’ve contributed to innovations in science and technology. We’ve had 22 Nobel Prizes and 21 Pulitzer Prize winners. Also, we have world-class facilities and great students all across the area. Ultimately, outstanding students and alumni that have gone on to do great things.

What concerns or struggles is the University presently facing?

RH: At some level, it’s money. We haven’t got the support from the state as we have had in the past. We’re always competing for students and faculty, but we do our best.

What are some of the new initiatives the school is attempting?

RH: We are trying to have a local-to-global philosophy. The question is, “How do we turn the resources of our institution into our own backyard?” We want to connect more nationally from the west coast to Washington, D.C., and globally, as we have with India, China and Singapore. We want to increase diversity and continue to prepare students for leadership roles.
Renee Romano

vice chancellor
for student affairs

Student Affairs is the department in charge of programs, services, and facilities to accommodate students such as University Housing, McKinley Health Center, the Illini Union, and the Division of Campus Recreation.

What does the variety of registered student organizations show about the University?

RR: I think it shows not only that we have a real diversity in students, but also that U of I students are particularly active in the University. When I see the protests, people going to athletic events, I think students are engaged in this university. Students create student life.

How does the Department of Student Affairs help students achieve their full potential?

RR: We think of Student Affairs as creating opportunities for students to learn outside the classroom. You're learning about dealing with people of other cultures, you're learning what you're good at, how you might shape your future career, leadership and communication skills, how things work; how to make change at the University – and then carry this on to your community.

How should new students handle the size of this campus?

RR: Find a small community to affiliate with. It might be your academic peers, residence hall, registered student organization, or fraternity or sorority. Being affiliated with a close group of friends gives you the courage to go into the bigger university. If you have difficulty finding a small group, get one or two mentors to help you along.

Robin Kaler

associate chancellor
for public affairs

Public Affairs is the department that markets the value and excellence of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to the public, from the state to all over the world.

How do you think the University has developed a reputation as one of the best public universities in the country?

RK: Illinois has a rich tradition of national and international leadership in science, technology, business, agriculture and many other fields. Our students graduate and become the leaders of their generation in all sorts of fields. They discover, invent, create, and change the world.

How do you maintain that reputation?

RK: We are working very hard not only to remain one of the best public research universities in the nation, but to become the pre-eminent one. This requires strong leadership, a clear vision of excellence, and strategic initiatives that will set us apart from our peers.

What can the University do to attract more distinguished faculty and gifted students?

RK: Faculty and students say they choose Illinois—and they stay here—because this is a place with strength across so many disciplines and a very collegial and creative atmosphere. Enhancing that and providing the support faculty and students need to do their best work will allow us to continue attracting the best minds.

How does the reputation of this University help graduates who are seeking jobs or applying to graduate schools?

RK: Employers tell us that they love to hire Illinois graduates, because our students are hard-working, creative and independent, and they very quickly become leaders.
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has developed a series of courses geared toward acclimating freshmen to their new lives at the University. LAS Learning Communities, which are available only to freshmen and led by students in their junior or senior years, were created to bring new students together to share their experiences at the University in an academic setting.

To participate, students enroll in general education courses, as well as the component LAS 100 course, which then meets once a week to discuss the class. There are over 60 classes offered through this program in a variety of majors, including history, political science, psychology, English, chemistry and economics.

Program director Christine Hammer said that students are encouraged to take classes in a variety of majors helping them realize that "it's okay to be undecided."

For example, Brittany Cherry, freshman in Liberal Arts and Sciences, is a history major taking the LAS Learning Communities course with Math 125.

"It makes me feel better that other people are struggling with some of the stuff too," she said. "That is different than many of my classes, it's more personal."

The classes aren't just focused on the associated course. Leaders discuss a range of different topics pertaining to the University each week. During these classes, students can also find out about study abroad opportunities, get tips on apartment hunting, and learn how to reduce stress during finals time. Freshmen are able to ask questions about University life and also get the opportunity to meet other new students.

"A lot of the kids in this class are in my other classes so I formed some study groups," Cherry said. "I also like to hang out with them on the weekends."

In her description of the learning communities, Hammer said that the program "helps students overcome the transition between high school and college."

The program has been so successful that enrollment has only grown with each year. In fact, Hammer said that nearly half of the leaders involved were students in the program as freshmen.

As a University alumnus, Hammer is both a former student and leader in the program. While freshmen get the opportunity to meet other students, leaders also benefit from the arrangement.

Student leader Gail Grana, junior in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, said that, as a member of the education program, she joined the program for the experience and the chance to help students become oriented to the University. Grana leads two groups of approximately 18 students in Classical Civilizations.

"I have learned how to relate to students and how to use different ways of relating for different people," Grana said.

Hammer, Cherry and Grana all pointed out the benefits of participating in the Learning Communities, such as forming friendships with other students, getting help on homework, and acclimating to life away from home.

"Everyone will probably learn the same things eventually," Hammer said. "Our program might just help some of them learn sooner."
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finding a college community

Seven living-learning communities allow students to become part of the experience that is Illinois. These groups form a common bond between each other, as they share common interests, resources, classes, and even classrooms.

WIMSE
Women interested in a curriculum in the fields of mathematics, science, or engineering will find a home in WIMSE. This living-learning community facilitates academic success while providing a network of women with common goals and interests.

LEADS
Students in Leadership Experience through Academic Development and Service (LEADS) focus on self-development, group dynamics, and communication skills. This Garner Hall living-learning community is excited about making a difference.

Unit One
Unit one takes the large campus of Illinois and creates a small college environment for its 650 residents. Field trips, workshops, and guest-in-residence are all part of this program's success.
Intersections
Opened in 2004, the Intersections living-learning community provides a forum and environment where students can openly discuss social and cultural issues faced by the University and the world today.

Health Professions
The Health Professions community is prime for those interested in Pre-Health, medicine, nursing and therapy. Programming gives students community service opportunities to gain experience in the professional field of health care.

Crossroads
Students who are ready to travel overseas, whether for their career, study abroad, or an international major/minor, look to the Global Crossroads program as their home while at Illinois. The program, in its sixth year, accommodates 110 diverse students.

Weston Exploration
Since its opening in the Fall of 1997, the Weston Exploration living-learning community has helped students realize how majors directly correlate to careers in the professional world. With 475 students, this program is very popular with those in LAS.
college of aces
Agricultural, Environmental, & Consumer Sciences

facts & statistics
Total Enrollment: 2,738
Undergraduates: 2,268
Graduates: 470
Faculty & Staff: 1,991

dean of college
Robert A. Easter

major buildings
Mumford Hall
ACES Library

academic departments
• Agricultural & Biological Engineering
• Agricultural & Consumer Economics
• Animal Sciences
• Crop Sciences
• Food Science & Human Nutrition
• Human & Community Development
• Natural Resources & Environmental Sciences
• Division of Nutritional Sciences
Interview with Amy Fujinaka: Junior in ACES

How is ACES different from the other colleges on this campus?
AF: ACES is extremely diverse. We have so many different majors you can choose from. You can do food science to agriculture.

How did you decide to become a Food Science and Human Nutrition Major?
AF: I really enjoy watching how food develops and learning how food can change your body. It's interesting how food is the most important thing in your life, but people take it for granted.

What do you learn in your classes?
AF: We learn about food nutrition, chemical breakdown of food, how food is processed and packaged, food sanitation, and how food is used in the business industry.

Why is ACES a valuable part of this University?
AF: I feel like ACES are majors that are pertinent to everyday life. A lot of the ACES majors are based on environmental things and they help out our world.
m any students searching for a healthy alternative to food served in the dining halls find what they are looking for at the Bevier Café. Located in Bevier Hall on Goodwin Ave., Bevier Café and the Spice Box restaurant have been student operated businesses since their debut in the 1950s.

As the lab portion of Food Science and Human Nutrition (FSHN) 340: Quantity Food Preparation, students are given a hands-on feel for running a restaurant. Student responsibilities include food preparation, serving, and management. Even with reasonable prices and a student friendly environment, Jill North, a teaching associate with the department of FSHN, finds it surprising how little students outside the program actually know about the café.

"A lot of people graduate and don’t even know that we are here," she said.

North feels recent renovations to the café will attract a new crop of students. This was the first time renovations had been made to Bevier Café since its opening over 50 years ago.

"We had the original furniture and a lot of the same décor," North said. "The chairs were wobbly and the décor was really outdated."

Despite the renovations, not everything changed. Many of the menu items remained the same, maintaining a nostalgic ambience to the café. With the addition of Chef Jean-Louis Ledent a few years ago, some items were fine-tuned and tweaked, but nothing drastic. Ranging from country-fried steak to tilapia to the popular soy glazed salmon, there are selections for many different tastes.

Senior in Agricultural, Consumer, and Environmental Sciences Jenna Cramer is a café regular.

"I probably come here three times a week," she said.

In contrast to the café’s casual atmosphere, the Spice Box restaurant is a pricier, more upscale dining experience that requires reservations. Menu items include swordfish and lamb chops, with prices ranging from $18 to $24 per item.

Open every Friday and an occasional Tuesday, it is an opportunity for students to plan, prepare and run a themed fine-dining restaurant. As part of the Hospitality Management Program, FSHN 443—Fine Dining Management is a course for seniors and teaches the demands of food service, artistry, and how to merchandise high quality food. Students take turns managing a specific theme night and are encouraged to bring a guest chef on board.

Students in both programs find the experience challenging, but ultimately rewarding.

"I really like the hands-on experience," said Beth Rich, junior in Agricultural, Consumer, and Environmental Sciences and café employee. "This isn't something you can learn how to do out of a textbook."
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Opposite top: Nicole Isabelli, junior in ACES, works the cash register on a Friday afternoon in the Bevier Cafe.

Opposite left, right: Students and faculty enjoy lunch on a Friday afternoon.

Left: Beth Rich, junior in ACES, prepares food in the kitchen of the Bevier Cafe.

Above: Stephanie Haines, junior in ACES, serves lunch at Bevier.
college of
applied health sciences

facts & statistics
Total Enrollment: 1,872
Undergraduates: 1,638
Graduates: 234
Faculty & Staff: 292

dean of college
Tanya M. Gallagher

major building
George Huff Hall

academic departments
• Athletic Training
• Audiology
• Community Health
• Health Education & Promotion
• Health Planning & Administration
• Human Communication Science
• Kinesiology
• Kinesiology Teaching Option in Physical Education (K-12)
• Recreation Management
• Recreation, Sport & Tourism
• Rehabilitation & Disability Studies
• Speech & Hearing Science
• Speech Language Pathology
• Sport Management
• Tourism Management
Why did you become a community health major?
AA: I decided to become a community health major because I want to open a clinic one day and community health teaches you how to deal with patients and how a clinic is operated. It gives you more knowledge than just being a doctor.

What do you think of the new name change from Applied Life Studies to Applied Health Sciences?
AA: I think they made a good decision because Applied Life Studies was kind of vague. Applied Health Sciences sounds more professional, and it does a better job of describing what students learn.

How is AHS different from other colleges?
AA: It's different because it's a good college for anyone in any type of health field to gain information about health care and medicine.

What kind of material do you learn in community health classes for your major?
AA: We learn how to plan public health projects and about the political side of health care.
an academic alternative

Kinesiology courses take students outside the classroom

Ask students to imagine a classroom and usually you will hear desks, a chalkboard, and a podium in their answer. Now, ask kinesiology majors to imagine a classroom and you may hear a completely different response.

Kinesiology is one of the few majors that is taught best outside the traditional classroom. It’s not uncommon to find kinesiology students in ice skating rinks, basketball courts, or even bowling alleys.

The kinesiology program, which is currently ranked as one of the top ten kinesiology research institutions, is mainly concentrated on the study of human movement. This program educates approximately 1,000 undergraduate and 105 graduate students on health matters, human movement, and rehabilitation. Dance activities, sociology of sports, and physical activities and health are just some of the numerous kinesiology classes available.

Even with the large amount of courses, securing a seat in any kinesiology class can be difficult.

Sarah Sensmeier, from the kinesiology Undergraduate Advising Office said, “Unless you’re a kinesiology major, it’s virtually impossible.”

Because of increasing popularity, the kinesiology courses are competitive, even among students in the program. The kinesiology major is in high demand because of guaranteed short- and long-term benefits. Bianca Spencer, a sophomore in LAS, enrolled in the kinesiology 199 aerobics course: “The class lowers cholesterol and blood pressure and… improves motor skills,” she said.

The short-term goals of students in kinesiology classes include health benefits and general knowledge about human movement. Within the study of human movement, kinesiology students can participate in any of three concentrations, bio-behavioral kinesiology, cultural, pedagogical, and interpretive studies, and exercise physical and athletic training.

Within these concentrations, students can study a variety of topics such as human movement in sports, the relationship between physical activity and culture, sociological perspectives, or energy transfer and work output.

The kinesiology discipline also provides a large range of professional and scientific career opportunities, including athletic training, coaching, corporate fitness, sport psychology, and cardiac rehabilitation.

Kinesiology academic advisor Megan Farris said, “Kinesiology is a great degree for people interested in health profession. We even have pre-med students in our department.”
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If you could invent your own kinesiology class, what would it be?

“I would invent a room like a style class with an obstacle course that has mind teasers and rid- dles, which people can move on.’

—Hiral Patel
Junior LAS

“Tetherball because it’s going to be the next extreme sport everyone will compete in.”

—Peter Azra
Senior Engineering

“Horse-back riding. Not a lot of people get an opportunity to be near horses because most students live in the city or suburbs.”

—Rosemary Pfou
Sophomore in LAS
Above: Natasha Karniski, senior in LAS, and Paula Farnery, senior in LAS, work on the new "reverse sweep" stroke while making sure to keep in sync with their paddling during Kinesiology 107.

Far left: Bob McGrew, assistant director of outdoor adventures for the Division of Campus Recreation, instructs his class at Crystal Lake Park in Urbana.

Left: Lauren Aycock, junior in LAS, and instructor Bob McGrew prepare to launch from the dock.
institute of aviation

facts & statistics
Total Enrollment: 262
Undergraduates: 256
Graduates: 6
Faculty & Staff: 68

director of program
C. Elaine McCoy

major building
Willard Airport

academic departments
• Aviation Human Factors
• Professional Pilot
INTERVIEW WITH STEPHANIE SWANSON: SENIOR IN AVIATION

How is the Institute of Aviation different from the other colleges on campus?
SS: The Institute of Aviation is different because we have a hands on program. The second day at the airport you are put into the airplane and taught how to control it. We do take aviation classes so that when something new is introduced to you, you will have an idea of how to do it.

Why did you become an Aviation major?
SS: I have a lot of ex-military pilots in my family and hearing their stories about flying made me decide I wanted to fly at a young age.

What types of material do you learn in classes for your major?
SS: You learn everything from how to start the plane to how to be safe. Another class is systems where you learn all about how everything on the aircraft is powered to work.

What do you think of the Aviation program at this University?
SS: I love the Institute of Aviation. It’s a smaller major so you get to know a lot of the people you fly with. We have a great flight team and a good reputation of producing good pilots.
study across seas

International students make their home at the University

native Illinoisans are often surprised to find that international students choose to study in the Midwest. Most Americans might not consider a wealth of corn and soy fields a major draw to the area.

Even so, more than 1,500 international students are enrolled in the University of Illinois. With the largest library system in the nation, sixteen colleges with over 100 programs and more than 1,000 tenured professors, what Illinois lacks in location, it makes up for in academic quality.

The larger programs such as the College of Engineering and the College of Business seem to be the biggest international draws. The University has a well known reputation internationally for academics that positively reinforces images of the Midwest.

When asked why she chose the University of Illinois over other American universities, Nicole Jungyeon Yoon, senior in Business, from Seoul in the Republic of Korea, said that professors from her home university had recommended it.

Noel Gordon, junior in Engineering, on exchange from the University of Wollongong in Australia, said "University of Illinois has one of the best Engineering programs in the United States." But it is not just the academics of the University that attract international students. "Even though the Mid-West doesn't have as much to see and do as the coast I think the people are far more friendly and fun," said Gordon.

Because studying abroad can be such an intimidating experience, the University's Midwestern location also offers a more intimate experience for many students. ChungHee Moon, senior in Engineering from the Republic of Korea, has chosen to receive her entire degree here at the University. The personal atmosphere has been a major attraction for her. The relatively rural area, combined with a large campus size and extensive diversity were all factors in her decision.

Studying abroad is more than just a choice; it is a life changing experience. Most international students take advantage of their time by utilizing breaks and weekends to travel and explore various parts of the United States. Champaign-Urbana's close proximity to major cities, such as St. Louis, Chicago, Madison, and Indianapolis allows opportunities to make the most of one's time in the Midwest.

And many students manage to travel from coast to coast while studying at the University of Illinois. Gordon said, "I have traveled around the mid-west and I have plans to see both coasts, Mexico and Canada" while Moon also said she went to Mexico for spring break.

The University organizes a host of programs to aid students in their transition. The Office of

from illinois to england

Courtney Copperrnoll, sophomore in LAS, tells about her study abroad experience

Why did you decide to do study abroad in Sheffield, England?

CC: Ever since a class trip to France when I was sixteen, I've been absolutely in love with Europe. So, when I finally had the opportunity to study abroad my only concern was deciding where I wanted to go!

How has your trip helped you sympathize with an international student?

CC: It's made me more aware of how difficult it is to make friends from your host country. I feel that international students really want to assimilate into the host culture; they just need someone to invite them in.
International Student Affairs offers an International Buddy Program, an Exchange Student Advisor as well as resources to improve English.

Many students however, find that the most valuable resources are their peers, roommates, friends and predecessors. Moon said "Undergraduate dorm and interaction with dorm-mates were most helpful."

But ultimately, one's success at the University lies in oneself. Getting involved in one of the 1000 registered student organizations is a key component of life at Urbana-Champaign.

When asked about any advice she would give to students planning on studying abroad, either here in the United States or to other countries, Yoon said "Actively participate in many events, such as Halloween or volunteering."

Although embracing the opportunity to study abroad can be frightening at times, the experience is well worth the initial intimidation.
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Above: Illinois and international students share a meal at the International Dinner.
Left: Johanna Berge, freshman in LAS, and Marianna Berge, freshman in ACES, sit with Mehdi Shadanehr and his father Saeid during the International Dinner.
Below: These coconut-clad men are preparing to perform a native dance onstage at the International Dinner.
college of business

facts & statistics
Total enrollment: 3,880
Undergraduate: 3,008
Graduate: 872
Faculty and Staff: 386

dean of college:
Avijit Ghosh

major buildings:
Wholers Hall
David Kinley Hall

academic departments
- Accountancy
- Finance
- Business Administration with concentrations in:
  - Marketing
  - Organizational Administration
  - Production
  - Management Science
  - Industrial Distribution Management
  - Management Information Systems
  - Entrepreneurship
  - Food & Agribusiness Management
Interview with Michael Bridgford: Senior in Business

How is the College of Business different from the other colleges?
MB: A great aspect of the College of Business is that it is a tight-knit community of students and faculty. The lower enrollment relative to other colleges helps create a competitive environment, which prepares students well for the business world.

Why did you decide to become an accounting major?
MB: I was attracted to the accountancy program because of its national reputation and the skill set I would acquire for my career. I have been challenged academically and feel prepared to enter the business world upon graduation.

What kind of material do you learn?
MB: Accounting classes taught me about understanding how organizations convey information to the public and the role of government in regulation. I also learned that business is not always clear and sound judgment must be used in decision-making.

How has your involvement with student organizations added to your college experience?
MB: Through my involvement I was able to develop as a leader, communicator, and person. Networking is arguably the most important part of business, and being involved in student organizations gave me the opportunity to meet many people with similar interests to me.
Students take advantage of university resources to find internships

Everyone asks students what they are going to do with their degree after they graduate. They are asked questions like "What are you interested in?" "What kind of job are you looking for?" and "Where do you see yourself in ten years?" To find answers to these questions, students throughout the campus of Illinois take advantage of on-campus recruitment events that bring employers to them.

In the fall and early spring of the school year, companies from around Illinois and the nation flocked to the Illini Union to meet prospective new-hires. Employers brought with them fancy displays, give-aways, and business cards for students. Students, in turn, came dressed in their freshly pressed business suits with portfolio and resumes in hand.

In what kind of event do these two parties meet for a very quick exchange? None other than a career fair. The Illini Union hosted a multitude of career fairs this past year. The College of Business Fair and the Engineering Expo were the most popular fairs among students.

Anirudha Jalan, junior in Business, said, "The Spring Career Fair at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign was a successful effort. Several companies, ranging from many industries, showed up at the career fair to hunt for deserving candidates."

Anirudha found many companies he was interested in at the fair. "It would not be a feast for finance majors unless we see representatives from Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America Securities, Citi, Lehman, UBS, and JP Morgan."

While older career-seekers were on the prowl for an exciting internship or a well-paying job, there were also younger ambitious freshman and sophomores who were gaining experience for the future.

Christina Ferti, freshman in Business, said, "Career fairs allow students to create relationships with companies starting at the freshman level. A nice handshake and conversation with an employee of a company helps enhance one's name. I find that networking with the company early on leads to an easier path to an internship or job."

Career-fair attendees young and old know that the first impression is everything. Behaving in a professional manner is important and will get job-seekers noticed. Internships are awarded to those students whom employers remember and have had a personal relationship with – even if it was only for twenty seconds at a career fair.

The Career Center, located on Wright Street, offers helpful resources when preparing for career fairs, interviews, and job-hunting. In addition, students should check if their college has a specialized career unit.
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not your everyday internship

During the summer of 2006, Kyle Folliansbee, senior in ACES, interned at a Buddhist monastery in Kanchanaburi, Thailand, where he worked with Indochinese tigers.
How did you find out about this internship?
KF: A friend of mine, Arvind Badrinarayanan, started a group called "Veterinarians Without Borders." He told me where he was going and I thought that sounded cool, so I decided to go.

What were your responsibilities during the internship?
KF: I woke up in the morning and cleaned the tiger cages, then took cubs to the head temple where I ate breakfast with the monks. Next, I would take the cubs to Tiger Canyon where visitors could take photos of them. Then, I would feed the cubs.

How did this affect plans for your future career?
KF: I was planning to go to vet school, but I decided it wasn't for me. After going on this internship and working with exotic animals, it opened up my eyes. I want to go to Thailand and teach English and try to work at a couple of animal sanctuaries.
college of communications

facts & statistics
Total enrollment: 965
Undergraduate: 852
Graduate: 113
Faculty & Staff: 203

dean of college
Ronald E. Yates

major buildings
Gregory Hall

academic departments
Advertising
Broadcast Journalism
Media Studies
News-Editorial Journalism

INTERVIEW WITH FRANK VANDERWALL:

Why did you become an advertising major in the College of Communications?
FV: I was an engineering major at first and it wasn't my thing. I knew I really liked the theory behind communications and I stumbled upon advertising. Advertising is really creative and required strategic thinking. It fit my personality really well.
SENIOR IN COMMUNICATIONS

Why do you think admission into the advertising program at the University is competitive?
FV: People are starting to figure it out. People like the artistic and creative side of advertising. The U of I program is consistently ranked in the top five. We have amazing opportunities. We offer things other schools don't.

What do you learn in advertising classes?
FV: The advertising curriculum here gives you real-world experiences. We learn what it means to work with clients, creative aspects that go with it, and management. We have a huge advertising project where we formed an agency in the class, found our own resources, and made a campaign.
A 20 minute walk up-town to Avenue of the Americas. Ten minutes to check into security. Four minutes to get into the elevator and reach floor 15. One minute to enter the magazine office. This fast-paced schedule is what 11 students and four communications faculty members experienced while visiting magazines in New York City in March.

“We were on the go from the minute our plane landed in New York,” said David Valdes, a junior in Communications. “I probably got less than 10 hours of sleep the entire time we were there, but I just kept running on adrenaline and excitement.”

The trip to New York was organized by communications advisor Lynn Holley to help journalism students learn about the magazine industry.

“Our journalism students are at a disadvantage because all of the magazines are in New York,” Holley said. “We wanted to give the students a chance to see what the industry is about and make some contacts.”

Since 2005, Holley has taken a small group of Illinois journalism students who are interested in magazines to New York. During the three day trip, the Illinois group toured 14 magazine offices, networked with alumni, and explored the city. The schedule of magazines changes from year-to-year depending on where Illinois alumni are working. This year the group visited magazines a range of magazines including Rolling Stone, Newsweek, Popular Mechanics, US Weekly, Bloomberg and Esquire.com.

“We try to go to magazines where U of I alumni are involved,” Holley said. “These places have been more open to us and helpful in getting our students internships.”

At the magazine offices, students talked with editors and writers about working in the industry, what goes on behind-the-scenes at a magazines, and how to be successful.

Valdes said he was surprised at how enthusiastic and helpful the alumni in the industry were.

“I think they know how cool the business is, but also how intimidating it is to get into,” Valdes said. “They really tried to show us the way and keep us motivated.”

Valdes has always been interested in working for a magazine and the trip with the College of Communications only solidified his decision to work in New York.

“The alumni helped us realize that when we first start out we will be poor and living in a tiny apartment eating Ramen noodles, but it will be so worth it,” Valdes said. “They are proof that hard work does pay off and there is a light at the end of the tunnel.”
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Opposite: Tom Lange, John Montio, and Chris Benson, graduate students in Communications, speak with Ken Wheaton, features editor of Advertising Age. Students visited 13 other magazines while in New York.

Above: Senior science editor of Popular Mechanics Jennifer Bogo explains the magazine mock layout board to John Montio, graduate student in Communications. Bogo took the group on a tour of the office and introduced them to the editor-in-chief.

Left: The group of journalism students takes notes in the board room of Real Simple magazine. While at Real Simple, students spoke with five different editors to learn how each reached their position in the industry.
college of education

facts & statistics
Total enrollment: 1,635
Undergraduate: 699
Graduate: 936
Faculty and Staff: 100

dean of college
Mary Kalantzis

major buildings
Education Building

academic departments
• Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Organization & Leadership
• Educational Policy Studies
• Educational Psychology
• Human Resource Education
• Special Education
Why did you decide to become an education major?
CJ: I've always liked education. I've had experiences in teaching since high school. I wanted to learn how to be a more effective teacher.

What kind of material do you learn?
CJ: We learn curriculum and instruction. This includes how to design lesson plans, how to take diversity into account, educational psychology, which helps us better understand how students think, and lots of other things. We also take special education classes that teach us how to prepare for students with special needs.

How does student teaching prepare you to teach your own classroom?
CJ: We observe schools in Urbana-Champaign each semester and during our final semester, we get to student teach. Student teaching puts you right there in the classroom. It prepares you because you're actually teaching and getting to know the students and other faculty.
student becomes teacher

EDUCATION MAJORS PUT TO THE TEST LEADING IN REAL-LIFE CLASSROOMS

Student teaching is one of many reasons why students majoring in the college of education find their program of study different from other majors on this campus. Unlike majors in which an internship is not mandatory, education majors are required to have hands-on experience before they graduate.

“Student teaching is a great experience because it is very similar to running your own classroom,” said Lindsey Falkanger, a senior in Liberal Arts and Sciences and working toward a minor in secondary education. “A lot of times, my cooperating teacher leaves the room so I can get a better feel of what it is like to have the class to myself. I don’t think there’s any better preparation.”

As a semester-long requirement for most education majors at the University, student teachers work with schools all over the state.

Falkanger is student teaching seventh-graders back in her hometown for the spring semester. After three weeks into student teaching, she said that the biggest challenge was learning the routine activities of the school, such as issuing a tardy and the procedure for making copies.

“Everyone else in the school is used to the routine by now, so it’s difficult coming in halfway through the year,” she said.

To prepare herself for student teaching, Falkanger tutored at Bottenfield Elementary School in Champaign. “It’s a good experience to have before student teaching because it allows you to work with students one-on-one.”

Andrea Nevoral, sophomore in education, is also tutoring in preparation for her student teaching. Working once a week at Thomas Paine Elementary School in Champaign, she also worked at a children’s camp every summer for six years.

“I’ve worked with kids since I was 13,” said Nevoral. “I like hearing their ideas and opinions because they give you a unique perspective you wouldn’t think of. You can learn as much from them as they can from you.”

Student teaching gives students the opportunity to put classroom experience from the Univer-
sity to work in a real-world setting.

"I'm really excited to bring lesson plans and actually use them and I'm excited to work with my cooperating teachers because I feel I can gain so much advice from their personal experience," she said.

For Falkanger, the best part of student teaching is the realization that her lesson made sense to the children.

"There is so much preparation that goes into student teaching, so it's really rewarding to know that you did well and that the kids are getting it," Falkanger said.

While Nevoral still has some time before she gets to student teach, it is something that she is thinking about now.

"All my work experience is with kids," said Nevoral. "I'm nervous for student teaching, but by that point I'll be ready."
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college of engineering

facts & statistics
Total enrollment: 7,411
Undergraduate: 5,104
Graduate: 2,307
Faculty and Staff: 434

dean of college
Ilesanmi Adesida

major buildings
Engineering Hall
Everitt Laboratory
Grainger Library
Siebel Center

academic departments
• Aerospace
• Agricultural
• Bioengineering
• Chemical & Molecular
• Civil & Environmental
• Computer Science
• Electrical & Computer
• Industrial & Enterprise Systems Engineering
• Materials Science & Engineering
• Mechanical Science & Engineering
• Nuclear, Plasma & Radiological
• Physics
Interview with Jie Chou: Junior in Engineering

How is engineering different from the other colleges?
JC: The average workload is more and much harder. One has to think outside the box to be an engineer. Problems are usually not plug in the numbers but you have to derive a solution based on the concepts and fundamental knowledge from many core classes.

Why do you think the engineering program at U of I is one of the best?
JC: U of I has a long history in engineering. The professors are dedicated and the quality of the program is second to none. Many of the classes teach about the most recent developments in technology and keep the students up to date with the world.
open to innovation

ENGINEERING OPEN HOUSE ALLOWS GLIMPSE AT EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Ready, set, innovate. The innovation, creativity, and ingenuity of the Engineering students in the College of Engineering at Illinois were the centerpiece of the Engineering Open House.

This year’s open house, entitled “Inspiring Innovation” featured the work of students at the University of Illinois, as well as the work of students in middle school and high school. Several company sponsors such as Accenture and Abbott also had kiosks to distribute information and pamphlets to interested visitors.

Engineering Open House was coordinated by Jason Chang, a senior in Engineering, working hard to make the event the true success that it was. He said that some of the must-see events of the Open House included the Rube Goldberg High School Design Competition, the Middle School Cardboard Car Competition, as well as the Jerry Sanders Robotic Design Competition.

Chang also said that all of the exhibits are different and amazing in their own ways, so they could all be deemed “must-sees.” However, the two buildings that have groups who win the most awards every year are the Siebel Center and the Materials Science & Engineering Building.

With so much to see in so little time, one of the best ways to see it all this year was by taking an Engineering Open House tours. Guided by UIUC student volunteers, tours met near the Area 51 commissary and took visitors to some of the most popular exhibits and attractions.

If the tour schedule was not suitable, visitors also had the option of giving themselves self-guided tours. These self-guided tours included a map and even a list of the must-see attractions. Young engineers and kids alike found these self-guided tours rewarding as they looked for clues as part of the EOH Scavenger Hunt.

The Beckman Institute hosted their own open house on the same weekend as the Engineering Open House. The Institute opened its doors during its bicentennial event to visitors wanting to see what it’s like to get an MRI and discover what is happening on the North end of the Bardeen Quad.

The Dean of the College of Engineering, Illiana Adesida, was available for meeting sessions for visitors and admitted students during the Open House the College was hosting.

In a letter published in the Visitors Guide, he commented that “In classrooms and labs across campus, you will find engineering students pushing the limits of technology to pursue new ideas and solutions...You will learn about the science and engineering behind every day products, see how engineering is used to solve problems, and catch a glimpse of emerging innovations in technology
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Opposite top: Brad Heinecke, senior, and Mike Oleman, graduate student, both in Engineering, make pressed clay molds.
Opposite bottom right: Jon Childers, freshman in LAS, watches Mike Brendel, a freshman in Engineering create a boat out of aluminum foil at the water lab.
Top: Ashley Wise, a Developmental Engineer, explains his light inventions.
college
of fine &
applied arts

facts & statistics
Total enrollment: 2,818
Undergraduate: 1,935
Graduate: 883
Faculty & Staff: 470

dean of college
Michael T. McCulley

major buildings
Architecture Building
Art & Design Building
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts
Music Building
Temple Hoyne Buell Hall

academic departments
• Architecture
• Art Education
• Crafts
• Graphic Design
• History of Art
• Industrial Design
• Painting
• Photography
• Sculpture
• Dance
• Landscape Architecture
• Music
• Theatre
• Urban Planning
INTERVIEW WITH VIVIAN ZAPATA: JUNIOR IN FAA

How is the College of Fine and Applied Arts different from the other colleges?

VZ: I think FAA encourages students to express themselves. In painting, you learn the technical skills and foundation the first two years, so when you reach junior and senior year, you can funnel your own voice and expression. It’s exciting to get that opportunity to shine.

What kind of material do you learn?

VZ: Freshman year, you’re exposed to different areas of art foundations like texture or drawing. Sophomore year, you still learn how to use different materials. During junior and senior year, you can do your own research and find your own interests. Right now, I’m working on collages and photo manipulation software.
any architecture and art students enjoy the unique aspects of their major, which include not having to work toward a grade, using class time to work on their homework, and having many of the same friends in all of their classes. However, this enjoyment comes with a price.

Before a project is due, architecture and art students spend many consecutive days and long hours inside a studio. Although students work at their own pace, studios tend to fill up five to six days before a project is due.

"People survive on Pop-tarts, coffee, and Red Bull," said Dan Audette, senior in FAA.

Architecture students begin to work in the studio building models during their sophomore year. Surviving the pressures of the first year in the studio, many juniors and seniors begin to enjoy their time spent working in the studio. Friendships are formed among the students after spending so much time together.

Groups of 15 students per studio meet three times a week for four hours, during which students are able to spend one-on-one time with their professors. Rather than working for a good grade on an assignment, students build their portfolios, filling them with the projects they worked on in class.

Similarly, many art and design majors do not find a chance to sleep when they have a project due. Time spent in the studio constitutes the bulk of the work for a student in art and design.

Laura Beard, senior in FAA, said, "You are always working until the last minute with a project. Even if you are rarely given another month, you will still be working until the last minute because a project never seems finished."

Students work continuously toward perfecting their portfolio, even after they have turned them in for class. The portfolio essentially replaces the student's GPA, because although art and design students do receive a letter grade on a project, the means of achieving a grade is rather subjective. Professors take into consideration the effort put into a project, and as seniors, students are able to get to know their professors personally and receive feedback from them.

Although students in architecture and art and design are able to spend class time among their peers and do not have to take final exams, they experience a trade-off when they spend extensive amounts of time in the studio.
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college
of
liberal
arts &
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facts & statistics
Total Enrollment: 17,762
Undergraduates: 15,121
Graduates: 2,641
Faculty & Staff: 685

dean of college
Sarah C. Mangelsdorf

academic departments
• Biological, Physical, & Quantitative Sciences
• Humanities & Arts
• Social & Behavioral Sciences
• Interdisciplinary Programs

major buildings
Altgeld Hall
Chemistry Annex
English Building
Foellinger Auditorium
Foreign Languages Building
Lincoln Hall
Natural History Building
Noyes Laboratory
Roger Adams Laboratory
Spurlock Museum
How is the College of LAS different from the other colleges on campus?
MA: Because it's so large, I feel that it's able to manage all the general areas of study, but yet it can focus on something you like and something that caters to your needs and strengths.

Why did you become an Economics major?
MA: Economics is a very interesting subject and its very flexible because you can use economics in almost every aspect of the business world. Economics is very broad.

What types of material do you learn in classes for your major?
MA: We learn about mechanisms in our world's economy and how it can influence a person's life.

How do you think the variety of majors in the College of LAS is helpful to students?
MA: It goes over a broad range of majors, so you can go from physics to philosophy to biology. Because you get a taste of all those studies, it helps you to figure out what you want to do, especially if you are an undecided major.
With the 2006-2007 school year came new additions to campus, most notably the Alice Campbell Alumni Center, the Institute for Genomic Biology facility, and Doris Kelley Christopher Hall.

Named after one of its major contributors, the Alice Campbell Alumni Center was officially opened in May 2006 after two years of construction. This $16 million, three-story building is located near the Hallene Gateway Plaza. It houses the offices of the University's Alumni Association, as well as a library, conference rooms, lounges, and an outdoor patio.

The Alice Campbell Alumni Center is the first building of its kind on campus because it's specifically built to host alumni events for the 550,000 Illinois alumni around the world.

"I think it's great that the University has a place where alumni can gather. It shows that the
school supports and values our alumni’s contributions. Hopefully, the alumni center will encourage other alumni to reconnect back with the school,” said Neetha Mamootile, junior in LAS.

Another addition, the Institute for Genomic Biology facility, was completed in November 2006 after almost three years of construction. This $75 million building will be home to research in genomic biology that will concentrate on solving issues in agriculture, medicine, and the environment. It will hold high-tech equipment such as a microfabrication lab and microscopy suite. The University hopes that this facility will attract considerable funding for research, as well as accomplished scientists.

“The Institute for Genomic Biology will be helpful to science majors because we can see first-hand how research is done using the latest technology. It can help us better understand concepts and maybe even encourage us to pursue a career in that area,” said Jibi Issac, junior in LAS. “It will also give us a chance to learn from experts in this field, which will increase the value of our degree.”

On September 14, 2006, Doris Kelley Christopher Hall was dedicated. Named after an alum and founder of The Pampered Chef, Ltd., this building houses the Department of Human and Community Development and the Family Resiliency Program.

The Family Resiliency Program supports research and education that can help families overcome obstacles and stressors that they may experience. To enhance the research, Christopher Hall includes a Family Observation Suite, which mirrors an actual home where families can participate in studies.

“Faculty and graduate students work with the community and conduct a lot of research in Christopher Hall, so it gives the program a good name and gives us credibility,” said Jillian John, junior in ACES.
During finals, the University of Illinois campus is turned inside out—the Undergrad library is packed, a table cannot be found in the Union and Starbucks has a constant line.

Many students choose to study at the Undergrad library, where there are quiet, low-level floors as well as group-work cubicles. Students are able to reserve rooms at Grainger Library for their personal study use. At the Union, there are both quiet study rooms and various lounges, or the Courtyard Cafe for students who need background noise.

“A group of friends go with me to the Vending Room, where we study for anatomy,” said Kristin Imburgia, senior in Applied Health Sciences. “We can all work together on memorizing the parts of the body but aren’t cramped in someone’s apartment.”
During finals week, the Undergraduate and Grainger libraries are open 24 hours, making it seem as if some students actually move in to the libraries when they pack lunches and bring blankets.

“I like to bring my toaster along,” said Mike Manious, junior in LAS. “Pop-Tarts tend to keep me going, but only when they’re hot.”

Moonstruck Chocolate Cafe and Starbucks Coffee also are quite popular, as students study late into the evening. Some stores, such as Starbucks, extend their hours during finals week in order to accommodate the late night crowd of students needing a late night caffeine fix to keep their eyes and books open.

There are a lucky few with an easy finals schedule or just need a break from studying, the Quad is a great place to sleep, relax or play Frisbee with some friends.

“I finished my exams really early, but don’t graduate until Saturday, so I’m spending the week hanging out with my friends before leaving for the real world,” said Molly Sweeney, senior in Applied Health Sciences.

The Midnight Breakfast in the dorms is also a favorite and kicks off finals week with pancakes, eggs, French toast, and other similar breakfast foods.

No matter what you choose to do during finals week, there are always options. The bars tend to not have cover and sometimes have no line.

“There have been a lot of bar crawls this week,” Sweeney said. “I’ve noticed t-shirts of every color all down Green Street.”

There are always deals going on with local food places and usually you can get some free stuff on the quad. Good luck, study hard and try to have a little fun!
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Opposite: Students study at Grainger Library on Reading Day, the day before finals week begins. Photo by T. Root
Left: Emma Hunter, sophomore in LAS, studies at Espresso Royale for her early morning final. Photo by B. Miller
Members of the Class of 2007 receive diplomas, celebrate accomplishments

donning ceremonial caps and gowns, graduates converged at Assembly Hall on Sunday, May 13, to formalize their exodus from the University. Chancellor Richard Herman, President B. Joseph White, and guest commencement speaker and Youtube.com co-founder Jaweb Karim were on hand for the event.

After a long list of awards, Karim, lightened the mood by integrating inspiration and popular culture into his commencement address. Using a Youtube favorite as an example, Karim emphasized the ease and interest of concept developed by internet sensation Matt Harding. Harding, he explained, dances in locations around the world and posts video of it on the popular video site. The address expressed how this was an excellent example of a taking a small but brilliant idea and making it happen.

Awards from this year’s ceremony included: the Alumni Achievement Award, given to Phil Francis, the current C.E.O. of Petsmart, for his work in the expansion of Petsmart.

Guest Commencement Speaker, Jaweb Karim, accepted the Chancellor’s first No Boundaries Award.

A special Chancellor’s Medallion awarded to Professor and Director Emeritus of the Division of Rehabilitation-Education Services, Timothy Nugent for his work in making the campus more accessible.

STORY BY BLAKE STUBBS
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Opposite: University of Illinois President B. Joseph White shakes the hand of a doctoral graduate.

Above: Students sing the Alma Mater at the U of I Commencement ceremony at Assembly Hall.

Left: The combined choir of Women's and Men's Glee Club and the Black Chorus performs at the U of I Commencement ceremony.
Looking back on a year of athletics at Illinois.
FIGHTING ILLINI

FOOTBALL

ZOOK AND CO. SHOW PROMISE, LOOK TO BRIGHT FUTURE

Fifteen football minutes into Homecoming on Oct. 7, it looked like Illinois was on the verge of a rare feat.

One week earlier, the Illini stunned Michigan State by handing the Spartans a loss in East Lansing—and picking up their first Big Ten road win since 2002. Now the Illini led the Hoosiers 25-7, and it seemed impossible that the lead might slip away.

Slowly, though, Indiana fought back. Illinois scored on every drive in the first half, but it hardly made a gasp at scoring beyond that. What one week earlier had been talk of a bowl game became disappointment over another blow.

"What happened today was a brutal, tragic, awful lesson," head coach Ron Zook said after the Indiana game. "It's a great lesson, but it's awfully painful."

The 2006 season was a long lesson for the Illini, who once again featured one of the youngest teams in college football. While freshman quarterback Juice Williams quickly became the offensive leader and freshman corner Vontae Davis showed there is lasting strength in the secondary, Illinois still had a long way to go before bowl talk could be justified.

"One of the great things about football is you're going to go through adversity," Zook said early in the season. "That's one of the things I told our team all year. There's going to be adversity, and how we handle it is going to show who we are."

In 2006, Illinois football was characterized by a much-improved defense and an offense that couldn't seem to put the pieces together. Junior linebacker J Leman and junior safeties Kevin Mitchell and Justin Sanders seemed to knock down tackles like other people kick pop cans, while Davis added consistent depth. Fellow senior corner Alan Ball was skinny and strong, laying out opponents with ease.

"(This spring) it felt like Alan was beginning to come on and be a Big Ten-type defensive back," Zook said before the season started.

On offense, Illinois found two plans that worked: launching long passes and running trick plays. Williams' shocking arm strength — once tamed enough that receivers could actually catch his balls — turned into the spectacle to be seen, as game after game he hit receivers like Kyle Hudson deep in the red zone.

"I saw him one day at practice launch an 80-yard bomb into the end zone," senior running back Pierre Thomas said. "A lot of people talk about that on his highlight tape, but when I saw that in person, I was like, 'Man, this kid has an arm.' He's amazing."

Illinois began a plan to shake things up after the season opener against Eastern Illinois. Zook was so impressed by the Panthers' rugby punting that he recruited former quarterback and current junior receiver Dajaun Warren to try it out. In future games, Warren would throw passes in trick plays, prompting claims he would soon be starting at every position.

But fun change-ups and a fresh-faced roster were not enough. There would be no bowl game, no winning record. There would only be hope for next season.

"Anybody can beat anybody. If you win one game you are not the world champions," Leman said. "We have to come out and be consistent every game."

THE SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10/7</th>
<th>Eastern Illinois</th>
<th>Illinois State</th>
<th>Michigan State</th>
<th>Ohio State</th>
<th>Penn State</th>
<th>Wisconsin</th>
<th>Notre Dame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21-7</td>
<td>7-28</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>30-13</td>
<td>24-14</td>
<td>56-13</td>
<td>39-21</td>
<td>21-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/21</td>
<td>7-28</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>30-13</td>
<td>24-14</td>
<td>56-13</td>
<td>39-21</td>
<td>21-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/28</td>
<td>7-21</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>30-13</td>
<td>24-14</td>
<td>56-13</td>
<td>39-21</td>
<td>21-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/4</td>
<td>7-21</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>30-13</td>
<td>24-14</td>
<td>56-13</td>
<td>39-21</td>
<td>21-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/11</td>
<td>7-21</td>
<td>13-23</td>
<td>30-13</td>
<td>24-14</td>
<td>56-13</td>
<td>39-21</td>
<td>21-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Opposite left and top: Defensive end Tommy Kendall (99) tackles wide receiver Kyle Hudson (21) in the 1st half of the Homecoming game against Indiana on Oct. 7.

Photo by B. DeKemps.

Opposite right: Illinois wide receiver Terrell Williams passes the ball to Pierre Thomas during the game against No. 1 Ohio State on Nov. 4. Illinois lost, 17-10.

Photo by B. DeKemps.

Below: Wide receiver Kyle Hudson (21) congratulates wide receiver (29) after a touchdown catch.

Photo by B. DeKemps.
ATHLETE PROFILE

JUICE WILLIAMS

"Give us Juice," the thinning Memorial Stadium crowd chanted as Illinois trailed Syracuse 21-7 on Sept. 16.

And Juice is what they got. Williams became Illinois' starter after the third game of his college career.

He struggled against a ranked Iowa team, then stunned fans as he led the Illini to a road win over Michigan State on Sept. 30.

Williams said he did not want to be seen as the savior of a fractured football program, but for many in the Illini Nation, the freshman quarterback symbolized hope as the signs added up that another losing season would mar the record books.

"I don't want to be treated differently because I'm a hot recruit," Williams says. "I don't want to be treated like some football god or something."

But Williams is different, and everybody who saw Illinois football play in 2006 could see the difference.

Time after time, he launched 65-yard passes like fraternity brothers toss a football on the front lawn. Over and over, he squeezed past defenders and snuck out of pressure situations, rushing for first downs.

"I've got teammates depending on me, other freshmen players depending on me, and all those fans depending on me," Williams says. "I know pressure like that can make me or break me, and I'm up for the challenge."
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Opposite top: kernels stagger near a frog's legs. Williams was the key between the Michigan State defense and the game of high-energy football.
Opposite bottom: a calm river, a wolf, a rabbit. Williams is in the middle. The forest suite of the forest animals. The wolf is the king. Williams is the champion. Above: Williams taking the win, turning in the field against the Michigan State defense. Williams is the champion.
Opposite right: Illinois cheerleaders cheer on men's basketball during a timeout in the game against Lewis at Assembly Hall on Nov. 1.

Opposite left: Fighting Illini cheerleaders perform at the homecoming game against Northwestern on Oct. 3.

Below: Teammates cheer on the team during overtime at the game against Iowa on Feb. 19.
Two and a half hours before football games, Illini students fill campus bars and stadium parking lots preparing for the game with beer and barbecue. Before basketball games they line up around the Assembly Hall, down jackets layered over orange sweatshirts as they anxiously wait for the arena’s doors to open.

For Illini cheerleaders, however, the two and a half hours before each game are filled with preparations for the day’s performance.

2006-07 captain Drew Sullivan says there’s a lot more to cheerleading than shaking pompons and yelling into megaphones. Sullivan said the team logs as many as 25 hours a week between practice, weights and performances.

“We practice three nights a week, usually two and a half hours a night, then we’re mandatory lifting two days a week, a lot of the guys lift three,” Sullivan said. “In a week’s time we can put anywhere from 10 hours of practice and weight lifting to 25 hours depending on if we have pep rallies, parades, PR events.”

Cheerleading is considered a varsity sport at Illinois, and squad members’ lives often parallel those of the typical athlete. New members have mandatory study hours at Irwin Academic Center, then there are workouts, lifting and game days. They also frequently visit area nursing homes and hospitals.

“November’s probably our busiest month,” Sullivan said. “If you look at the schedule, I think we have a basketball game every three days, then on top of that we have football games.

“Some days we’re gone Saturday at the game, come home Sunday, have a basketball game, have Monday off, have a game Tuesday.”

Illini cheerleaders travel to every away football and men’s basketball game, sending three girls and three guys to each football road trip. Sullivan said one of the perks of the job is getting to travel with the team on trips to places like California and New York City.

“It’s awesome,” Sullivan said. “My sophomore year I got to travel with the basketball team to the Final Four, and it was amazing. When the football team played Rutgers, we went down to New York City for the night. It’s tons of fun.”

Sullivan said he often runs into stereotypes about cheerleaders, but only because few people really understand what happens behind the scenes.

“I don’t think a lot of people realize that it’s as athletic as it is,” Sullivan said. “Most all the guys are former football players or wrestlers. We have a couple guys who were cheerleaders in high school, but for the most part it’s guys who want to stay in shape.”

Sullivan said one of the hardest parts of the job is rallying school spirit when the Illini are losing, like when the football team fell 33-0 at Rutgers. But knowing that their efforts are appreciated helps make it easier.

“Sometimes it’s tough, especially when the team is losing,” Sullivan said. “Rutgers, that was a tough game, but they appreciate us being there.”
WOMEN'S

VOLLEYBALL

NEW-LOOK ILLINI MAKE THE MOST OF SIX NEW PLAYERS

The Illinois volleyball team made the most out of the 2006 season, despite injuries to a number of key players. Heading into October, the Illini were an impressive 11-3, with a solid 2-2 record in the Big Ten. Illinois was 16-15 in 2005, but graduation and injuries left the 2006 roster with several holes. As a result, Illinois head coach Don Edinger added six new players and his new-look Illini have been winning since day one.

The Illini opened the season in late August with the State Farm Illini Classic, a tournament hosted by the Illini at Huff Hall. Illinois rolled off three consecutive wins during the weekend event, beating Illinois State, Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Winthrop. In addition to the team's obvious tournament success, three Illini players were selected to the All-Tournament team. Junior middle blocker Vicki Brown was voted tournament MVP, while sophomore outside hitter Kayani Turner and freshman libero Ashley Edinger also earned All-Tourney honors. After sweeping the Classic, the Illini continued their hot start by winning three more matches and the Marquette Kick-Off Tournament title the following week. Once again, Brown was named tournament MVP; and, once again, she was joined on the All-Tourney list alongside Edinger and Turner. But, unlike the previous week, Brown and her Illini teammates were accompanied by sophomore setter Lizzie Bazzetta.

"It's great for us just to play well and win a tournament," Hardin said afterwards. "But for us to also have four players — including our setter and our libero — make the All-Tourney team is really a credit to our team and how they played."

The Illini finally suffered their first loss Sept. 9, when they lost a thrilling five-game match to Wichita State during the GlaxoSmithKline Invitational in Chapel Hill, N.C. The Illini finished second in the event, and after a win over Dayton at Huff Hall, entered the conference season a spectacular, 9-1.

Unfortunately for the Illini, the Big Ten season didn't begin nearly as well as the non-conference season. After a pair of 3-0 losses to Minnesota and Wisconsin, the Illini found themselves in last place. The poor start left the team disappointed, but Hardin's squad quickly regrouped with wins over Northwestern and Iowa. The victory over Iowa even propellled Bazzetta to win the Big Ten Defensive Player of the Week honor on Oct. 2.

The Illini closed out the season, blindsided by a barrage of injuries, with a 3-0 loss to Ohio State on Nov. 25, finishing the season with a 15-15 record (6-14 Big Ten).

"We could have really come apart down the stretch," Hardin said. "But the girls battled down to the last match, the last game, even the last point."
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THE SCOREBOARD
Opposite left: Sophomore Lizzie Bazzio sets the ball at Huff Hall. Photo by A. Moore.

Opposite right: Freshman Ashley Banger returns the ball in a match against Iowa on Labor Day, 30. The Illini won, 3-1. Photo by B. Deikerbach.

Below: Vicki Brown (2) returns the ball during the second game against Iowa. Photo by B. Deikerbach.
SOCCER

After rough start, Illini overcome difficult schedule

The 2006 season marked the 10-year-anniversary of the Illinois soccer program as an NCAA participant. The team entered the season with a lot of hype and high expectations after coming off a second-round loss in the NCAA tournament in 2005. Beginning the 2006 campaign, the Illini were ranked No. 13 in the country and voted second in the preseason Big Ten Coaches poll.

After a slow 3-3 start, and playing one of the most difficult schedules in the country, Illinois bounced back to win seven of its next nine games. The 1-0 win against Auburn on Sept. 10 gave the Illini their first win over a ranked opponent. Illinois continued its success, beating Utah at home, 4-1. On Oct. 1, the Illini came back from a two-goal deficit to beat the preseason No. 1-ranked Nittany Lions for the second time in the program's history.

"They've played the schedule we've subject- ed them to and that's the biggest thing this team has done," head coach Janet Rayfield said. "We've gone on the road against some really top teams."

The 2006 season also marked the 100th ca- reer win for Rayfield and her 55th with the Il- lini. The win came in a 4-0 victory over Syracuse on Sept. 8 in Illinois' home opener with 335 fans in attendance — the fourth-largest crowd in the program's history.

Illinois' strength as a team was the diversity of the individuals' personalities. Junior forward Ella Masar's ability to chase down any ball always im- pressed the crowd. Senior forward Jessica Bayne's strong foot came off the bench to give the Illini big goals when they were needed. Junior defender Mary Therese McDonnell shut down opponents and played all but two minutes in the team's first 15 games. Sophomore defender Jessica Levit's footwork and physical play always provided a spark.

Junior goalkeeper Lindsey Carstens returned to the net after missing the final five games of the 2005 season with a leg injury. Her experienced play in the net helped the Illini defense to five shutouts in the first 13 games.

"We've played the hardest schedule we've had at this University and that has prepared us to play in the Big Ten," Carstens said. "We're probably more prepared then we've ever been, and great things have come from it this season."

Another aspect of Illinois' team was its youth. Illinois boasted the ninth-best recruiting class in the nation and showed it off by consistently start- ing two freshmen, midfielder Jackie Santacaterina and forward Courtney Bell. Forward Chichi Nwke and defender Emily Pickard also saw a lot of minutes on the field. Nwke scored three goals in the win over Utah and was the team's leader in goals and points midway through the season.

With a strong mix of youth, experience, goal scorers, passers, defenders and play- ers who could win the ball in the open field and in the air, the Illinois women's soccer team has estab- lished themselves as one of the most talented teams in the nation. And with Rayfield's prog- ram that continues to bring in and de- velop quality players, Illinois will be a force in the Big Ten for years to come.

"This program is on track to win a national championship and that is our goal," Rayfield said. "And we want to compete for one on a regular basis."

THE SCOREBOARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas A&amp;M</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Florida</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Florida</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MEN'S

CROSS COUNTRY

PROGRAM MOVES UP BIG TEN LADDER

It's what the men's cross country team and head coach Wendel McRaven had eagerly been awaiting for nearly a year: the anticipated return of redshirts Jason Bill, Trent Hoerr and Jon Houseworth to the Illini lineup.

McRaven's plan as the first year coach of the Illini in 2005 was simple. He wanted to develop the core of young talent he had, get a year of experience under their belts and then compliment them with Bill, Hoerr and Houseworth—seasoned veterans with postseason experience, who redshirted in order to preserve their eligibility for the 2006 season.

For McRaven, the expectations were high. Bill, a two-time NCAA Championships qualifier, finished fourth at the NCAA Regional meet in 2004 and earned All-Region honors. Hoerr had a breakthrough season on the track last spring, securing a fourth-place finish in the 10,000-meters at the 2006 Big Ten Outdoor Championships.

And with such a pool of talent to pull from, the underclassmen have a number of mentors to learn from, McRaven said.

The freshman class is considered one of the best in recent memory. The first year standouts include Jeremy Stevens, Jacob Nachel and John Papejo.

"We have seven pretty solid (freshmen) in uniform," McRaven said. "My experience though is that the guy you least expect to step up and be a superstar ends up being a superstar."

The men's cross country team opened the season with two home meets at its Arboretum course on Sept. 1 and Sept. 15. McRaven said he was pleased with the freshman performances in both races and how they followed his race plan.

On Sept. 29, the Illini competed in the prestigious Notre Dame Invitational, finishing 11th out of 20 teams. In his season debut, Bill led the Illini with a time of 24:02 for the 8K race.

A 25-runner pile-up less than a quarter of a mile into the meet caused seven of the Illini's nine runners to hit the ground. They then found themselves at the back of the pack.

"You can say woe is me, or you can use it as motivation for the next time and see that it doesn't happen again," said McRaven of the pile-up.

McRaven said the Illini are a team looking to move up the ladder in the Big Ten. They were able to make strides in the right direction, earning a seventh-place finish at the NCAA Midwest Regionals on Nov. 11. Bill also qualified for the NCAA Championships, finishing in 119th place with a time of 32:46.

But every year a team needs to redefine itself, and right now, the Illini cross country program is still forming its identity.

"This program is going to jump leaps and bounds these next two years with the type of talented freshmen that we have," Houseworth said. "I think with the type of leadership that we can provide for them, they'll be ready to be that type of leader next year."
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Opposite left: Juniors Tim Kelley and Michael Kelly run side-by-side during the Illini Open, the cross country team's first race of the season on Sept. 1, at the UI Arboretum. Photo by C. Leung.
Opposite right: The Illini dominate the annual "Peac-L-UP" Challenge on Sept. 15 at the UI Arboretum by sweeping the top seven overall finishes and capturing their second-consecutive title of the year. Photo by C. Leung.
Above: "Mojo" Justin Aronson and "Moocce" Inez Gruss run during the Illini Open cross country meet at the Arboretum in Urbana on Sept. 1. Photo by J. Ambrohm.
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

FIRST-EVER REGIONAL TITLE, FRESHMAN STANDOUT HIGHLIGHT SEASON

After finishing fifth at last year’s NCAA Championships—the best-ever finish in program history—the Illinois women’s cross country team entered the 2006 season with high expectations and a chip securely placed on their shoulders. Not losing any of the 2005 team to graduation, the Illini also added a number of highly recruited freshmen. They looked primed to easily surpass last season’s finish. But getting the team to gel at the beginning of the year didn’t come as easily as head coach Karen Harvey expected.

“When you have that many newcomers who do so well, people don’t know what to think and they feel out of place,” said Harvey of the eight new freshmen, who changed the dynamic of the team.

In every race this season, the Illini paled in comparison to the performances they had during 2005. After upsetting six nationally ranked opponents and coming in second at the Notre Dame Invite last year, the Illini could only muster a fifth-place showing.

“You can’t come to Notre Dame and run solid as a team; you will get destroyed,” Harvey said, emphasizing the need for an exceptional performance. “They needed a kick in the rear, and they got it.” Freshman Angela Bizzarri shattered the 5K freshman record by 22 seconds with her fifth-place performance and time of 16:56 at the Notre Dame Invite. Bizzarri owns both the Illinois 5K and 6K freshman records, along with the fifth-fastest 5K finish in Illini history after her first two collegiate races.

A 1 - though Harvey continually says this year’s team was better than last and had more talent, the Illini still hadn’t lived up to their potential through the Big Ten Championships on Oct. 29. Illinois finished a disappointing fifth place. Before the Big Ten meet, Harvey said the team had found its team chemistry and that the Illini would need a solid race from an unexpected runner.

“As tight as this Big Ten race is, it will take one hero,” Harvey said. “Someone’s going to be a hero for one team and that’s going to make the difference.”

But other than Bizzarri’s fifth-place finish (20:49), the rest of the eight Illini runners did not run as well as expected. Before the Big Ten meet, senior Cassie Hunt had high hopes.

“You’re going to have to work really hard to get in that top 10, top 15,” said Hunt, who took home the Big Ten title last year. “If everybody’s firing on all cylinders, I think there’s a good chance that we could just give everybody else a run for their money.”

But the Illini couldn’t give everyone else a run for their money. Only one other runner besides Bizzarri finished in the top 20. Senior Stephanie Simms finished in 20th place with a time of 21:24.

Even though the expectations were there all season for Bizzarri, and only escalated as the NCAA Championships got closer, she said the pressure did not faze her.

“I try not to think about it that way,” she said. “I just try to think about going out and doing what I can do.”

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
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Opposite right: Angela Bizari runs with the pack in the one mile of the Big Ten Championships at the Armory on Feb. 25. Photo by J.P. Ogrodnik
Opposite left: A pack of Illinois runners gets out in front during the women’s one mile run at the Armory. Angela Bizari won the race, and the top six runners were from Illinois.
Photo by B. Vezir
Above: Freshman Angela Bizari competes in the one mile run during the Big Ten Championships at the Armory.
Photo by B. Vezir
ATHLETE PROFILE

ANGELA BIZZARRI

As a freshman, Angela Bizzarri wasn’t expected to be the best runner on the Illinois cross-country team. Coming out of Mason High School in Ohio, never having competed much at the national level, many high school coaches didn’t know the impact Bizzarri could have on the Big Ten—or if she could have one altogether. But it didn’t take long for coaches to take note. Bizzarri, Illinois’ top runner, was the opposition’s focal point all season and the talk of the Big Ten Championships and the Midwest Regional Championships.

“Coming into the season, I didn’t really know how I was going to do, so there wasn’t that much pressure on me per se,” said Bizzarri, who earned All-American honors at the NCAA Championships after finishing in 24th place.

“My goal coming into the season was to make the traveling squad—top seven—so I didn’t know how fast I would run. It’s turned out really well; I’ve surpassed my goals.”

The quiet and reserved Bizzarri led the Illini to its first-ever Midwest Regional title behind a second-place overall finish (20:47), and along the way broke a number of school and freshman records.

Pressure, though, is no obstacle—even when it came to running in her first Big Ten Championships, Bizzarri said.

Although Bizzarri is mild-mannered away from cross country courses, it’s a different story when it comes to racing. After her first race, she said she didn’t realize her physical capabilities until “you are running faster than you ever have.”

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
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JOHN PAUL GOQUEN
Opposite right: Illinois senior Patrick Nagle takes a swing on the course at Urbana Golf Club.
Opposite left: Illinois golfer Matt Hoffman keeps an eye on his golf ball.
Above: Illinois golfer Zach Smith chips toward the green.
MEN'S
GOLF

Mix of youth and experience makes strides in Big Ten

With a 12th-place finish at the Big Ten/Pac-10 Challenge on Oct. 24, the Illini men's golf team concluded its 2006 fall season. The year featured both positives and negatives for the Illini, who earned their highest finish of third place at the Windon Memorial Classic on Oct. 9.

The 2006 Illini team featured a mix of youth and experience. The Illini were led all season by seniors Kyle Hosick and Patrick Nagle, while redshirt junior Mark Ogren and redshirt freshman Zach Barlow, among others, contributed for the Illini.

On Sept. 25, the Illini concluded their inaugural Olympia Fields Country Club/Fighting Illini Invitational. Illinois shot a final-round score of 296 to finish in ninth place in the 12-team event with a 54-hole total of 886.

Nagle recorded his third-straight round of 1-over-par 71 and finished the tournament at +5 with a 54-hole total of 213. Nagle missed medalist honors by just two strokes, and it was the 10th top-five finish of his career. It was also Nagle's best finish since placing third at the Duke Golf Classic in the fall of 2003 during his sophomore season.

“1 hit the ball pretty well and made some good shots coming in. I had a couple of bad breaks, had some mud on my ball in the fairway on 18 which I bogeyed, then my drive on the fairway on 7 landed in a divot, and I ended up taking a double there,” Nagle said in a press release. “But I came back and was able to finish with a birdie on 9. Overall, I'm pretty happy with how I played; it was nice to be in contention.”

Hosick placed 19th at +10 and carded a 75 in the final round to finish with a 54-hole total of 220 at the event. Ogren finished tied for 39th place at 226, while junior Frank Alafoginis tied for 45th at 229.

While the Illini didn't fare as well as they would have liked at their home tournament, it gave them a chance to compete against some of the best teams in the country. Seven of the teams that advanced to the 2005 NCAA Championships played in the Illini Invitational.

“Our players once again were able to compete against the top teams in the country at this event,” head coach Mike Small said in a press release. “Patrick obviously had a really good tournament, but overall we didn't reach the expectations that we have for our program.

“We saw signs from every player in our lineup, now we need to work towards making that next step which is to sustain that effort for an entire tournament.”
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Opposite right: Illinois’ Nick Novak tries to keep the ball away from a Northwestern defender during the men’s club indoor game.

Opposite left: Joe Kolop and Dan Brown run the ball down the field of the Florida and Lincoln Playing Fields Complex.

Above: Senior Jake Kozak kicks the ball against Northwestern on Oct. 21. Illinois won 1-0.
MEN'S CLUB

SOCCER

LAST-SECOND GOAL AGAINST DAYTON SENDS ILLINI TO TITLE GAME

The 2006 Illinois men's soccer club once again returned to dominant form and proved why it is one of the best teams in the nation.

Traveling across the Midwest, the Illini played many of the best club teams in the Midwest Alliance Soccer Conference, and showed that they deserved to be considered a serious contender for the national title with a 10-2-3 overall record. After surviving close games at the regional tournament, Illinois closed out the season with a second-place finish at nationals.

The road to the national tournament, however, was filled with close and important games that would separate them from great Illinois teams of the past.

Led by the veteran experience of senior captain/coach Rickie Partyka and the outstanding play of senior midfelder Dan Brown and junior sweeper TJ King, the team started off the season on fire, only losing to regional powerhouse Michigan.

As the season came to an end, the Illini found themselves playing for a spot in the regional tournament on the last weekend of the regular season against Northwestern and Michigan State.

"We knew we were facing two really good teams," junior defender Adam Biernecki said. "Michigan State was ahead of us in points and Northwestern had pulled off some pretty big upsets."

After losing its first game to Michigan State, the team responded with a victory over Northwestern, which resulted in a regional tournament birth.

The Illini, comprised of tested veterans and young talent, traveled to Bloomington, Ind., where they needed to work as a team to earn a trip to nationals.

"Some of the younger guys might not know how much this means to the older guys because they haven't experienced it yet," Partyka said. "We try to do our best to let them know that this is it. You have to get here, because if you don't get here then the season didn't mean anything."

After tying Purdue, Illinois played for its season against Dayton. Needing to win by two or more goals to keep its season alive, Illinois was up 2-1 on the Flyers with only seconds left in the game.

"With the game basically over, we had one last chance to score on a corner kick," Partyka said. "We knew this would be the last play of the game so we moved every player we had into the box."

In the play, later nick-named "The Scrum of '06," the ball touched every Illini player and hit the post three times before Tope Adesia pushed Illinois past Dayton, 3-1.

Illinois then defeated Western Michigan and Indiana to secure its spot in the national tournament.

"That play (against Dayton) really summarized the whole weekend for us, and it was a great example of our team effort to never give up," Biernecki said.

The Illini finally traveled to Tempe, Ariz., for the national tournament on a mission to prove that they were one of the best teams in the nation.

Against the toughest competition of the year, Illinois tied Brown, beat Salt Lake Community College and then Arizona, before facing off against Ohio. Tied after regulation, the Illini pulled out a 5-4 win in a shoot-out. The Illini defeated San Diego before falling to Michigan in the title game.
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Springside
Springfield
Iowa
W. Illinois
N. Indiana
Minnesota
Indiana
C. Michigan
W. Illinois
Defeat
Miami (Ohio)
Dayton
Michigan St.
Northern Illinois
Purdue
Denton
Brown
W. Michigan
Idaho
Salt Lake
San Diego
Michigan
Halfway through the 2006-07 season, the Illinois men’s club hockey team had just one blemish on its record.

The American Collegiate Hockey Association’s (ACHA) No. 1-ranked Illini ended their first semester schedule with two home victories over the 10th-ranked Michigan-Dearborn Wolves on Dec. 1-2 to move to 17-1.

To that point, Illinois’ only loss was a 3-1 defeat at the hands of then-No.13 Kent State on the road. However, the loss came at a point when the Illini were without junior forward Kevin WicKlin, junior defense man Dave Schmitt, senior forward Marshall Chubirka and freshman forward J.J. Heredia, all of whom were inactive with injuries at the time.

“We knew with a month break coming up we wanted to get rolling into the second semester,” sophomore forward Jordan Pringle said. “It was big for us to get two convincing wins going into break because it was a big bummer having a week-long break after our loss.”

Through 18 games, Illinois scored an astonishing 117 goals and averaged six-and-a-half goals per game. Of the Illini’s 117 goals, 51 have come via their power play.

All but five players on Illinois’ 22-man roster had scored goals at the halfway point of the season. Leading the way were forwards Jason Nemeth and Drew Heredia. Nemeth led the team with 14 goals heading into the break, while captain Drew Heredia led the team in total points with 30.

“We have great balance on this team,” head coach Chad Cassel said. “We have four lines that play well, and what you might think is our fourth line could be our best line on one particular night. It’s good because it doesn’t allow teams to focus on one particular line.”

On the other end of the spectrum, the Illini gave up just 32 goals all season and are allowing teams to score just under two goals per game against them.

The main reason why the Illini have been so stingy defensively has been the play of its goaltenders. In 16 starts this season, senior goalie Mike DeGeorge has posted a 1.81 goals-against average and 92.25 save-percentage, while freshman goalie Mike Burda has allowed just three goals all season in few times minding the net for the Orange and Blue.

“We have unbelievable goaltenders,” freshman forward Matt Jennings said. “DeGeorge is a senior that is having a huge year for us so far, and Burda got a shutout in his first start, and you can’t start your career off any better than that.”

The Illini are currently in first place in the Central States Collegiate Hockey League (CSCHL) standings heading into the semester break with a 9-1 league record.

Illinois will have an opportunity to capture its first CSCHL regular season title since the 2002-2003 season with a strong finish in the second semester.

But the Illini will have to go through a tough road to claim the championship as they face-off against four teams ranked in the ACHA’s top 20.

“It was good for us to get in the lead in the league early in the season, especially since we get into our tougher games second semester against teams like Lindenwood, Iowa State and Ohio,” Drew Heredia said.
Opposite left: Illinois' Matt Jennings tries to get to the puck before Michigan-Dearborn's Dan Lamonica during the men's club hockey game on Dec. 2. Illinois won, 7-2. Photo by J. Birnbaum

Opposite right: Illinois' Alex Tauchen, right, moves down the ice as Eastern Michigan's Josh Nummerdor follows during the game at home on Oct. 4. Photo by A. Babcock

Above: Jason Namsy tries to keep the puck away from a North Dakota State defender at a home game on Nov. 11. Illinois won, 6-2. Photo by J. Birnbaum
Opposite left: Kathleen O'Malley-Kennedy shoots the ball during the women's wheelchair basketball game against the RIC Aggies.

Opposite right: Illinois' Josh Fargen tries to grab the ball from RIC's Hampshire during the men's wheelchair basketball game.

Above: Illinois' Paul Ward tries to pass the ball during the Illinois wheelchair basketball game against the RIC Aggies.
In 2006-07, the Illinois men's and women's wheelchair basketball teams both got off to fast starts in their quests for national titles.

The men opened its season 3-0 with commanding victories against Variety Village, the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago Hornets and the Chicago Wheelchair Bulls on Oct. 28-29 in the Illinois Classic at IMPE. Men's and women's head coach Mike Frogley was impressed with the way fifth-year player Paul Ward competed against Variety Village.

"I thought Paul Ward came out and just absolutely lit them up," Frogley said. "He was running the ball-side screen-and-roll to perfection."

Frogley is also confident in his two captains, Denny Muhu and Josh George.

"Josh is going to be the key for our success," Frogley said. "He's a mismatch for other teams because of his speed and his quickness."

On Nov. 3 and 4, in a game against the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, and two against Southwest Minnesota State University, sophomore guard Steve Serio averaged 20 points. However, the team suffered a 70-64 loss — its first of the season — to Wisconsin-Whitewater. Frogley said Serio was the top freshman in the country last year and that he's the Illini's "go-to guy, on or off the ball."

As of Dec. 4, the men accumulated a 6-4 non-conference record, and were 2-1 in its conference. After winning a national championship last season, but losing six players in the process, the women's wheelchair basketball did not know what to expect entering the 2006-07 campaign. The Illini need to fill the role of Jen Ruddell, the first woman to be drafted by a men's wheelchair basketball team.

"There won't be another Jen Ruddell," Frogley said. "Jen is probably considered to be the best in the world right now."

So with question marks going into the first tournament of the year, the Illini walked away with a 5-0 record. First year player Arley McNeney averaged 18.75 points for four of the five games. As the starting center, McNeney will need to be a go-to player in order for the Illini to be successful.

"(McNeney's) strength is her ability to focus in the moment, her way to play in the moment," Frogley said.

Starting point guard Shelley Chaplin runs the offense for Illinois and has her own unique style of play.

"I love how Shelley plays so aggressively," Frogley said. "It catches a lot of the (opponents) off guard."

Led by top scorer Carlee Hoffman, the Illini will look to repeat its performance from last season.

"We don't rebuild with our women's program," Frogley said. "We reload."

**STORY BY BRIAN ATLAS**
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Opposite right: Secondary school swimmer comes up for air. Photo by P. Taylor
Opposite left: Caroline Moore swims in the 200 meter freestyle of the Brown swimming and diving team’s annual Orange and Blue team dual meet. Photo by P. Taylor
Below: Mollory Craft swims in the 100 meter back stroke of the Harvard swimming and diving teams’ semi-final Orange and Blue intercollegiate meet. She finished in fifth place. Photo by J. Berndt.
WOMEN’S
SWIMMING & DIVING

STRONG START DAMPERED BY NINTH PLACE BIG TEN FINISH

With a squad of 14 newcomers, the Illinois women’s swimming and diving team looked to its eight seniors for leadership during the 2006-07 campaign.

“We have eight seniors, and they are a very dynamic class,” head coach Sue Novitsky said. “We’re looking to the entire class to add that leadership for the rest of the team because we have such a young team.”

The Illini also faced the difficult task of having every meet on the road. The Intramural Physical Education Building (IMPE), Illinois’ home pool, is undergoing construction and renovation. The amount of travel the team has had to endure has made it stronger in the long run, Novitsky said.

“It’s something that we can’t control,” Novitsky said. “Hopefully, one of the by-products of that is it does make them tough, especially when we travel to the Big Ten Championships.”

When the season began, the Illini hoped to achieve a winning dual meet record and improve their standing in the Big Ten, and at the same time, begin to be noticed at the national level. Illinois finished with a 4-1 dual meet record and defeated Michigan State and Iowa, swimming competitively against national powerhouses, Michigan and Notre Dame.

The Illini started on the right foot with a 171.5-102.5 victory against Oakland University.

“It’s really going to help the team out,” said Novitsky. “Our freshmen had a great weekend; they really stepped up.”

Less than 24 hours later, Illinois came out strong against Michigan State and won 166-134. Sophomore Marissa Clapp came away with four victories against the Spartans, including the 200 meter medley relay. Because of her efforts, she was named Big Ten Swimmer of the Week.

“We need to be keeping consistent with our competition and how we are racing and competing overall throughout the meet,” Novitsky said.

On Oct. 27, Illinois dismantled Illinois State, winning 15 of 16 events. Novitsky was proud of the way the team got the job done.

“They are very hard workers; they want to come in and do a great job and have the team be successful,” she said.

The Illini were handed their first loss of the season—a 157-143 defeat to the Buckeyes—on Nov. 4. The Illini were led by seniors Barbie Viney and Meghan Farrell. Both made the NCAA provisional cuts, and over 85 percent of the swimmers turned in personal best swims.

At the Texas A&M Reveille Invitational, the Illini finished fifth behind three of the top teams in the country. With the long, three-day competition, Novitsky’s goal was for the Illini to mentally stay focused.

“We want to go into each session being prepared and staying on top of the game,” Novitsky said.

As a final end of the season tune-up, Illinois defeated Iowa, 174-126. Caroline Moore, who won the 500 meter freestyle and was second in the 200 meter freestyle, propelled the Illini to victory.

“I think they competed well; the swimmers were definitely able to put together good splits,” Novitsky said. “The divers did a good job on the boards and put together a consistent meet.”
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WOMEN’S WATER POLO

Club squad looks to future after third place finish

Capturing third place in the Big Ten Tournament, the Illinois women’s water polo team capped off a terrific season by beating Purdue University 9-4 in its final game.

Maggie Gates, junior in speech pathology, led the team in goals from the hole, or center position, concluding the tournament with nine. She was also a first-team all-conference selection. Molly Sweeney, a senior in speech and hearing science, received the same honor, scoring three goals and leading the team in 17 steals for the tournament.

“We really stepped it up as a team,” Sweeney said. “This was the tournament that really mattered, and every girl stepped up and got done what needed to be done.”

The team competed in five other tournaments throughout the season. Spending weekends at Wisconsin-Madison, Fenwick High School, Miami University of Ohio, Iowa, Michigan State and finally Purdue, the team went 14-13 for the season and 7-6 in the Big Ten, with an undefeated 4-0 record at Iowa for a tournament win.

“In the beginning of the season, we had to make some adjustments because we graduated some key players,” said Gates, who finished the season with 44 goals. “Having a deep bench was critical to our success, helping us get to a third-place Big Ten finish and have fun getting there.”

Coached by Andrew Schneider, junior in Business Administration, the girls worked to overcome the complications with practice time that resulted from IMPE’s closure. “Working with only four assigned pool hours a week made coming together as a team difficult, but I think we handled it well and worked hard to improve, regardless,” Gates said.

Schneider agreed, saying that the team put extra hours of conditioning in on their own time to balance the lack of pool time.

“The girls put a lot of hard work and dedication into practice,” Schneider said. “It is a great culmination of the season to end with a third place victory, especially against Purdue in their home pool.”

Utility player and junior in industrial and enterprise systems engineering, Megan O’Connell was a major contributor to the team, finishing the season with 14 goals and 26 swim-off wins.

“We had some good tournaments and some bad, but it came together nicely in the end,” she said. “I think we played really well as a team at Big Tens, helping out on defense and finding the open player on offense.”

Losing seniors Sweeney, Kristin Lowry, Claire Walter, and Adrienne Dumas, the team will head into next season with four of its seven starters from the 2007 season.

“Illini water polo has provided me with some of the best memories of my college career and left me with even better friends,” Sweeney said.

O’Connell has high hopes for the returning members.

“We got third this year, but we are definitely just as good as the top two finishers, Michigan and Michigan State, and next year we will prove it,” she said.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>123</th>
<th>EMU</th>
<th>Toronto</th>
<th>83</th>
<th>85</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>69</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>87</th>
<th>88</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STORY BY & PHOTOS COURTESY OF DENI STRITCH
Opposite left: Ashley Betton, after Lowry one-
eyed Tom High-five their team-
mates after a match.
Opposite right: Ally Lilfjord gets tangled with a defender from the opposing team.
Below: Colette Kolander (19), Amy Schumacher (12), Liz Kemppi (20), Eileen Gasko (4), Kayley Behman (18) and Magda Roessler (25) have all eyes on the pool.
Opposite right: Cesar Pera, a midfielder, holds his head down Friday as Mike Perring from Illinoisville’s Huff Hall on Dec. 8.

Opposite left: Soccer star Rafael Flores, (127 pounds) looks for an opening with Northwestern’s Mike Tomilow.

Below: Junior Bobby Flores (125 pounds) celebrates after defeating Indiana’s Angel Espinosa. Photo by J. Vilemert.
MEN’S

WRESTLING

EIGHT GRAPPLERS EARN QUALIFYING BIDS TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Illini wrestlers entered the 2006-07 season at a crossroads. They lost five starting seniors from last season’s squad that sent all 10 starters, the most in the nation, to the NCAA tournament.

With holes in half the Illini lineup, head coach Mark Johnson needed to combine his returning national qualifiers with untested grapplers.

“We have a lot of potential in this room,” Johnson said. “This is one of our best freshmen classes.”

The Illini used the annual Wrestle-Offs and early season open tournaments to round out the lineup.

At the Missouri Open during Thanksgiving break, the Illini had four first-place winners, and 11 other wrestlers placed in the top six of their classes. Sophomore Mike Poeta (157 pounds) earned his third-straight Missouri Open individual win. As the No. 1 seed in his weight class, Poeta won four-straight matches, including a defeat of Missouri’s second-seeded Mike Chandler.

True freshmen Jimmy Kennedy (133) and John Dergo (184) both earned first place finishes in the open’s freshman division and asserted themselves as viable options for the Illini’s lineup.

The Illini ended December looking to win the Midlands Championship for a record fourth consecutive time, but the field, which was filled with nine ranked opponents, proved too strong.

They finished sixth out of 56 competitors. Poeta and Kennedy provided bright spots for the squad. Kennedy finished in second place after losing in the championship match against top-ranked Nick Simmons of Michigan State.

Poeta upset the top-ranked Trent Paulson of Iowa State, 9-8 in the final match of the 157-pound weight class. After the match, Poeta was awarded the Dan Gable Most Outstanding Wrestler Award, and a week later was named Big Ten Wrestler of the Week.

Poeta took the top spot in the national poll.

“Mike Poeta can be as good as Mike Poeta wants to be,” Johnson said. “He has the ability to be the best.”

The Illini entered Big Ten play in January undefeated and ranked 16th in the national rankings. Returning national qualifiers Gabe Flores (125), Cassio Pero (141), Troy Tapelle (149) and Poeta, combined with Kennedy, Dergo, Roger Smith-Bergsruud (165), Matt Winterhalter (174), Nick Guida (174), Patrick Bond (197) and John Wise (HWT) helped to defeat then-No. 8 Northwestern, No. 13 Indiana, No. 12 Penn State and No. 23 Michigan State. The four wins in 10 days catapulted Illinois into the Top Ten in the national rankings.

Going into the second week of February, the Illini sat 4-1 in the conference, second only to top-ranked Minnesota. Poeta remained atop the polls with a record of 18-0.

“My goal coming into this year was not to be ranked No. 1 or go undefeated; my goal was to win a national title,” Poeta said. “And if I’m undefeated throughout the year, that’s a bonus.”

The Illini closed out the season with a 19th-place finish at the NCAA Tournament in Auburn Hills, Mich.

STORY BY MIKE THEODORE
PHOTOS BY BRAD VEST
JOHN PAUL GOGUEN
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BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S

YEAR ENDS WITH SECOND ROUND LOSS IN WNIT

Seventy had been a magical number for the Illinois women's basketball team until it lost to Michigan State on Feb. 4.

Despite the loss, the team feels it has already surpassed expectations this season with its 16-6 record and fourth-place showing in the Big Ten. It feels much of its success can be attributed to standout sophomore Lori Bjork and freshman Jenna Smith.

"We're growing as a team and coming into our own," assistant coach Stacie Terry said. "Even with the loss to Michigan State, we're starting to know where our shots are coming from and who's taking them."

Prior to losing to the Spartans, the Illini had an undefeated record when scoring 70 points or more in a game. Illinois was also the top free-throw shooting team in the Big Ten with an 81 percent accuracy rating.

"We played a good game, but when we had the opportunity to get ahead, we didn't make the plays we needed to," Terry said.

Missing free throws played a big factor in the game as the Illini managed to shoot only 46 percent from the line. Even with 19 points from Bjork and nine rebounds from Smith, Michigan State outplayed Illinois, winning 80-70.

"It's always tough to play on the road," sophomore Danielle Gratton said. "We played our part offensively, but we didn't beat them down defensively, and that's what got us in the end."

The defense may have been hindered in the Michigan State game, but offensively the team has a workhorse in Bjork, who ranks fourth in the Big Ten in points with 15.1 points per game. She also leads the team in three-point shots, averaging 40.9 percent.

"People see her offensive stats and realize she can shoot the ball," Gratton said. "They don't realize how much she runs the team with her leadership and has a lot more responsibilities than scoring."

Since the losses of senior Audrey Tabon (ACL) and sophomore Megan Nyquist (back) to injury, Terry credits newcomer Smith with taking over many responsibilities. With an average of 10.9 points and 7.6 rebounds a game, Smith ranks as one of the top freshmen in the Big Ten.

Even with strong performances on the court, Smith felt the transition from high school to college wasn't easy. The Bloomington, Minn., native admits that even now she is still going through a tough readjustment period.

"The Big Ten is such a competitive conference, and you have to bring your 'A-game' everyday" she said. "It makes it harder as well with all my friends and family being eight and a half hours away and not being here to support me."

Smith isn't the only young player on the team, as over half the team consists of underclassmen. Smith, however, thinks that this will play to Illinois' advantage in the long run.

"All the stars on Ohio State and Purdue are seniors," she said. "We don't just play to win, but to grow as a team as well."

Terry agrees with the assessment and feels the team has much to look forward to — now and in the future.

"They are all a bunch of team players," she said. "We're very happy with where we are."

STORY BY LIZ WEBER
PHOTOS BY ADAM BABCOCK
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174
Opposite left: freshman forward Lacey Simpson looks to shoot during the Orange and Blue scrimmage.

Opposite right: Illinois guard LaToya Hamlet drives past Butler's Apostle Clester during the second half of the season-opener at Assembly Hall.

Below: Chelsea Gordon drives past Clark's Kahna Greer in a game at Assembly Hall.
During the 2006-07 campaign, the Illinois basketball team referred to themselves as the “walking wounded.” They were the unwilling recipients of compounded injuries, a suspension, and also a car crash that left Jamar Smith and Brian Carlwell with severe concussions. Following the accident, Smith, the driver of the vehicle was treated and released, while Carlwell, was admitted to the intensive care unit of Carle Foundation Hospital in critical condition.

The car crash was the back-breaking event that left the Illini wondering how to rebound from its many setbacks, but it also aided them in their push for an NCAA tournament bid.

As the season began to unfold, the Illini had to learn how to survive without the likes of Dee Brown and James Augustine, who with 114 victories compiled the most of any other players in their four years with the team. The Utah Jazz’s Brown left the Illini with a giant hole in the background, while senior Warren Carter was looked at to fill the shoes of best friend James Augustine, a forward with the Orlando Magic.

From the beginning, head coach Bruce Weber was unsure how his untested and young team would respond. He was unsure whether senior Rich McBride could fill his pre-determined leadership role, whether Carter would “chill” through the season or continued...
BASKETBALL CONTINUED

He was unsure whether senior Rich McBride could fill his pre-determined leadership role, if Carter would “chill” through the season, and whether Brian Randle could become the go-to guy Weber desperately needed.

Carter shed his highlight-player skin and began to become a regular contributor, although his aggressive nature was lacking some nights. Yet, after not playing much in his first three seasons, said his senior season was on a different spectrum than the first three.

“Personally, it’s been a lot of fun at times,” Carter said. “It just feels so much different compared to my first years. But as a team, we definitely had some good times; it’s just been so shaky through all the injuries and everything so it’s been a tough senior year, but I’ve still enjoyed a lot of it, though.”

Although Carter came into his own earlier in the year, it took McBride nearly 10 games following his suspension to get into the swing with the Illini’s offense. Weber, though, was impressed with the character McBride displayed in the second half of the year.

“Rich’s progress as a person—and a player—has really been amazing; and now he’s a pretty big man in the Big Ten,” Weber said.

As well as McBride was able to finish his senior season, Randle’s junior year could only be described as a disaster. The Peoria, Ill.-native missed nine games early in the season after having groin surgery on Nov. 17. He then suffered through plantar fasciitis, which disrupted his normal style of play. By missing nearly 60 practices, he could no longer be the scorer the Illini needed. He instead had to focus on passing, screening and defense.

The Illini won their first seven games before falling to Maryland 72-66 at home on Nov. 28. The loss ended Illinois’ 51-game non-conference home-winning streak.

“We shouldn’t lose at home,” Weber said. “I don’t care who’s here or not. We gave up 72 percent (field goal shooting) in the second half. We’ve been pretty good; I understand the competition is different, but that shouldn’t happen at home.”

Illinois followed the Maryland defeat with a loss to Arizona in Phoenix in the Hall of Fame Challenge.

But the Illini’s struggles were apparent as they opened Big Ten play on Jan. 3 against Michigan in Ann Arbor. The team opened its Big Ten stretch of the season with two straight losses and hardly looked like Illini teams of the past that had continually been ranked as one of the top three teams in the conference. One of the Illini’s low points came on Jan. 20 when they lost to then-No. 2 Wisconsin, 71-64. Illinois had led 62-61 with 3:48 to play.

“We have a team like this down any points with two minutes to go and then not make some plays, it hurts,” said a red and tear-eyed Randle. “We’re all accountable; I think we all feel it, it’s just one of those things where you feel like you should win a game, but we didn’t make those plays.”

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
PHOTOS BY BRAD VEST
JOSH BIRNBAUM
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>24-20</td>
<td>1/1/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>37-64</td>
<td>1/4/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>63-54</td>
<td>1/7/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>73-60</td>
<td>1/11/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>72-60</td>
<td>1/14/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>58-63</td>
<td>1/17/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>60-58</td>
<td>1/20/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>69-64</td>
<td>1/23/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State</td>
<td>68-50</td>
<td>1/26/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>68-50</td>
<td>1/29/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois State</td>
<td>58-54(OT)</td>
<td>1/31/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>70-41</td>
<td>2/3/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>61-54</td>
<td>2/6/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>63-54</td>
<td>2/9/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>66-50</td>
<td>2/12/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois State</td>
<td>67-61</td>
<td>2/15/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>71-69</td>
<td>2/18/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois State</td>
<td>62-64</td>
<td>2/21/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>73-67</td>
<td>2/24/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>62-66</td>
<td>2/27/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois State</td>
<td>72-57</td>
<td>2/30/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Opposite left: Senior Marcus Arnold attempts to shoot near Tinel Meacham, left, and Elston Randle, right, during the annual Orange and Blue scrimmage at Assembly Hall. Photo by J. Binko/BiCova.

Opposite right: Junior P.J. Hairston drives to the basket against a Minnesota defender. Photo by J. Binko/BiCova.

Above: Junior Brian Randle chases a loose ball during second half action against UIC at the United Center. Photo by J. Binko/BiCova.
ATHLETE PROFILE

WARRENCARTER

In his first three seasons with the Illini, Warren Carter averaged just 8.8 minutes per game and 1.9 points per game. Even with limited action on the court, though, Carter became an instant fan favorite at the Assembly Hall.

"He's one of the most likable guys in the country, hands down," said junior forward Brian Randle, who is also Carter's roommate.

During the past three years, the expectations for the senior forward have been anything but sky high. He was always the role player, second tier to his best friend and former Illini James Augustine.

With a new hairstyle and a new attitude, Carter thinks he has exceeded the expectations that were set for him at the beginning of the year. He has embraced being the team's go-to scorer and leader and has shed his "chill" mentality, something that troubled head coach Bruce Weber at the outset of the 2006-07 season.

"I think I've exceeded my own expectations because I didn't even know if I was going to start this year," said Carter, a Dallas, Texas native. "I didn't even know if I was going to come close to averaging double figures; I didn't know how many minutes I was going to get."

Twenty-seven games into the season, Carter led the Illini in scoring with 13.2 points per game. Over the summer, Carter's bench press increased to nearly 300 pounds and ran the mile in 5:20. Most importantly, with an athletic six-foot-nine physique, Carter is no longer intimidated by some of the Big Ten's biggest bodies.

"I think I should probably expect more of myself," Carter said. "Now that I realize I can be one of the best players on the court, I just need to believe in myself and have the confidence to do it."

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
PHOTOS BY BRAD VEST
AMELIA MOORE
JOSH RINNAU
Opposite left: Warren Carter draws the crowd after scoring during a game at Assembly Hall.  Photo by J. Rod新人

Opposite right: Warren Carter attempts to drive past a Sam Houston defender in the Illini's 75-51 win over Dec. 17 at Assembly Hall. Photo by B. West

Above: Warren Carter poses for a portrait during Media Day at the Urbana Basketball Complex on Oct. 19. Photo by A. Moore
Opposite left: Matt Rogus, who placed fifth with a jump of 4.60 meters, clears the bar in the pole vault during the ColorHealth Alliance track and field meet on Jan. 25 at the Armory. Photo by J. Brumback
Opposite right: Keene Shaglby, competed in the 60 meter dash at the Armory. He placed third overall in the event. Photo by B. Weil
Above: Jon Houseworth rounds the corner with five laps left during the men’s distance medley at the Armory. Photo by B. Weil
MEN'S

TRACK

ILLINI EARN THREE BIG TEN TITLES TO CLOSE CONFERENCE SEASON

In its lone home meet of the outdoor season on April 15, the Illinois men's track and field team came away with four first-place finishes and two regional qualifiers.

Freshman Joey Hodgkins won the 400-meter hurdles in dominating fashion, while sophomore Lesiba Masheto took the 800 meters, defeating the second place runner by more than two seconds. In the distance events, the Illini experienced positive results, as well. Senior Jason Bill ran away with the 1,500 meters with a time of 3:54, and senior Tim Kelly held off the competition in the 5,000 meters with a 15:29.

"I felt that our performances were solid, and I felt that we still had quite a bit of work to do in a short period of time," head coach Wayne Angel said to the Daily Illini on April 17. "I am encouraged by the athletes' desire to do better."

After a disappointing 10th-place finish at the Big Ten Indoor Championships in February, the Illini looked to their outdoor campaign as an opportunity for redemption. Masheto's fifth-place time of 46.14, a career best, at the NCAA Championships highlighted the team's indoor season. The sophomore walked away from the meet with an All-America honor and became the new school record holder in the event.

"He capped off a great indoor season," Angel said in a DI article March 12. "He has got all the tools and his confidence level is just amazing."

But, in its first outdoor meet of the year—the Willie Williams Classic in Tuscon, Ariz., on March 16 and 17—Illinois qualified seven of its team members for the NCAA Regionals. Masheto continued his winning ways, but on a higher scale. His 45.41 in the 400-meters was a career-best time, and put him in first place among college athletes in the nation. Angel applauded Masheto's performance as one of the "best times in the world."

The Illini also got production from its veteran senior duo Anthony Young and Adrian Walker, who took first and second, in the 400-meter hurdles. Senior Bryan Pratt took third place in the 110-meter hurdles, junior Nick Brown took second in the triple jump and junior Andrew Zollner came in first place in the pole vault. Trammell Smith (first place in 800-meter run) and Trent Hoerr (first place in the 5,000-meter run) also provided bright spots. Hoerr also qualified for the NCAA Outdoor Championships in June with a time of 28:55 in the 10,000-meter run at the Stanford Invitational.

With a goal of finishing in the top three at the Big Ten Outdoor Championships, Angel hoped the Illini would be able to build on the seven regional qualifiers they had accumulated through the first two outdoor meets.

"Many of them have been there before," Angel said to the DI on March 27. "The veterans will do well, and the new people will do well."

*Story by ERIN FOLEY
Photos by JOSH BIRNBAUM
Brad Vest*
WOMEN’S
TRACK
TEAM CLINCHES SHARE OF BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS TITLE

After a successful outing at the Illinois Invitational, the women’s track and field team headed to the Kansas Relays looking to garner numerous accomplishments. Although the team traveled to Lawrence looking for regional qualifiers, it appreciated the distraction the meet provided.

"There’s a lot of looking to get times, but it is the Kansas Relays," assistant coach Karen Harvey said in a Daily Illini article on Apr. 20. "It’s fun to win a relay with four other people and to win a relay championship where the greatest relays meet in the country. It’s a real privilege to win, so we came here to win."

During the previous weekend, the Illini saw a number of personal best times, including top marks in sprint events and the 1,500 meter run. Sophomore Katie Engel and freshman Angela Bizzarri took first and third place, respectively, in the mile-run with times of 4:24 and 4:28. Bizzarri also earned second place honors in the 800 meters (2:17) at the team’s lone home meet of the season on Apr. 15.

"The 800 went well, I felt good at the end, so I was excited about that," Bizzarri told the DI on April 16. "It’s definitely nice having a lot of people that are really good to push you, both in workouts and in races; it helps to run faster."

In the sprints, senior Yvonne Mensah won the 200 meters with an 11:42 and took second in the 200 meters with a time of 23.62. Both marks were good enough to qualify for regionals. The trio of Camille Robinson, Carlene Robinson and Omoye Ugiagbe swept the 400 meters, while Kristina Jones won the triple jump with a distance of 12.45 meters, and LaNeisha Waller took home 100-meter hurdle honors, all to the delight of home-track crowd.

Waller and the Illini will employ a no-quit attitude as they gear up for the championship phase of the 2007 season. Although happy with her performance at the home meet, Waller thinks there is more to come.

"The team is definitely looking to qualify for nationals," Waller said. "First you just want to qualify for regionals and after you get past that, you want to be consistent with what you’re already doing. Then you want to make it to nationals—that’s the ultimate goal."

In 2005, the Illini celebrated a first-place team finish at the Big Ten Outdoor Championships, but followed it a year later with a fourth-place mark at the same event. It will look to achieve a balance between those rankings when it competes in the Big Ten meet in State College, Penn., on May 11 and 12 before heading to the NCAA Regionals in Columbia, Miss., during the final week of May.
Above: Alcina Beckford-Stewart jumps in the long jump event during the Core/Health All-Star Invite. Beckford-Stewart placed third with a jump of 5.73 meters. Photo by J. Bostrom
Opposite left: Members of the women's track and field team compete in the 1,500 meter of the Illinois Invitational at the Outdoor Track and Field Meet. Photo by J. Bostrom
Opposite right: Jacquie Zagler clears the bar in the pole vault during the Core/Health All-Star Invite at the Armory. Photo by J. Bostrom
WOMEN’S
GOLF

ILLINI CLAIM SIXTH PLACE AT BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Illinois women’s golf team started off the fall campaign with a third-place finish at the Hawkeye Intercollegiate. The Illini were led by junior Stephanie Mory, who finished in seventh place individually to lead Illinois. Despite two 10th place finishes at the Lady Northern and the Lady Irish Invitational, Illinois looked to finish the fall season strong.

The Illini were able to wrap up a second-place finish out of 18 teams at the Shootout at the Legends. The Illini broke the Illinois school 54-hole tournament record with 890 strokes. Junior Seul Ki Park tied for second place individually in the tournament.

After a three month lay-off, the Illinois women’s golf team had a solid start to the spring season, taking sixth place at the Chrysler Challenge.

Mory stepped up for the team with a 10th place individual finish. Mory shot an Illinois tournament record-low round of 76 in the third round of play. Illinois head coach Renee Slone said she was impressed with Mory’s performance.

"The last round she played far better than the score indicates," Slone said.

The Illini were without senior captain Meghan Naik, who had been out for a few weeks because of a hairline fracture in her ankle.

Slone said with the Chrysler Challenge being the first competition in almost three months, she knew the team would be rusty.

"The short game was not quite as sharp as I thought it would have been given the amount of time spent in that area," Slone said.

After a week off, the Illini placed 15th out of 18 teams at the Rio Verde Invitational. Park tied for 21st to lead the Illini individually. Despite Naik returning to play, they were without Mory, who sat out with an illness. Overall, Slone said she thought the team was capable of performing better.

"There were a lot of mental mistakes made as well as a lot of double and triple bogeys and even bigger," Slone said. "Making high numbers like that is very hard to recover from."

The Illini traveled to Florida during Spring Break to compete in the two-day Cincinnati Spring Invitational. Illinois captured a fifth-place finish out of a field of nine teams. Park finished second, which led the Illini. Again, Slone said the Illini were capable of performing better.

"We had a very good chance to win the event," Slone said. "They’ve experienced a lot of success on this golf course."

STORY BY MEGHAN MONTEMURRO
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ILLINOIS SPORTS INFORMATION
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11th of 11, Lady Buckeye Invite
5th of 10, Rio Verde Invitational
7th of 10, Chrysler Challenge
9th of 10, Spring Invite
9th of 10, Lady Buckeye Invite
11th of 19, Texas Invite
11th of 19, Chrysler Challenge
13th of 19, Rio Verde Invitational
15th of 19, Spring Invite
15th of 19, Lady Buckeye Invite
17th of 19, Texas Invite
2nd of 19, Shootout at the Legends
Tied for 2nd, Lady Northern
1st of 9, Hawkeye Intercollegiate
Opposite left: Seul Ki Park drives the ball at practice.
Opposite right: Senior Meghan Nick practices putting during a practice at the beginning of the fall season.
Above: Casey Burden watches the ball during an early season practice.
Opposite right: Senior GD Jones returns a ball during a singles match at Allen Tennis Center in Lubbock. Photo by P. Taylor.
Opposite left: Brandon Davis returns the ball against Texas A&M. Himel detected the Aggies, 6-1. Photo by B. Dienesbach.
Above: Junior Ruben Gonzales returns the serve in the doubles competition against Duke. Photo by B. Yeary.
MEN'S TENNIS
JUNIOR TANDEM CONTINUES RISE TO THE TOP OF THE RANKS

The Illinois men's tennis team celebrated its 100th season in 2007. After losing seniors Ryler De-Heart and Pramod Dabir to graduation, the Illini looked to remain among one of the best in college tennis. In 2006, the Illini failed to win the Big Ten regular season championship for the first time in a decade.

In 2007, though, it was about creating a complement of experienced players. Leading the way were juniors Kevin Anderson and Ryan Rowe, who won the doubles national championship in 2006, along with junior Ruben Gonzales.

After winning seven of their first eight matches in the spring, the Illini were off to a good start. Rowe moved up to the No. 2 singles spot after occupying the No. 4 spot in 2006. Prior to Feb. 11, he had lost just a single set in seven matches. Winning both singles and doubles against No. 20 Texas A&M earned him his first Big Ten Player of the Week award. He then rebounded from a disappointing doubles performance against No. 7 Florida to handily defeat Greg Oullette, the No. 16 tennis player in the country, 7-6 (2), 6-3.

"That's a great win for Ryan," head coach Brad Dancer said in a Daily Illini article on Feb. 15. "I saw some emotional maturity from him. I think Ryan tonight took a step in being a leader for this team."

The Illini opened Big Ten play on Mar. 2 against a pesky Michigan State team, but were able to win, 7-0. They may have lost three sets, but the Illini didn't lose a match. Junior Brandon Davis won the first victories of the night in singles and doubles. He, along with Gonzales, won at second doubles.

"Brandon Davis did a great job of teaming with Ruben Gonzales in doubles to help set the tone, and then took care of business in singles," Dancer said.

Following up the win against Michigan State was one over Purdue, 6-1, and against Wisconsin, 5-2. One of its best trips of the season came over spring break when it traveled to Baton Rouge to take on No. 10 LSU. The team, though, suffered a close loss with Gonzales sitting out with an undisclosed injury, becoming the third Illini singles player to face an injury. It didn't affect them against some Big Ten opponents, but it did against LSU, 4-3. Sophomore Marc Spicijaric and senior GD Jones were able to pull out their singles matches, but the team was not able to claim the doubles point.

"(It was) very disappointing to lose today," Dancer said. "The score is not indicative of the effort the guys gave."

THE SCOREBOARD
WOMEN’S

TENNIS

FRESHMAN MEGHAN FUDGE EMERGES AS TEAM’S MVP

With three freshmen and a first-year head coach in Michelle Dasso, the Illinois women’s tennis team had a number of new faces at the Atkins Tennis Center in 2007. Dasso came to Illinois after making a name for herself at Notre Dame as the most decorated player in the school’s history and an assistant coach capable of recruiting the sport’s top talent. Although the team roster consisted of only seven players — senior Emily Wang, juniors Alejandra Meza Cuadra and Momei Qu, sophomore Shivani Dave and freshmen Leigh Finnegan, Megan Fudge and Kristina Minor — it looked to improve upon its 8-15 overall finish (3-9 in Big Ten play) from 2006.

Following a 4-3 victory against Marquette in Milwaukee, the Illini opened their spring season with eight home matches. After losing to Notre Dame and Tennessee 7-0, the Illini won 7-0 against Illinois-Chicago. That success was short-lived as they then lost the next four matches to No. 25 William and Mary, No. 1 Georgia Tech, Purdue and Washington. During that stretch, they were without two of their top players. Both Fudge and Finnegan suffered from foot injuries. After a standout fall season, Finnegan was not expected to return for the spring portion.

“Overall, this weekend we just got outplayed,” said Dasso in a Feb. 12 Daily Illini article after falling to William and Mary and Georgia Tech. “We have played a tough schedule, and are down a few people from our lineup, so I don’t want the girls to get down on their confidence.”

Dasso said she wanted her team to forget about its losses and learn from them, but trying to win its Big Ten opener against Purdue on Feb. 23 was easier said than done. The Illini lost 6-1, but Fudge returned to the lineup’s No. 1 singles spot and defeated the Boilermakers top singles player, and two days later, defeated Washington’s top player, Tara Simpson in two sets, 7-5 and 6-4.

“The energy that she brings to the court definitely gives us a different look when she’s in the lineup,” said Dasso of Fudge.

The team broke out of its slump on Mar. 7 against Illinois State, winning 6-1. Illinois clinched the match after Dave was able to beat her No. 3 singles opponent 6-1 and 6-4. Dasso said Dave stepped up at a big moment for the Illini.

“She clinched it for us today in a tight, close second set,” Dasso told the Daily Illini on Mar. 8. “It was huge for her, and we’re really proud of her.”

Over Spring Break, the Illini traveled to Texas for matches with the University of Houston, the University of Texas and the University of Texas at San Antonio. The trip, though, didn’t go exactly as planned as Illinois lost two of its three matches.

On the last leg of their tour, the Illini won a 4-2 effort against Texas-San Antonio during the rain-delayed match. The Illini concluded their season with a first-round loss in the Big Ten Championships in Minneapolis on Apr. 26-29 and the NCAA Regionals, which began May 11.

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
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Opposite left: Freshman Megan Fudge returns the ball in a doubles match against Louisville during the Midwest Meet Tournament. Photo by J. Birmbaum

Opposite right: Shwani Dave returns the ball in a doubles match against Northern Illinois during the Midwest Meet Tournament. Dave and partner beat the Northern pair. 9-7. Photo by J. Birmbaum

Opposite left: Marnie Qu returns a serve against Michigan State. Photo by R. Ryan
Opposite right: Kevin Anderson returns the ball against USA's Zane Fechman during the Aktins Challenge.
Photo by J. Berbaum
Opposite left: Kevin Anderson returns the ball during a singles match against Florida's Jase Lefere at Aktins Tennis Center.
Photo by B. Darbonne.
Above: Kevin Anderson returns the ball in a quarterfinal singles match against USA's Zac Riesmeyer during the United States Tennis Association Challenger Tournament.
Photo by J. Berbaum.
ATHLETE PROFILE

KEVIN ANDERSON

As one of only two current Illini athletes to have won an NCAA Championship, Kevin Anderson has experienced his share of success. Last season as a sophomore, Anderson teamed with Ryan Rowe to become the third Illini doubles tandem to win the NCAA doubles title. The duo concluded the 2005-06 campaign with a 32-2 overall doubles record.

The Johannesburg, South Africa native was named the Big Ten Athlete of the Week on Jan. 25 after scoring a tough win over the then-No. 33 ranked player in the country, Andre Bege mann of Pepperdine, the previous Friday. It may have been the third time Anderson received a reward of its kind, but says he doesn’t pay attention to those types of honors.

“I actually had no idea,” Anderson told the Daily Illini on Jan. 26. “It’s always good to be recognized for my past performance, but that’s come and gone, and I’m just thinking about my next match.”

Since winning the national championship on May 29, head coach Brad Dancer said Anderson has improved in a number of areas during the off-season and into the indoor season.

“His footwork continues to improve, his swing speed is improving, and his mental tenacity is improving,” Dancer said. “He’s still got to work on all the little things, but each aspect of his game continues to improve.”

That improvement was on display when the then-No. 7 Florida Gators traveled to the Atkins Tennis Center. Anderson, the Illini’s No. 1 player, took on Jesse Levine in a marquee match-up featuring the two highest ranked ATP college players. Anderson, however, lost the match 7-6, 6-4 but not before going to a tiebreak in the first set.

STORY BY ERIN FOLEY
PHOTOS BY JOSH BIRNBAUM
BECK DIEFENBACH
Opposite right: Illinois’ Ryan Hastings slides across home plate against Bradley. Photo by B. Veer
Opposite left: Ryan Snowden, left, and Nick Stoeckell high-five teammates after winning the first game of a doubleheader against Ohio State. Photo by J. Bimbaum
Below: Illinois’ Ryan Snowden, senior, hits a two-run home run against Ohio State at Illinois Field. Photo by J. Bimbaum
MEN’S

BASEBALL

DESPITE EARLY STRUGGLES, ILLINI RETURN TO WINNING WAYS

A little over halfway through the 2007 season, the Illinois baseball team had experienced a variety of ups and downs.

Illinois began the season struggling, losing seven of its first nine games before finally turning things around with a strong spring trip to Bradenton, Fla. During that trip, the Illini won six of seven games and got back on track for the first time in the season.

With a 16-14 overall record and 6-4 record in the Big Ten as of April 19, the Illini are heading into the home stretch of the Big Ten season.

Leading the way for the Illini so far this season has been junior catcher Lars Davis.

Going into Illinois’ Big Ten series at Iowa on April 20-22, Davis is leading not only the team, but also the Big Ten in hitting. Davis’ seven home runs this season rank first in the Big Ten and his .456 batting average is not only best in the Big Ten, but is one of the top 10 in the entire country.

The Canadian born catcher is strong at the plate, but also behind it. Davis is tied for the conference lead in catching base stealers, throwing out 13 would-be base stealers this season.

“Lars has learned to be more patient this year and has been putting good swings on pitches that are up in the zone that he has been able to drive,” head coach Dan Hartleb said. “He’s also done a tremendous job behind the plate, which often times gets overlooked since he’s hitting so well.”

Luckily for Davis, he doesn’t have to deal with trying to throw out Illini senior shortstop Shawn Roof.

So far this season, Roof has stolen a conference-leading 24 bases on 28 attempts, improving his career-stolen base total to 49, which ranks tied for eighth in school history.

“You always know Shawn is going to be aggressive on the bases; he doesn’t even think twice about running,” Hartleb said.

With Roof’s speed and Davis’ bat the Illini are in contention once again to make their third consecutive appearance in the Big Ten Tournament at seasons end.

The Illini have put themselves in good position to make a run at the postseason as they head into their fourth Big Ten series at Iowa in third-place in the Big Ten with a 6-4 conference record.

With three Big Ten home series left on the schedule, the Illini are hoping they can perform well enough to the point where they wouldn’t have to leave their backyard for the Big Ten Tournament.

“This is an important time for us as a team,” Hartleb said. “We’ve gotten through some things early on in the season so far, and we’re better as a team. I think we’re very capable of doing well in the Big Ten, and it’s something I expect us to do.”

STORY BY JASON GRODSKY
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[Scoreboard details not visible in image]
WOMEN'S

SOFTBALL

ILLINI RALLY FOR DRAMATIC COMEBACKS NUMEROUS TIMES

The Illinois softball team made some noise in the 2007 season by crushing the ball and putting on a display of power all year. The Illini had one of the top ranked offenses in the nation and also led the NCAA in home runs.

"All of our players can hit," head coach Terri Sullivan said. "One through nine can change the game with one swing."

Illinois started off the season by escaping snow-covered Champaign for the warmer climates of tournaments out West and in the South.

The Illini faced tough competition early in the season, competing against several highly ranked teams, including a few teams ranked in the top five nationally.

The marquee game of the tournament tour came against the Texas A&M Aggies in College Station, Texas. Illinois faced the No. 4-ranked Aggies in front of their home crowd of more than 1,000 fans in the feature game of the tournament.

"We came out tough and ready to play them," senior Sydney Lisy said. "We weren't going to just lie down and let them run all over us."

Under the lights of the stadium, the Illini led most of the game and held the national champion contenders in check by taking a three-run lead into the last inning.

"They had a lot of rowdy fans there and it was nice to shut them up by leading most of the game on their home field," Lisy said.

The potential upset was cut short when Texas A&M pulled out a win with a walk-off grand slam.

Although the team was upset about the loss, Sullivan said it knew that after that game it could compete with any team in the nation.

The team carried its hot play into the Big Ten season as it fought hard to place themselves in the middle of the race for the conference championship.

"We have experience in the infield and a young pitching staff who wants to compete," junior infielder Shanna Diller said.

Catcher Lana Armstrong and shortstop Angelenia Mexicano helped fuel the high-powered Illini attack, leading the team in home runs all season.

Freshman pitchers Vicky Brown and Ashley Wright commanded the defense and pitched several solid innings leading Illinois to many of its victories.

With the Big Ten season coming to an end, the Illini looked to combine their youthful pitching and powerful hitting in a consistent attack to close the gap on the Big Ten rivals.

STORY BY KYLE BETTS
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1. Purdue 11
2. Indiana 17
3. Michigan St. 20
4. Michigan 20
5. Ohio St. 20
6. Penn St. 20
7. E. Illinois 20
8. Western Illinois 20
9. Georgia State 20
10. Northwestern 20
11. Bradley 12
12. Towson 24
13. Michigan (37)
Opposite left: Infielder Angeline Mocan sits a swing during the game against DePaul at Eichelberger Field. Photo by B. Diekendorf.
Opposite right: Catcher Lolo Ardalan, left, talks with pitcher Ashley Wright after Wright overthrow the ball to first base during the second game of a doubleheader against Washington. Photo by B. Veil.
Below: Infielder Shannon Aifer watches the ball during the bottom of the fourth inning against the University of Idaho at Eichelberger Field. Photo by B. Diekendorf.
MEN'S GYMNASTICS

FOUR ILLINI EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS AT NATIONALS

Veteran leadership was a team strength in 2006 when four-year standouts Adam Pummer and Justin Spring helped lead the Illini to a second-place NCAA finish. Their graduation, though, allowed a young wave of Illinois gymnasts to surface in 2007. Juniors Wes Haagensen, Tyler Yamauchi, Chris Silcox and Jon Drollinger were ready for the challenge.

"I know with Justin (Spring) and Adam (Pummer) going out, people are going to have to step up and fill those spots," said Haagensen after being named Big Ten and National Gymnast of the Week in January.

Spring's presence as a full-time assistant coach allowed him to guide and teach his former teammates. But on the mats, a new group of promising gymnasts emerged.

The team's sophomore class of Chris Lung, Michael Boyer, Kyle Padera, Nick Stango and Tyler Williamson were steady when they got their chances. Boyer and Silcox battled to be the loudest supporter of their teammates.

Freshman Chad Wiest led his class, which also included Brian Liscovitz, Andres Sauraeda, and Luke Stannard, who rebounded from an early-season injury to compete on pommel horse and high bar before the end of the season.

It was a squad that, as the season progressed, started coming together.

"We're finally realizing, 'Hey, we can do this,'" junior captain Michael Boyer said after the Illini's first dual meet win over Iowa on March 3. "We're a team that has national potential, and I think at the beginning of the year there was some doubt about that. Finally, we're having routines click."

The team started the season strong with an impressive first-meet score of 209 in the Windy City Invite. Haagensen pulled in the floor exercise title and placed fourth and fifth on parallel bars and vault, respectively. It was the first of many impressive meets for the Belleville, Ill., native.

"Certainly he's a threat to win the NCAA All-Around Championship this year and be the number one gymnast in the country," head coach Yoshi Hayasaki said.

Haagensen, who finished first in the All-Around at the Big Ten Championships, and Yamauchi were weekly standouts. Yamauchi, though, waited until the March 3 dual meet to unload all his tools. In the competition against Iowa, Yamauchi scored a 9.6 on rings, a 9.3 on parallel bars, and was later named the Big Ten Gymnast of the Week.

"It's a great honor, but it's just one of those things where you have to say, 'It's about time,'" he said. "Everyone on the team is good enough to win one, but it's time I showed what I could do."

The Illini struggled through losses to Minnesota, Penn State, and Michigan, but were always quick to say that the final measure of their season would be the Big Ten (March 30-31) and NCAA Championships (Apr. 12-14).

The final month of the season from the Pacific Coast Invite (Feb. 24) to the team's overwhelming win against Illinois-Chicago (Mar. 17) 210.000 – 193.050 was used as valuable preparation for the championships.

"We've had that mentality all along," Yamauchi said. "Now, we're starting to put everything together. We have a lot of room for improvement, but we're definitely on the right track."
Opposite left: Julie Stammel performs on the parallel bars during the meet against Iowa at Huff Hall.

Photo by J. Balcerek

Opposite right: Marcella Moyer competes in the floor exercise in Iowa's meet against Illinois.

Photo by R. Balsam

Below: Senior Tyler Yamasaki performs on the parallel bars during the annual men's and women's gymnastics teams' Mixed Pairs Competition on Huff Hall.

Photo by J. Balcerek
WOMEN’S
GYMNASTICS

ILLINI FINISH SEASON WITH HIGHEST RANKING IN SCHOOL HISTORY

Heading into the Big Ten Championships, the Illinois women’s gymnastics team had experienced mixed results. With a veteran squad featuring three seniors and two juniors, the Illini opened their season with losses at Missouri and LSU. Just as quickly, though, they managed two close wins against Iowa and Ohio State at Huff Hall. With the help of freshman Nicole Cowart’s career-best 9.8 floor exercise score, the Illini narrowly defeated the then-No. 19 Buckeyes 194.950 to 194.000. In addition to Cowart’s floor exercise, she scored a personal-best 9.775 on the uneven bars to earn the all-around title.

“With a couple of meets under her belt, she is really beginning to find herself, and I think she is going to be a key factor in determining how well we do toward the end of the season,” said head coach Bob Starkell in the Daily Illini on Feb. 5.

After a disappointing performance in Ann Arbor, Mich., against Michigan and Nebraska on Feb. 9, the Illini saw their battle against No. 18 Michigan State the following week as a second chance. Heading into the meet wanting redemption proved beneficial as the Illini topped the Spartans 194.700-193.92 in their first road victory. The team also welcomed back senior Danye Botterman, who injured her foot earlier in the year.

“Danye’s presence while competing is much stronger than Danye sitting on the sidelines and cheering,” Starkell said in the Daily Illini on Feb. 23.

One of the highest points of the season came on Feb. 26 when Illinois posted a season-high score of 195.925 against Northern Illinois and displayed its potential in front of nearly 500 fans.

“Even though we came in second, I feel that we are a lot closer to reaching our full potential, so I am really excited,” Cowart said.

For Starkell, he was happy to see the improved performances from the Illini’s sophomore class. Sophomore Marijka Botterman finished third in the all-around with a score of 38.875, while sophomore Lindsey Smith added a 9.850 on vault.

“Looking at all four events, I feel that we had a real strong performance, and there was no class that did not step up,” Starkell said after the meet.

After such a high in the meet against Northern Illinois, Starkell said he didn’t want to see the Illini become complacent when it traveled to Normal, Ill., to take on Illinois State and Wisconsin-LaCrosse. They came in as the heavy favorite, No. 23 in the country, and they didn’t disappoint. Aside from some small mistakes, Illinois took first place in every event.

The Illini’s final home meet of the season also was the last for senior captains Cara Pomeroy, Danye Botterman and Melissa Singer. It wasn’t the season the three hoped for as Botterman and Singer both sat out much of the season with injuries. But with a 19th-place ranking, the highest the team had been ranked since they came to Illinois, the trio are pleased to see where the program is headed.

“We have a good shot at going to nationals this year,” Singer said. “But I hope that the younger girls appreciate where this team has come from.”

STORY BY: ERIN FOLEY
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Opposite left: Cora Pomeroy competes in the beam portion of a match against University of Illinois-Chicago. Pomeroy received a score of 9.79 on the beam, helping the Illini defeat UC, 195.605 to 193.795.

Photo by J. Distelroth

Opposite right: The women's gymnastics team gets fired up before a meet.

Photo by J. Binbaum

 Above, Illinois gymnast Kylee Meccia performs on the uneven parallel bars.

Photo by A. Anzocito
2006-2007

FIGHTING ILLINI
TEAM PHOTOS

VARSITY CHEERLEADING

MEN'S BASEBALL

Front row: Dominic Altobelli, Nick Stockwell, Jake Mathis, Craig Lutes, Donny Schroder, Mike Rohde, Tanner Roark, Luke Obisowich.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

Back row: Angelena Mexicano, Ashley Wright, Bailey Bierini, Christine Christopoulos, Claire DeReese, Brittany Koester, Shanna Diller, Kisten Martin, Karrin Ross, Sydney Lily, Hope Howell.
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Front row: Athletic Trainer Al Martindale, Chester Fraser, Calvin Brock, Trent Meacham, Rich McBride, Chris Hicks, Jamar Smith, Strength Coach Jimmy Price. Back row: Assistant Coach Jay Price, Assistant Coach Wayne McClain, Head Coach Bruce Weber, Brian Ronzie, Shoun Pruitt, Brian Carlwell, Richard Samuels, CJ Jackson, Marcus Arnold, Women's Center, Graduate Assistant Coach Jeremy Izzo, Assistant to the Head Coach Gary Nottingham, Assistant Coach Tracy Webster.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Front row: Megan Nyquist, Chelsea Gordon, Assistant Coach Blaine Patterson, Assistant Coach Stacie Terry, Head Coach Theresa Grentz, Associate Head Coach Marsha Frese, Assistant to the Head Coach Diane Robin, Lori Bjorn, Rebecca Harris. Back row: Lucas Simpson, Victoria Amadi, Erin Wightman, Jenna Smith, Erin McCarthy, Audrey Tanan, Stephanie Chilesen, Danyell Crutcher, Darielle Grimaldi.

204
MEN'S GOLF


WOMEN'S GOLF

MEN'S GYMNASICS


WOMEN'S GYMNASICS

WOMEN'S SOCCER


WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING

MEN'S TENNIS
Assistant Coach Kent Kinnear, Marc Spicijaric, Brandon Davis, Kevin Anderson, Ryan Rowe, Sasha Khanevitch, GD Jones, Billy Heiser. Head Coach Brad Dancer.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Head Coach Michelle Dasaro, Marie Qu, Leigh Rinnegan, Megan Fudge, Kristina Minor, Emily Wang, Shivani Dave, Alejandro Mara Cuadra, Assistant Coach David Emery.
MEN'S TRACK & FIELD


WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Front row: Beth Vrdsky, Ashley Edinger, Lizze Bazzetta, Amelia Coleman, Amy Polach, Stephanie Obermeier, Kristine Anderson.

MEN'S WRESTLING

ILLINI FOOTBALL

Front row: Lloyd Richards, Director of Football Operations; Ben Miller, offensive graduate assistant; Dino Dawson, outside receivers coach; Jim Pry, inside receivers coach; Ed Woltermiiter, offensive line coach; Reggie Mitchell, running backs coach; Mike Lacksey, defensive coordinator; Ron Zook, head coach. Vince Okruch, defensive coordinator; Tim Sims, defensive line coach; Don Daish, special teams/linebackers coach; Curt animaly, defensive secondary coach; Steve Siger, defensive graduate assistant; Lau Hernandes, strength and conditioning coach. Second row: Vantine Davis, Bryant Cheanner, Marques Wilkins; Derrick McPherson, Rashard Mendenhall, Chris Jones, Ishon "Juce" Williams, DuJuan Warren, Eddie McGhee, Joe Morgan, Michael Bolein, Billy Gorzo, Jacob Hendee, Jason Redo, Will Judson, Cady Mullen, Tim Brasso. Third row: Chris Duvall, Michael Haammanawanui, Mark Verenagi, Jeff Cumberland, Alan Bolt, Quinfi Smart, Garrett Edwards, Kyle Hudson, Shawn Abdulah, Kieron Frazier, Drew McMahan, Jack Eastman, Charles Bailey, Edgar Maurow, Justin Sanders, E.B. Halvey, Anthona Gilly. Fourth row: Dave Hicks, Jody Ellis, Pierre Thomas, Trevor Berlamy, Darane Edwards, Justin Harrison, Sam Porter, Walter Mendenhall, Conor Lucas, Michael Okamkwe, Jored Bouch, Monarice Haney, Kyle Helton, Mike Mucha, Conar Gilien, Ted Kealy, Anthona Steeke, Tuss Wali. Fifth row: Kevin Mitchel, Justin En, Sam Carson, Nic Levaunt, Ben Miller, Rapney Pritman, Tyler Rauze, J Leeman, Remond Wilis, Kyle Kreazit, Anthony Thomati, Jon Asamoah, Dustin Jeffeman, Rhine Smith, Antike Jackson, Sroad Williams, J.J. Simmons, Bryan Whalen. Sixth row: Byron McDonald, Adam Wil, Eric Block, Will Bergman, Martin O'Donnell, Joan North, Brandon Frey, Randall Hunt, Matt Maddox, Jim LeBonte, Akim Millington, Jack Will, Ben Amundson, Mike Nabolothy, Brandon Jordan, Immovable Chiu, Mike Wore, Charles Myles. Seventh row: Ryan Palmer, James Ray, Alex Reavy, Will Davis, Frank Lenti, Jacob Will, Greg McClendon, Spencer Jensen, Tom Sullivan, Anthona James, Derek Worker, Arthur Bailey, Melvin Albate, David Lindquist, Doug Picher, Chris Norwell, Clay Nurse, Xavier Fulton, Jerry Brown. Eighth row: Spar Magicone Janna, Singer, Julia Sheen, Emi Motauno, Claire DelPrima, Karen Rath, T.J. Deser, Dave Bugasaki, graduate assistant trainer: Dr. Raisi Guphie, Team Physician; Matt Fittiner, assistant athletic trainer; Adrian Makender, head football athletic trainer; Byron Cunningham, assistant athletic trainer; Dr. Jeff Krycuse, Linda Lebaker, team nurse; Matt Kapolak, Harry Lobb, Emily Whoshey, Lindsay Ode, Eberry Jones, Kote Bolden, Amber Nogoe. Ninth row: Alson Grody, Danielle Dett, Mike Wajakowski, Matt Macza, How Molekoulous, Luke Weaver, graduate assistant equipment manager; Kyle Clay, assistant equipment manager; Andy Dixon, head equipment manager; Trent Cherut, football equipment manager; John Bredlee, assistant equipment manager; Steve Starwood, phone technician; Erik Burns, Ben Ford, Kyle Lewis, Mike Leach. Back row: Mike Zagonisi, student assistant; Marcellius Casey, team chaplain; Kristen Kene, academic advisor; Cora Suber, learning specialist; Dave Dustin, academic advisor; Chris Pazen, student assistant coach; Chad Rose, volunteer strength and conditioning coach; Dany Diaz, assistant strength and conditioning coach; Ray Harlan, assistant strength and conditioning coach; Zach Womack, assistant strength and conditioning coach; Taylor Morgan, co-video coordinator; Greg Bring, co-video coordinator; Brent Harper, Ryan Och, E.J. Heninger, Keenan Johnston, Jeremy Gladfield, quality control coach; Bobbi Duval, associate recruiting coordinator; Coley Ludwig, assistant recruiting coordinator.
Looking back on a year of fitting into groups & greeks at Illinois.
daily illini
INDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER

year founded: 1871
circulation: 20,000 people
students work in:
• News
• Sports
• Opinions
• Features
• Editing
• Page design
• Photography
• Graphic design
• Advertising
• Circulation
• Promotions
• Production
• Business
Opposite top: Vincent Lee, Editor-in-Chief: Is he working hard, or hardly working?

Opposite bottom: Editorial adviser Melinda Miller talks to alum Ken Paulson, Editor of USA Today.

Top left: Photographer Josh Birnbaum receives advice from an Illini Media alum.

Top right: Rick Wiltfong, former Editorial Production Manager of the Daily Illini, left Illini Media this year. Best wishes to him and his rubber band ball.

Center: Vasanth Sridharan, Nick Escobar and Kellie O’Connell of the editorial staff toast to Illini Media’s new building.

Left: Danielle Gaines, managing editor reporting and writing, maps out the special page for the Illini Media Company’s building dedication weekend.
daily illini departments

CLASSIFIEDS STAFF

Front row: Mary Pat Schutt, Jesse Haramis, Beth Perillo, Melissa Staud, Mary Fran Wiley. 
Back row: Justin Kowach, Cody Meyer, Christina Giannini, Julia Boaz.

ADVERTISING STAFF

Front row: Marissa Corvallis, Christine Janda, Krissy Rola, Lauren Noone, Stephanie Taylor, Sarah Judah, James Cho. 
Back row: Grady Berriers, Liz Sobich, Monk Natter, Katie Wieland, Suzanne Ebeling Scott, Downs, Elizabeth Yuan.

CREATIVE WORKS

Sharon Bloom, Jon Huf, Jake Wolf, Justin Siebel.
WPGU-FM is the student radio station of the University of Illinois. Its modern rock format draws and audience from all over Champaign-Urbana. WPGU is a commercial radio station that runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with live student disc jockeys. Popular on-air personalities, remote broadcasts from various locations in Champaign-Urbana, regular feature programming and exciting contests and promotions are just some of the reasons that the University community has stayed tuned in to WPGU for more than 30 years.
Opposite: Jeff Peterson, senior in LAS, hosts the "Flashback Cafe" radio show in the WPGU studio. "This is the best job in the world," said Peterson. Photo by Patrick Taylor
Top left: Mike Zonde, Beth Behr and Scott Adametz judge a Halloween costume contest at Rod's.
Top right: A WPGU employee hangs out in the new Item Media building.
Center: Jon Hansen honors the Item Media Hall of Fame inductees during Building Dedication Weekend.
Bottom left: Scott Adametz cuts the cake at the WPGU studio dedication day.
Bottom right: Lead singer of Everclear, Art Alexakis plays a set in the studio.
Buzz is the Daily Illini's weekly entertainment magazine. Every Thursday, Buzz helps readers gear up for the weekend, with anything and everything that is entertainment in Champaign-Urbana. Film, television, music and theatre reviews, a calendar of events, feature stories on the local entertainment scene and several annual "theme" issues are just a few of the reasons to read Buzz every week. Student working for Buzz get chance to interview and photograph many of the area's biggest names in entertainment, as well as a few more famous faces, such as Hugh Hefner and Robert Ebert—both University alumni—and Frank Black and Moby. Students do it all, working as writers, critics, photographers, designers and editors. The Buzz has already won awards on the national level for its innovative design and outstanding content.
Opposite: Buzz staff members celebrate the “Best Of” issue at the Illini Media Building on Nov. 10, 2006. From left to right: Austin Happel, Elyse Russo, Monica Betel, Renee Okumura, Erin Scottberg, Tatyana Saharanova, Annette Gonzalez, Anna Statham.

Top: Anna Statham, Tatyana Saharanova, Austin Happel, Monica Betel, Renee Okumura, Elyse Russo, and Erin Scottberg.

Left center: Erin Scottberg fills her plate at the Illini Media Building Dedication Banquet.

Center: Tatyana Saharanova took over as Buzz editor-in-chief during the 2007 spring semester.

Right center: Elyse Russo and Erin Scottberg pose at the “Best Of” issue celebration.

Left: Anna Statham and Elyse Russo, members of the Buzz editorial staff.
The Illio is the official yearbook at the University of Illinois. With an annual publication of around 400 pages, each volume provides a unique look at life during a year at the University. Since 1894, the Illio has received recognition and numerous awards for its design and content on a national, regional and local level.

The 2005 Illio won a Gold Crown award from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association and was again a finalist for the 2006 Illio. Writers cover a variety of campus events, while photographers visually capture student life through their own perspective. The editorial staff works together to edit, design and construct the collective edition, using cutting-edge, industry standard software.

Opposite bottom: When editor-in-chief Lyndsey Graf gets stressed out, she just tells everyone, "I'm over it." Top left: Index Chairwoman Jessica Miller, bottom right, gives Demi Vratch, left, and Sarah Kowalis a guided tour.

Top right: ILio enthusiast Adam Swiatek grabs his extra Zack Morris cellular to call Taylor Publishing and check on the book's production process.

Far left: Sports editor Erin Foley contemplates the number of pages she has to do for the next deadline, while intern editor Jorie Johnson cracks up during the staff meeting.

Left: Lyndsey Graf and designer Clara Kim stand proudly by the ILio booth on Quad Day.
The Illio is the official yearbook at the University of Illinois. The Illio's marketing staff is responsible for scheduling senior portrait sittings, marketing for book sales, pages sales in the Groups and Greeks section and other divisions of advertising. This year's staff consisted of four representatives and one Marketing Director.

Above: Illio Marketing Director, Jayme Swift catches up on weekly sales.
Left: Jayme Swift, Marissa Lee and Emily Beatty during an Illio marketing social event.
The Illinois Technograph is the University of Illinois' award-winning engineering magazine. Since 1885, the Technograph has covered the cutting edge of science and technology and the University and throughout the world. This student-produced magazine is packed with informative articles on all aspects of engineering and new technology, and features profiles on leaders in the field. The Technograph gives engineering students a unique chance to express themselves and their interests on the printed page. The Technograph is published four times during the school year and is distributed free of charge on the engineering campus. More than 1,000 copies are sent to high school libraries across the state of Illinois.
The Illini Media Board of Directors meets regularly to make important decisions to ensure the financial and media success of the company. The board is comprised of four faculty members and four students from the University and must include one professor from the College of Communications and one professor from the College of Commerce. The board elects faculty members for four-year renewable terms, with one term expiring each spring.

The board hires and determines the salaries for the print general manager and broadcast general manager. The student managers are also selected by the board for one-year terms. These positions include: editor-in-chief and students sales manager of the Daily Illini; editor-in-chief and marketing director of the Illio; editor of the Technograph; and program director, news director and student sales manager at WPGU-FM.

illini media
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Illini Media Board of Directors meets regularly to make important decisions to ensure the financial and media success of the company. The board is comprised of four faculty members and four students from the University and must include one professor from the College of Communications and one professor from the College of Commerce. The board elects faculty members for four-year renewable terms, with one term expiring each spring.

The board hires and determines the salaries for the print general manager and broadcast general manager. The student managers are also selected by the board for one-year terms. These positions include: editor-in-chief and students sales manager of the Daily Illini; editor-in-chief and marketing director of the Illio; editor of the Technograph; and program director, news director and student sales manager at WPGU-FM.
Illinois synchronized skating

The Illinois Synchronized Skating team is a registered student organization that competes against other collegiate teams throughout the country at various competitions including Ann Arbor and Mid-Westerns.

“Skating is definitely the greatest and most important thing I have done at the University of Illinois. I have been proud to represent U of I and proud to say that this organization has excelled as a student run organization against a field of competitors that are all organized and choreographed by non-students.”

year founded: 2001

colors:
Blue & Orange
Panhellenic Council sponsors the Big Brothers Big Sisters Bowl for Kids’ Sake each year. This event helps to provide national support and funding to the Big Brothers Big Sisters Program.

Panhellenic Executive Board at the annual Bowl for Kids’ Sake philanthropy.
Center: Four Council Transition Dinner in November.
Left: Brenda, Emily, Joy, Katherine, Annie, Shanna, Kimberly, and Jessica at this year’s Greek Oscars.

"Being President of the UIUC Panhellenic Council has been a huge growing experience and it has been an honor to be President of the largest women’s organization on campus. Over the past year our community has donated ten’s of thousands of dollars and hours to the greater Champaign-Urbana community philanthropically and through service, we have welcomed in the largest amount of new members ever, and learned a great deal about the direction our organization needs to go. We’ve enacted sustainable change and are excited for where the sorority community will grow in to."

—Kim Verest
4H House supports Journey. Journey is in honor of Jennifer and Jackie Esworthy, house sisters, who were killed in a car accident by a drunk driver. Our mission is to keep repeat drunk drivers off the road and keep loved ones safe.

4H House sponsors a bake sale in the fall and a campus-wide Euchre tournament in the spring for this cause.
This year Alpha Chi Omega held the fourth annual Camp Alpha Chi, a philanthropy event that raises money for its national philanthropy: Women Against Domestic Violence. In addition, Alpha Chi Omega also held a clothing drive for the Center for Women in Transition. Aside from supporting their national philanthropy, this year the women of Alpha Chi Omega also supported the troops in Iraq with not only monetary donations, but also by making packages for soldiers over seas.

"Whether it was by receiving exciting leadership opportunities, introducing me to my loving best friends, or helping me to be part of other organizations on campus, Alpha Chi Omega always provided me with the strong foundation I needed to be successful. I will always remember my time here at the University of Illinois as an Alpha Chi with great pride and happiness, knowing that my college experience couldn’t have been any better."

—Joanna Hussey
year founded: 1904 at Syracuse University

symbols: Squirrel, Red & Yellow Rose
nickname: Alpha Gams
colors: Red, Buff & Green

alpha gamma delta \( \text{AGD} \)

Alpha Gamma Delta’s main philanthropy is Water Wars, a competition between teams involving games with shaving cream, water balloons, and slip ‘n’ slides. This supports a variety of needs, including juvenile diabetes.

"Somewhere between conversations that last all night, sharing a bathroom with 72 girls, buying crazy outfits for exchanges, complaining about dinner, and laughing so hard I cried, I have found true friendship. For the past two years, Alpha Gamma Delta has become a place I call my home... and nothing beats living in a castle."

—Katie Kukielka
Alpha of Alpha Gamma Rho's annual philanthropy event is the Foxy Lady Contest. This activity features one contestant from each of the campus' 20 sororities. The Ladies prepare a short performance and answer questions. They are judged on their formal interview and presentation. The Foxy Lady contest is 32 years old; the oldest philanthropy event on campus.

"Alpha Gamma Rho has been a home away from home for us seniors. Our brothers have made us stronger men by instilling the values that AGR stands for."

—Jared Brown
alpha gamma sigma \( \text{\( \alpha \gamma \sigma \)} \)

year founded: 1922
symbol: The Plow
nickname: IlliDell
colors: Silver & Royal Blue

"The memories you gain from college will remain with you forever. These friends will be your best friends for the rest of your life. College is the main turning point in your life, that makes you, who you are."

—Travis Field

Top left: The 2006-2007 graduating seniors: Jason Wesselmann, Russell Johnson, Justin Bruns, Travis Field, Jason Suhm, Edward Bohnen, Dave Cochran
Top right: Our IlliDell Lil Sis Christmas Party.
Above: Our annual foot trip in Shelbyville this past summer.
Left: The Fall 2006 IlliDell of Alpha Gamma Sigma.
AOPI has two philanthropy events a year - Mud Olympics and Run for the Roses. Mud Olympics, which won Most Outstanding Philanthropy at the 2006 Greek Oscars, goes to benefit the Leukemia / Lymphoma Society. Run for the Roses is an annual run/walk sponsored in the Spring by Iota chapter. We donate all proceeds from the race to the Arthritis Foundation for research. Since our first race 14 years ago, Iota chapter has contributed over $20,000 to arthritis research!

"I can’t imagine my life without the support of my sisters in Alpha Omicron Pi. These women have shown me true, unconditional, everlasting friendship."

—Alissa Wofel
alpha phi  AΦ

year founded:
1872 at Syracuse University

u of i founding date:
1922

symbols:
Ivy Leaf

nickname:
A-Phi

colors:
Silver & Bourdeaux

Top: Seniors gathered together in the front hall of the Alpha Phi Castle to commemorate their last year of Formal Recruitment.
Center: A group of junior and senior Alpha Phis take a quick picture by the Union building on Bid Day before welcoming the A-Phi '10s.
Bottom left: The newly initiated Alpha Phi '10s on Bid Day.
Bottom right: During the Philanthropy Round of Formal Recruitment, the Alpha Phi ladies wore red to promote the Red Dress Campaign and to help raise heart disease awareness among women.
Chi Omega's main philanthropy is through the Make-A-Wish Foundation. They hold an annual talent show that features dancers, musicians, and singers. Last year they raised over $18,000 and were able to grant 3 wishes. Recently they have started the Chi Omega and Theta Chi Tug-of-War philanthropy event.

"Chi Omega has opened a world of experience to me. I will never forget the friendships, sisterhood experiences, philanthropic events, and all the other crazy times I have had with Chi Omega."

—Karen Idseing
"To me, Delta Gamma represents all of the amazing experiences I have had these past few years. The friendships I have made, the opportunities I have been given, and the feeling of having a home away from home is irreplaceable."

—Jenny Hahn

colors: Bronze, Pink & Blue
symbols: Anchor & Cream-Colored Rose
nickname: Dee Gee's

Delta Gamma's philanthropic events all benefit the organization Service for Sight. To raise funds and awareness for this program we run a swim contest, a denim sale, ice cream social and a talent show. We love giving back to the community through all of the exciting events.
In 2006-2007, the men of FarmHouse upheld their reputation on campus as one of the top fraternities. Several members attended our National Conclave in Nashville, TN where they attended leadership seminars and brotherhood events in August before classes began and 17 new members began down the path towards becoming a FarmHouse man. Our motto, “Builder of Men” was realized through many community service projects throughout the community such as working at the Urbana Sweetcorn Festival, holding a fall cleanup for our neighbors in Urbana and cleaning our two mile stretch of highway in western Urbana. Members were also very active in clubs and organizations on campus such as Marching Illini, ACE Club, CFSA, Field and Furrow, American Fisheries Society, Illini Pullers, Illini Pride, Orange Krush, SAA and Alpha Tau Alpha, among others.

“In the spring, the men of FarmHouse look forward to our Senior Formal and exchanges. As a graduating senior, I am looking forward to finding a job and moving on to the phase of my life but I know I can always look back on these times at 809 as some of the best times of my life.”

—Michael Butler
Kappa Kappa Gamma (KKG)

Year Founded: 1870 at Monmouth College

U of I Founding Date: April 28, 1899

Symbols: Fleur-de-lis, Key, Owl

Colors: Light Blue & Dark Blue

In October, Kappa Kappa Gamma held their annual Kappatat Volleyball tournament. Numerous fraternity members & University of Illinois students competed while raising money for Habitat for Humanity. This past year we held a date auction and raised $1100 for the Don Moyer Boys & Girls Club. We also received the "Outstanding Fundraiser" award from the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP).

"Kappa isn’t just a house, club, or hobby; it is something special in my life that helps me push forward. Friendships and opportunities that will be with me in life are because of my choice to make Kappa a part of me.”

—Jessica Bialorucki
psi upsilon \( \Psi \Psi \)

year founded:
1833 at Union College

u of i founding date:
May 28, 1910

nickname:
Psi U

colors:
Garnet & Gold

Each year Psi U holds their annual philanthropy, The Sam Biardo Memorial Philanthropy, in memory of a lost brother due to a congenital heart problem. Each spring Psi U posts a booth on the quad & encourages students and faculty to sign the backs of their driver’s license to become organ donors to help save people like Sam Biardo.

“I initially joined Psi Upsilon because of the brotherhood and friendship that I saw my brother receive. As I gained more education and experience at the University, Psi Upsilon offered leadership positions to allow me to grow into a better person. Along with leadership opportunities, Psi Upsilon created a great volunteering environment and allowed brothers to participate in service opportunities for the Champaign-Urbana community. As I begin to enter a new phase of my life, I know that the lessons learned at Psi Upsilon and the university will allow me to overcome any challenges I may face.”

—Psi Upsilon senior
"When considering what the house has meant to me over the past four years, it is not an abstract complicated conception of brotherhood which arises. It's something much more simple. Home."

—Conor Weber, member from 1927
sigma kappa

year founded: 1874 in Waterville, Maine

u of i founding date: February 22, 1906

nickname: Sig Kaps

colors: Lavender & Maroon

Each spring we hold a kickball tournament, each fall we sell lollipops on the quad and we usually co-sponsor at least one philanthropy event with a fraternity. The proceeds from all these activities go to the Alzheimer’s association and benefit Alzheimer’s research. In the fall, we also have a week of giving dedicated to service, during which we donate gifts to nursing homes, deliver flowers to our alumni, and clean up trash from a part of campus.

"Without a doubt the most amazing part of my college experience has been working with the women of Sigma Kappa. Every member has inspired me to push myself farther and stay true to who I really am. Sigma Kappa is home to lifetime best friends and I will miss them terribly when I graduate this year, but I know we will be close for the rest of our lives."

—Martha Reggi
Sigma Phi Epsilon \( \Sigma \Phi \varepsilon \)

**Year founded:** 1901 at Richmond College

**U of I founding date:** 1903

**Symbol:** Golden Heart

**Nickname:** SigEps

**Colors:** Red & Violet

SigEp Presents (fall philanthropy) is a talent show competition between sororities to raise money for Youth AIDS. SigEps' national charity, Jog for Josh (spring philanthropy) is a 5k run open to the public to raise money for the Joshua Gotteil Memorial Fund, which supports lymphoma cancer research.

“Sigma Phi Epsilon challenges its members to become balanced men in an environment that fosters brotherly love and true friendship that will last a lifetime.”

—Jeff Harden
“Engineering Council has allowed me to supplement my academic education with personal development and leadership opportunities, while creating a sense of camaraderie amongst my fellow board members.”

—Greg Schuh
Opposite top: The UIUC delegation to the National Association of Engineering Student Councils Regional Conference poses for a picture before the end of the conference banquet. This year’s conference was held at Michigan State University.

Opposite bottom: Engineering Council Executive Board.

Top left: Sam Sadler gets ready to putt at the Engineering Council Charity Gold Tournament. The winning team was given $200 to donate to a charity of their choice. This year’s charity was the International Orthodox Christian Charities.

Top right: Pat Sykes, junior in Computer Science, takes a break from talking to potential employers at the Fall EXPO to smile for the camera. This year’s EXPO attracted over 400 corporate representatives to the three-day event.

Left: Engineering Council took time out of their busy schedules to attend a Chicago White Sox baseball game.

Right: The Chicago White Sox welcome Engineering Council on their scoreboard.

Bottom: Students and a faculty member work on a worksheet to try to earn points during the Engineering Olympics. The Dean’s Student Advisory Committee hosted the Engineering Olympics in which teams competed against each other in various events that explored the realms of their engineering discipline.
illini pride

STUDENT SPORTS FANS

The Orange Krush is not just the men's basketball student cheering section but also a unique charity organization. To join the Orange Krush, members do not buy their regular season basketball tickets, but instead, solicit pledges from the community and raise money for charity. Because of the dedication of our members, over the last 8 years the Orange Krush has raised and donated over $1,285,000.

The Orange Krush this year started the "Krush Kids Program" where working with the local Carle Hospital, we bring two terminally ill children from the area to every home game to sit on the floor with us. These are children who will not experience life in the same way and we are ecstatic to give them this amazing opportunity.

The Orange Krush also had a Habitat for Humanity day in October 2006. About 15 members spent that day with the U of I's Habitat chapter and worked on the house that they are building.

"My life at college has been separated into two parts: life without Illini Pride and life with Illini Pride. I have met so many new friends and had fun watching games of all 19 varsity sports. One of the best ideas of my college career was joining Orange Krush!"

—Vanessa Richmond
Opposite top: Defensive back Kevin Mitchell shows his appreciation to the Block-I. Photo courtesy of Lunani Yen

Opposite bottom: The Block-I sings "Alma Mater" while wearing their Illini Pride on their sleeves. Photo courtesy of Lunani Yen

Above: The Orange Krush has made Assembly Hall one of the hardest places for opposing teams to play. Here they hit the floor during Paint the Hall Orange. Photo courtesy of Lunani Yen

Left: The Spike Squad shows their support for the Women's Volleyball team. Photo courtesy of Brett Olson
alpha delta pi  \( \text{A} \Delta \Pi \)

year founded:  
1851 at Wesleyan Female College 

founding date: 
March 28, 1912 

symbols:  
Violet & Lion 

nickname:  
A D Pi 

colors:  
Azure Blue & White 

Every year Alpha Delta Pi hosts two philanthropy events, Kickin' It with A D Pi and Pancake Dinner. The proceeds of the events go to Ronald McDonald House, an organization that provides a home and necessities for families of sick children.

“There is something unexplainable that we all share as members of Alpha Delta Pi. Becoming a part of the Greek community is the beginning of a new experience with new friends and finding a home away from home. Through living with your sisters and sharing the same experiences you form a special closeness with those around you. Sisterhood means more than wearing Greek letters, attending meetings and going to social events together. It is a feeling and a sense of belonging. It is the feeling of being yourself and being respected for your individuality. It is the comfort in knowing you can count on your sisters in good times and bad.”

—Allison Beringsmith
Opposite top: Allison Berrington, Allison Schwoeler, & Christina Salazar get ready for the final round of recruitment.

Opposite bottom: The ladies of Alpha Delta Pi, who were in the skit for recruitment, are excited about their performance.

Top: Kara Krieg, Hannah Steinman, Christina Grannini, and Mallory Hofstad get ready for a round of recruitment.

Left center: Katie Keefe, Catarina Giannini, Kara Krieg & Hannah Steinman one at the Holiday Party that Alpha Delta Pi hosts each year.

Right center: The Executive Board for 2007 poses for a group photo.

Bottom: The seniors have had an amazing four years in Alpha Delta Pi. This was their last year for recruitment.
Every fall, Tri Delta hosts "Greeks at Bat," a weekend long softball tournament that raises money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis, Tenn. Since 1974, Tri Deltas have raised more than $10 million in support of children's cancer hospitals, research facilities, and cancer camps.

"Tri Delta has helped me grow as a person. I will miss not having a place to walk into with a plethora of smiling faces and welcoming open arms. I have found special friendships at Tri Delta and it will forever be my home."

—Dani Mrazek


Top: Kelly Nugent, Andi Slavin, Kristin Soba, Kristina Flippetta, Lindsey Kark, and Brittany Bekos prepare to pick pumpkins at Curtis Orchard.

Center: Kelly Chremot, Ashley Roman, Julie Arfosa, Vanessa Castelliano and Lindsay Wodarczak take a picture at band dance.

Bottom: Front: Lauren Knovel, Bridget Tinkham, Jannou Vosch, Ashley Makuh, Ashley D'alea, Kristen Bouer, Alysia Repichuk, Maddie Emms, Killer Val Werschling, Stephanie Soujo, Ava Rupspin, Book: Kelle Portha, Kelly Krumtinger, Christine Velinina, Lauren Aquino, Cara, Soro Tilt, Julie Arebba, Brittany Opener, Megan Baldassarre after winning their intramural soccer game.
delta zeta \( \Delta Z \)

**founded:**
October 24, 1902 at Miami University

**u of i founding date:**
October 21, 1921

**symbols:**
Roman Lamp, Killarney Rose & Diamond

**nickname:**
Dee Zee

**colors:**
Old Rose & Vieux Green

Our philanthropy event this year is different than in the past. It is a tug-of-war competition called Turtle Tug. After doing Krazee Bowl for many years the women of Delta Zeta decided to change it up this year. Our national philanthropy proceeds support speech and hearing and The Painted Turtle Camp.
alpha kappa alpha  AKA

year founded: 1908 at Howard University
u of i founding date: February 12th, 1914
symbol: Ivy leaf
nickname: AKA
colors: Salmon Pink & Apple Green

"... supreme service to all mankind."
We build a legacy today with community service activities and campus events. The oldest organization for black women at the University of Illinois, the Gamma chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha has been among the vanguard of academic excellence and campus activism for ninety-three years.

"Ninety-nine years ago, Alpha Kappa Alpha was founded to touch lives: a sisterhood created to improve the stature of women and serving mankind. The Glamorous Gamma Chapter creates and develops leaders and provides an arena of uplifting sisterhood. I love my Alpha Kappa Alpha."

—Jessica Ashley Davis
This fall AKL co-hosted its first annual haunted house with the women of Sigma Kappa. During the spring semester AKL hosted its annual Arctic Blast, a tournament in which teams compete in winter games. Both events raised money for These Hands Don’t Hurt, a charity founded by the national organization dedicated to educating the public about domestic violence and providing support for battered women.

“In AKL I’ve found numerous friendships, unforgettable stories, and positive character development that I’ll carry with me throughout my life.”

—Stephen Harmon
There is nothing that I have done in my four years of college that has more prepared me to be a leader than the hands on experience of leading 90 of my closest peers; it has to this point been the most difficult and rewarding experience of my life*  

—Frank Vanderwall
The organization that Gamma Phi Beta's philanthropy activities benefit is Camp Fire USA. This organization helps send underprivileged children to camp, and give them opportunities they would otherwise not be able to afford. Our chapter hosts a Taco Dinner in the Spring and a Golf Tournament in the Fall with all profits going toward Camp Fire USA.
stratford house

year founded: 1949
nickname: Strat
colors: Wine & White

Each semester we choose an organization to which we donate our missions budget. This year we were able to give to Illinois Lodge which provides for children and adults with disabilities to go to a summer camp. We were also able to support the Jesus Film Project, an organization that brings the film all over the world in many different languages.

"I gave everything I have to the poor and even sacrificed my body. I could boast about it; but if I didn’t love others I would have gained nothing" (1 Corinthians 13:3). As a community of Christians from many different backgrounds, we are united in the desire to pass on Christ’s love to this campus, and throughout the world!"
sigma chi \(\Sigma \chi\)

year founded:
1855 at Miami Ohio University

u of i founding date:
1881

symbols:
The White Cross

nickname:
Sigs

colors:
Blue & Old Gold

Every year we hold a week-long philanthropy event called Derby Days. More than 10 sororities compete and participate in a variety of events to help raise money for the Children's Miracle Network. This year we raised more than $15,000.

"Sigma Chi embodies a true college experience. It provides a social, academic, philanthropic, and leadership opportunity that cannot be surpassed."

Top: Adam Shalapin, Drew Michalek, Ryan McCay and Mark Rollings at our Riverboat Exchange with the Gamma Phi.

Left center: Wayne Vanderheide and Chris Hans at our Moms Weekend Auction.

Right center: Matt Christiansen, Kevin McAndrew and Tony Riscope at Brotherhood Night.

Bottom: Seniors Carmen Rais, Cam Gunderson, Mike Gale and Chad Zeglis.
illini emergency
medical services

Illini Emergency Medical Services is a BLS, non-transport service for the University of Illinois campus. IEMS was founded in 1979 by student EMTs who decided that the two first-aid rooms in Memorial Stadium were not adequate medical coverage for a typical stadium event. Our primary responsibility is to provide EMS support to events on campus. IEMS also offers educational classes such as CPR, First Responder, and EMT-Basic to students and the community.

"Illini EMS has allowed me the opportunity to gain valuable medical experience while facilitating some of the best friendships with people who share my interests in helping others and our community."
—Christine Schroeder

Top: Nancy Hsu, Jenny Bond, & Josh Zimmerman catching a break after saving lives at an Illini football game.
Above left: Nancy Hsu, Erin Schiedemantel, Christine Schroeder, & Danielle Werner at the IEMS Formal.
Left: Practice makes perfect! EMT students Sammy Homs, Toby Goldstein, and Tegan Pogue practice spineboarding during a fake scene.
illini dance team

"This team signifies a hard working group of girls that are dedicated to bringing spirit to the U of I campus, to representing U of I on a national level at the college dance team championships, and to having a great time performing as a team."

The nationally-ranked Illini Dance Team is a group of ambitious female athletes dedicated to continuing the long-standing tradition of competitive excellence on which it was founded. As a student-run, self-funded sports club on campus, the Illini Dance Team's primary focus is competing at the national level at the UDA College Dance Team National Championships in Orlando, Florida. They also perform at many campus events and holds clinics for university and high school students. We have participated in events such as Boogie Nights and Up Till Dawn. We also performed at the first annual Dance.Live.06 showcase at University of Illinois-Chicago. The proceeds from this event went to the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

nickname: Blue & Orange

Above: The team attends UDA summer college dance camp every year alongside many other dance teams in the Big Ten. They gather over the summer to prepare for camp and become one cohesive team. Left: The team is preparing to perform their hip hop routine at the National Championships. Without a coach, the officers are responsible for all aspects of the team's success. A lot of hard work went into being able to attend this competition and accomplish their goals.
university baptist church

year founded: 1912
theme: Go and Tell! Rev.14:6
nickname: UBC

"Being part of UBC has been a tremendous blessing for me. The things I have learned and applied to my life as well as the relationships formed will always be part of me. College most definitely would not have been the same without UBC."

—Akihiko Tomita

The University Baptist Church is proud to support a plethora of activities and groups specifically designed to meet the needs and interest of students. From couples and small groups to undergraduate Bible study we have it all. Students also have great opportunities here to reach out and make a difference. Missions trips to Habitat for Humanity work sites are taken every year during spring break and we also support our local missions work such as Restoration Urbana Ministries and Operation Sleighbell.

"The Baptist Student Foundation and UBC focus on providing the means for fellowship and worship to the community and encourage education, faith, and growth in the Bible and Jesus Christ."

—Dan Riewerts
"Student Alumni Ambassadors has been the best part of my college experience. Nowhere else would I have found the opportunities, leadership or the friendships. I had the privilege of serving the campus in choosing 100 loyal seniors who have given so much to this university and honoring them for the excellence they have embodied. I have made lifelong friendships with people who have incredible dedication, warmth, and pride for this school. I don’t know if I’ll ever find a home like this again and I will miss everyone, as well as this organization so much - it truly does “Build Relationships For Life!”

—Michelle Lira
alpha chi rho  AXR

"My brothers are my family at school. My brothers will be with me throughout life. I don’t know what my life would be like without them, but I don’t really care to think about it."

—Joel Bonasera

pi beta phi

Pi Beta Phi works to promote literacy. Each year the house makes other Greek organizations participate in an athletic tournament called Arrow games. Proceeds from the event go towards Pi Phi’s national philanthropy, Links to Literacy. Pi Phi is also active in the Champaign-Urbana community. The chapter created a literacy program at a local elementary school called Champions are Readers. Through this program Pi Phi’s work with second and third graders on their reading skills. Pi Phi also participate in a variety of other philanthropic organizations like Up till Dawn, Habitat for Humanity, and Big Brothers, Big Sisters.

"Being a Pi Phi has allowed me to meet some of my closest friends. It’s also given me many opportunities both in the Greek system and in other organizations. It has defined my college experience, and I have no idea where I’d be without these girls!"

—Nicole Alexander
Phi Mu

year founded: 1852 in Macon, GA
founder's date: 1921
symbols: Carnation, Quatra Foil & Lion
nickname: Phi Mu's
colors: Rose & White

Phi Mu holds their annual Broomball tournament during the spring semester and a spaghetti dinner during the fall. All the proceeds go to Phi Mu's national philanthropy, Children's Miracle Network.

Left: The women of Phi Mu welcome their new pledge class on Big Day.

"Phi Mu has given me countless friends, sisters and opportunities within the organization but also campuswide. My sorority represents not only who I was in college; this group of women allowed me the chance to grow and change into the person I am today."

—Samantha Conover

Triangle Fraternity

year founded: 1907
colors: Old Rose & Grey

house officers
President: Bob Berman
Internal V.P.: Jeff Dammeyer
External V.P.: David Muccigrosso
Recruitment V.P.: Matt Collison
Treasurer: Eric Lindberg
Secretary: Michael Bistelho
House Manager: Ian Brown
Commissar: Marshall Katz
Recruitment Chairman: Ed Roy
Jeff Mundinger
Kyle Mills
Social Chairman: Andrew Mortonson
Alumni Relations: Vlad Tira
Summer Recruitment: Raynor Sears
Webmaster: Kevin Glowacz
illini ‘n motion

Above: Executive Board: Kristen Sackley, Vice President; Kristen Zelasko, President; Natalie Hicks, Treasurer.
Left: Front row: Kristen Sackley, Kaitlyn Dalton, Natalie Hicks, Stephanie Florence, Kristi Rhodes, Kristen Zelasko. Second row: Katy Goell, Coby Prunty, Brian Hor, Leon Furmanek, Sandy Spital.
Bridget Holley, Tiffany Hall. Third row: Liz Pham, Lauren Olson, Karen Tsai, Lindsay Vra, Erin Mangion, Beth Ferguson, Samantha Phelps, Erin Fulton. Fourth row: Missy Warren, Molly Geppon, Jessie Kap, pel, Savana Soder, Jamie Miller, Kim Proudfoot, Kimberly Redecker, Tessa Myers.

“Illini ‘N Motion has been an important aspect of my college career as it has allowed me to stay active as a dancer, as well as provided me with a creative outlet. Being a part of Illini ‘N Motion for the past four years has provided me with a small community of dancers to not only share my talents and ideas with, but to grow with in ability and friendship.”

—Kristen Zelasko, President

illini union board

Above: Year founded: 1995

Front Row: Jeanne Poole, Stephanie James, Paula Unrubey-Rush, Christina Aki, Vivian Yuan Ko, Fatima Aziz, Brian Griffin.
Back Row: Derek Chat, Daniel Newman, Ryan Johnson, Lance Knight, Mulu Ferede, Zachary Knight, Nalin Saluja, Michael Buenman, Cara Coffin, Abigail Fleming, Shauna Asgrow, Jacquelinie Ware-Sedwood

year founded: 1942

Front Row: Jeanne Poole, Stephanie James, Paula Unrubey-Rush, Christina Aki, Vivian Yuan Ko, Fatima Aziz, Brian Griffin.
Back Row: Derek Chat, Daniel Newman, Ryan Johnson, Lance Knight, Mulu Ferede, Zachary Knight, Nalin Saluja, Michael Buenman, Cara Coffin, Abigail Fleming, Shauna Asgrow, Jacquelinie Ware-Sedwood
“Sinfonia has been a brotherhood which helps me through the hard times and created the good. The bonds I have created in my years in the fraternity are lifelong and I will cherish each and every memory.”

—Adam Rusek, President

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia

Year founded: 1898 at the New England Conservatory of Music

Symbols: Lyre

Colors: Red & Black

Phi Eta Sigma

Year founded: 1923

Symbols: Lamp & Pyramid

Colors: Black & Gold

Phi Eta Sigma was founded at the University of Illinois on March 12, 1923. It is the oldest and largest freshman honor society on campus. Our goal is to encourage and reward excellence among first-year students in institutes of higher learning. Phi Eta Sigma participates in tutoring at Garden Hills Elementary School, Relay for Life, School supply drive, and many more!

President: Victor Chan
Vice-President: Jenna Wilkerson
Director of Internal Affairs: Chris Molitor
Secretary: Melissa Beck
Historian: Kristen Oliszewicz
On-campus Tutoring: Emily Selen
Off-campus Tutoring: James Henderson
Senior Advisor: Justin Litz
Faculty Advisor: Meghan Hazen
3spot dance troupe

year founded: 1997

Before our Fall 2006 show at Lincoln Hall Theater. 3Spot Dance Troupe Members: Amanda Bohnenstiehl, Megan Bentz, Lauren Brezic, Nicole Cappelletta, Chloe Castro, Sarah Chapman, Kayla Christensen, Lena Danduloc, Krystyn Casaloca, Melissa Colgan, Annie Cakici, Diana Comri, Lauren Coulant, Megan Dina, Julia Donohue, Amanda Freebeck, Lia Gerger, Sara Gonzalez, Kristen Hammons, Meredith Harris, Meredith Harvey, Amber Jackson, Maggie Jar, Allison Kibey, Chris Knott, Kimberly Kopla, Kyle Lynn, Megan Mathews, Lisa Meltzer, Sarah Murphy, Lauren Popp, Stephanie Pauquette, Brooke Pfeirom, Abby Pek, Kendali Ramos, Ashley Rzepka, Alexandra Rzepka, Kristen Schramm, Lauren Schroeder, Angela Simpson, Rachel Spacht, Elizabeth Steller, Maggie Strebelel, Diana Xu, Danielle Vacek.

"3Spot has given me the opportunity to stay active with dance, be involved at U of I, and be part of a creative group full of great dancers."

—Elizabeth Steller

habitat for humanity

year founded: 1976 in Americus, Georgia

Habitat for Humanity build houses for the less privileged people in this community and across the United States.


campus girl scouts

Colors: Blue & Green
Symbols: Trefoil


women's glee club

year founded: 1924

Officers (front row): Beth Gordon, Treasurer; Sarah Janinek; Concert Chair; Katie Colby, Secretary; Chelsea Phelps, President; April Jayanth, Librarian; Geogrram Giecco, Vice President; Dr. Joe Grant, Director.

This year Women's Glee Club was invited to perform at the Illinois Music Educator's Association All-State in Peoria this January.

"During my time at U of I, Women's Glee has given me the chance to share my passion of singing and music with others. It has given me many friends and memories that I will carry for a lifetime."

—Elizabeth Steller

"During my time at U of I, Women's Glee has given me the chance to share my passion of singing and music with others. It has given me many friends and memories that I will carry for a lifetime."

—Elizabeth Steller

"During my time at U of I, Women's Glee has given me the chance to share my passion of singing and music with others. It has given me many friends and memories that I will carry for a lifetime."

—Elizabeth Steller
nabor house fraternity

"Nabor House provided me with a wholesome living environment rich with the ideals of education, cooperation, recreation, Christian living, and agriculture appreciation. The men of Nabor House stand solid to their core values, making our fraternity an exciting and fruitful place to live!"

—John Dougherty, Senior

LAS leaders

"LAS Leaders has provided me with the opportunity to embrace my course while allowing me to interact with past and present students of the council. The group has also offered me many career-related opportunities."

—David Wiest, President

ucc campus ministry

"This group has been a sanctuary for me. It is a place I can be crazy, a place I can be calm, a place where I can learn & a place I can grow. I've met a second family through this group. The people in this group are the ones I can go to no matter the time, place, or situation."

—Susan Requa


year founded: 1921 at UIUC
colors: Green & Gold

ucc campus ministry

year founded: 1921 at UIUC

UCC worked throughout the year with organizations such as the Times Center, and the Boys & Girls club giving of our time. They give our money to a lot of farther causes as well such as Katrina relief & relief to Africa. Their biggest philanthropy project is a spring break trip where they work in high poverty areas to build or renovate houses.
Looking back at a class of Illinois seniors, as if situated behind a lens.
JOSEPH STEPHENS
Joseph, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
KENNA STEPHENS
Kenna, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
CHRISTOPHER STEVENS
Christopher, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
ASHLEY STEVENS
Ashley, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JUSTIN STEWART
Justin, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
EMILY STICKLE
Emily, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

MATTHEW STOLZ
Matthew, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
MIRANDA STOY
Miranda, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
NICHOLAS STOUT
Nicholas, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
ASHLEY STRAND
Ashley, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
KAITLYN SZATON
Kaitlyn, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
DIANA SPREMMING
Dianna, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

TANDI SHENG
Tandi, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
DOMINICA SHENG
Dominica, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JENNI STRONG
Jenni, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
COREY STRICK
Corey, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
ANDREW STURGEON
Andrew, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JENICE STURGES
Jenice, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

JANIELLE SIBLEY
Janielle, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
ASHLEY SUGGARTH
Ashley, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
DREW SULLIVAN
Drew, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
STEPHANIE SULLIVAN
Stephanie, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
DANIELA SULLIVAN
Daniel, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
BROOKE SUNKIN
Brooke, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

KEI SUN
Kei, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
LAUREN SUSTRINI
Lauren, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
DARIUS SUTAINAT
Darius, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
LAUREN SWANSON
Lauren, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
STEPHANIE SWANSON
Stephanie, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
KAITLYN SWENSON
Kaitlyn, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

MATTHEW SWENSON
Matthew, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JAYNE SWIFT
Jayne, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
SHANNON SWOCH
Shannon, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
MATTHEW SYKES
Matthew, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
ERIC SUGIYAMA
Eric, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
TAMARA SYNNERS
Tamara, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP

REBECCA TAMBURINI
Rebecca, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JOSEPH TATT
Joseph, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
REBECCA TAGGART
Rebecca, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JIAN SHIANG TAN
Jian, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
PATRICIA TAN
Patricia, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
JESSICA TARICA
Jessica, St. Charles, Missouri, Fort Wayne, IP
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah, Sharrif</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abington, Carolyn</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboukier, Hayfa</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aceret, Erica</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACES, College of</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Jillian</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, John</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Lisa</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Mark Evan</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adesida, Olabisi</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adesiea, Tope</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adorno, Eric</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrimonte, Jason</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguiller, Jessica</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguiler, Lorena</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguirre, Alicia</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguirre, Carmana</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aguirre, Merik</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahamed, Amina</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn, Jaehan</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn, Karli</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn, Paul</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabi, Christina</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Nicole</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfaro, Angelica</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfonso, Shainesh</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Bradley</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Joshua</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Mike</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Nikolas</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Hall Zombies</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allgeyer, Lisa</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvise, Emmanuel</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Chi Omega</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Chi Rho</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Delta Pi</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Gamma Delta</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Gamma Rho</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Gamma Sigma</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Kappa Alpha</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Kappa Lambda</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Before starting this book, I used to look through old Illios in the office and envy the students on their pages. College would have been much cooler in the ’60s and ’70s, I thought, when you couldn’t count your friends on a computer screen or carry a cell phone to class. I wanted to be at U of I during all the passion and protest and laid-back porch parties, not when C.O.’s and Starbuck’s and trendy snow boots crowded the campus. Convinced that I was born in the wrong decade, I reread the Illio archives and in my dad’s U of I stories, catching reruns of That 70’s Show and presetting 92.5 The Chief. It seemed to me then that my parents’ college days had a lot more substance (pun intended)—and a much better soundtrack.

Yet making the 2007 Illio has awakened me to my case of fake nostalgia. Instead of glorifying a time I never lived through and a place I never knew, I had the chance to give my own college experience some credit. This yearbook pays respect to a rightfully deserving time at the University—a year that saw a resurgence in student media, increasing interest in global politics, and a heightened debate about racism on campus. These pages tell about the smoking ban in bars, the double snow days, and the retirement of the Chief. There was definitely passion and protest and history made this year, and not only was I here to witness it—I was here to record it.

These memorable events were the backdrop to the best two semesters I could have asked for. I met more people than in my first 3 years combined (in other words, my Facebook friend count skyrocketed). I spent Sunday nights with a talented and hilarious Illio staff who, for some reason, listened to what I said. I spent the rest of each week in apt. 202 with 3 amazing roommates and 4 crazy neighbors. I met Dave Eggers, saw New York City, finished my senior thesis, and finally karaoke'd on a Wednesday night at White Horse. My sister got engaged in the fall, and my brother and I said goodbye to U of I when we both graduated in the spring. I have finished the year and my college career, and I somehow managed to complete this massive project in the meantime. Sure, I still pour over those old Illios and wish I could have been there—but I can’t wait to open this book years from now and know how cool it was to be here, at the University of Illinois, in 2006-2007.

And now, in liner-notes fashion, I’d like to thank the Illio Marketing Staff for your selling strategies, Jayme Swift for the 3-season Illio show, Sarah Durham for your advising, Jane Cluver for your support, Mary Cory and the Illini Media Board for this opportunity, the writers and photographers for doing a job that ain’t easy, each one of my dear editorial staff members for contributing to this beautiful book, Alex Robb for being more than qualified (cool, Pro Mode), Sarah Kowalski for the scary similarities between us, Deni Stritch for your dedication, Brother’s Bar and Grill for the memories, NBC for The Office, John Mayer for Continuum, the BlackMac for its beauty, Professor Ramona Curty for your guidance, my English major friends for ‘getting it’ because no one else does, my Learning Community kids for being badass, the boys of 201 for keeping it interesting, Eric Simmons for the text messages, Stacy Zettinger for sticking with me, Erin Foley for the last four years, Jennifer Stamm for the last 18, Anne Marcellus for the unbreakable bond between sisters of a made-up sorority, Cassidy for the unbreakable bond between actual sisters, Mark for joining the family, Adam for being the brother everyone wishes they had, Mom and Dad for everything I am and have yet to be, and God, of course, for all of the above.

LYNDSEY GROTH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
A heart to heal.

Long before their gentle laughter
Helped you past your fear.

Long before their tender touch
Brushed away your tear.

Long before the hours of class
That gave them their ideals.

Long before they learned their craft
They had a heart to heal.

Powerful healing requires more than skill and experience. It takes nurses with a passion to make a difference in the lives of those in need. Dedicated men and women make powerful healing a reality every day at Provena, through their strength, commitment, compassion and their heart to heal.

powerful healing.
When You Need Room For Your Stuff!®
Cash or Rent To Own

We have buildings ranging in sizes from 8X12 to 12X32 which can also be customized to suit your needs.

Cook Portable Warehouses
2402 N. Mattis Ave.
Champaign, IL. 61826-3337
(217) 239-1132
(800) 772-7883

• Pressure-treated Wood
• Ask About Our Low Price Guarantee
• Lifetime Warranty

Illini Tower, a Privately Owned Certified Housing Facility, has provided housing on the University of Illinois campus for more than 35 years. I.T.'s blend of residence hall community life with apartment style floor plans makes it the place to be at the University of Illinois.

If you would like more information about Illini Tower, visit www.illinitower.net, call 888-999-1586, or come see I.T. for yourself!
Congratulations to the University of Illinois Graduates on all of your Accomplishments!

PIONEER OIL COMPANY, INC.

D.E. JONES, JR.
President

Highway 50 & Airport Road
R.R. 4, Box 142B
Lawrenceville, IL 62439
Phone (618) 943-5314
Fax (618) 943-5523
donjones@pioneeroil.net

D.E. JONES, JR.
President

Highway 50 & Airport Road
R.R. 4, Box 142B
Lawrenceville, IL 62439
Phone (618) 943-4680
Fax (618) 943-5523
donjones@pioneeroil.net

Salutes the Graduating Seniors!

Gas City Limited
160 S. La Grange Rd.
Frankfort, IL 60423
815.469.9000
Fax: 815.464.7142
CB&I is a global engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) company, specializing in projects for customers that produce, process, store and distribute the world’s natural resources. Founded in 1889, we have built upon our technical capabilities and financial strength to become one of the world’s leading contractors.

With approximately 13,000 employees working in more than 60 locations, CB&I offers a variety of exciting career opportunities around the globe. Our talented work force is composed of skilled professionals from various backgrounds, disciplines and nationalities – including engineers, sales personnel, project managers, craftspeople, and professional and administrative staff – who are results-driven and motivated to find high-quality solutions that address the needs of our customers.

CB&I is a growing organization that constantly seeks individuals who possess the creativity, skills and dedication necessary to succeed in a highly competitive business. To view our current career opportunities or our campus recruiting schedule, visit us at www.cbi.com/careers.

www.cbi.com/careers

Agri-Fab
For nearly three decades Agri-Fab has been manufacturing quality products for the lawn and garden as well as fabricating products for various industries. Today Agri-Fab offers the most extensive line of attachments for lawn and garden tractors on the market.

Best Wishes to the University of Illinois Class of 2007

Agri-Fab
303 West Raymond Street
Sullivan, Illinois 61951
217-728-8388
Fax: 217-728-2032
info@agri-fab.com
www.agri-fab.com
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Bartlett Management Services, Inc.
Bartlett Management Peoria, Inc.

Best Wishes to the Grads!

Visit us at any of our Central Illinois location.
Bartonville, IL  Normal, IL
Bloomington, IL  Pekin, IL
Champaign, IL  Peoria, IL
Charleston, IL  Savoy, IL
Clinton, IL  Springfield, IL
Danville, IL  Urbana, IL
Decatur, IL  Washington, IL
Mattoon, IL  Watskeia, IL
Morton, IL

We are proud sponsors of Illini Streetfest held on the U of I campus before every home football game.
Don’t forget to stop by our booth.

P&H Manufacturing Co.
604 South Lodge Street
PO Box 349
Shelbyville, IL 62565

Phone: (217) 774-2123
Fax: (217) 774-5341
www.phmfg.com

EARL PEIFER
PRESIDENT

P&H Manufacturing Co.
604 South Lodge Street
PO Box 349
Shelbyville, IL 62565

Phone: (217) 774-2123
Fax: (217) 774-5341
www.phmfg.com

Farm Credit Services of Illinois
WE UNDERSTAND

Illinois’ Leading Farm Lender
Congratulates The Class of 2007!

1-877-FCS of IL  327 6345
217-352-1378
Fax: 217-352-2689
2101 W. Park Ct., Champaign, IL 61821
www.usfarmcredit.com
The MOST EXCITING business to be in! Harrah's

Harrah's Joliet Casino & Hotel has opportunities for full-time, part-time or summer employment.

Explore employment opportunities at www.harrhaps.com or Send your resume to JOLEC@harrhaps.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Must be 21 years of age or older to gamble. Know When To Stop Before You Start. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-GAMBLER. ©2007, Harrah's License Company, LLC. All rights reserved.

ANAMET Electrical, Inc.
AN ANAMET COMPANY

1000 Broadway Avenue East
PO Box 39
Mattoon, IL 61938-0039

Phone: 217-234-8844
Fax: 217-258-7828
www.anametelectrical.com

Congratulations to all of the graduates of the University of Illinois with special recognition to the Alumni and Graduates from the College of Engineering with degrees in Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

Anamet Electrical Inc. has current job opportunities in the following areas:
Mechanical: Upgrading manufacturing processes and new product design.
Electrical: Development and upgrading machine control systems.

ALDI
Salutes the Graduating Seniors!

1200 N. Kirk Rd.
Batavia, IL 60510
630.879.8100
Fax: 630.879.8152
Congratulations 2007 Graduates.

www.centralillinoisbank.com

Champaign
2913 West Kirby Avenue
Champaign, IL 61821
217.355.3900

Champaign–Midtown
385 W. Springfield Avenue
Champaign, IL 61820
217.366.4135

Danville
2495 N. Vermilion
Danville, IL 61832
217.443.6099

Monticello
204 S. Market Street
Monticello, IL 61856
217.762.3700

Rantoul
626 W. Champaign
Rantoul, IL 61866
217.892.9111

Sidney
219 S. David
Sidney, IL 61877
217.688.2301

Urbana
1514 N. Cunningham
Urbana, IL 61802
217.328.7000

16 locations throughout Central Illinois

Central Illinois Bank

Congratulations to the Class of 2007!

Parr

Founded over 100 years ago by University of Illinois Professor S.W. Parr, Parr Instrument Company continues to be engaged exclusively in the manufacture and sale of combustion bombs, calorimeters, chemical reactors, pressure vessels, and related equipment developed specifically for laboratory use. We are proud of our Illini heritage and proud of you!

Parr Instrument Company • 1-800-872-7720
www.parrinst.com

Good luck, Graduates!

University of Illinois Class of 2007!

Visit our website for exciting career opportunities.
www.pekininsurance.com

Since 1921

Auto
Home
Business
Life
Health
Annuity

Where quality and service count!
Congratulations and Best of Luck to the Graduating Class of 2007!

Best Wishes to the Students, Staff & Faculty of the University of Illinois

IGC Illinois, LLC
217-566-3008
Fax: 217-566-3051

You’ve lived here for four (or more) years.

Stay in touch.

The News-Gazette
www.news-gazette.com

© 2007 The News-Gazette, Inc.
CONGRATULATIONS
2007 Graduates!


WJE maintains 19 offices nationwide including Illinois offices in Chicago and Northbrook.

For more information about WJE, including a video company tour and current employment opportunities, please visit www.wje.com

or call
800.345.3199

WJE ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS
MATERIALS SCIENTISTS
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc.

Building Trust.
Inspiring Confidence.

We bring superior knowledge, dependable service, a broad range of capabilities and a deep commitment to every relationship.

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
The Gallagher Center
Two Pierce Place
Itasca, IL 60143-3141
630.773.3800
www.aig.com

Congratulations Graduates!
Now that you are off to start your career ....Federal can help you get there.

Whether your moving across town or across the globe, Federal is there to assist you in getting to your new destination.

As the preferred mover for the University of Illinois, contact us today for a free estimate at:
217-352-5123

www.federalcos.com

Illinois Mutual Life Insurance Company

Illinois Mutual, headquartered in Peoria, Illinois, is a premier provider of life insurance, annuity and disability insurance products.

Founded in 1910, the Company conducts business in 47 states through more than 17,000 independent agents.

Through a conservative, yet progressive financial investment approach, and consistent management of all aspects of the Company, Illinois Mutual has more than $1 billion in admitted assets, indicating its financial strength, while AM Best recently reaffirmed Illinois Mutual’s A- Excellent rating.

Employee Benefits

- 4 1/2 day work week
- Flex hours
- Fitness Center
- Paid holidays
- Personal choice time
- Retirement plan and trust
- Group life and disability insurance plan
- Comprehensive medical coverage
- Flexible Spending Plans
- 401(k) Plan
- Tuition reimbursement

For employment opportunities contact: hr@illinoismutual.com

Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
The Gallagher Center
Two Pierce Place
Itasca, IL 60143-3141
630.773.3800
www.aig.com

US DOT 076235
IL1276MC

KDEfylL
lls^«l
Companies

US DOT 076235
IL1276MC

Current employment opportunities, please visit www.wje.com or call 800.345.3199.
Active Ingredients in a Rewarding Career:

Congratulations Class of 2007!

If you're looking to experience satisfaction, opportunity and growth in your career, you should consider Caremark, a leading health management solutions provider. Caremark is a Fortune 50 company that continues to diversify and add market share. We offer you the potential to share your talents, realize your ambitions and reach your career goals in an empowering environment. Since Caremark is a large and diversified company, we are able to offer employees a variety of unique career paths to explore:

Account Management/Sales • Analytics • Pharmacist
Pharmacy Technician • Nursing • Customer Care
Finance • Marketing • HR • IT • Legal • Internships

Caremark is pleased to offer competitive compensation and a generous benefits package, including company-subsidized medical, dental and prescription coverage, 401(k) retirement savings plan, employee stock purchase program, tuition reimbursement, generous PTO and holiday time as well.

To learn more about Caremark please visit:
www.caremark.com/careers
www.caremarkinternship.com

Caremark is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

NEW NURSE SEEKS ROOM TO GROW.

I've put a lot of time and hard work into learning the skills I need to begin a rewarding career in nursing. Now I want to put those skills to use in a respected and collaborative system that puts the people and resources I need for continued growth at my fingertips.

NewNurse

Dear New Nurse: At Resurrection Health Care, we help nurse graduates like you take your first steps into a supportive environment. Here, comprehensive orientation and rewarding careers are started with the help of peers who will inspire and guide you with their knowledge and experience. As one of Chicagoland's largest health care employers, we offer new graduates up to $10,000 in tuition expense repayment and a friendly destination for you to learn and advance your skills.

To learn more about our opportunities, visit our website at www.reshealth.org

For All of You, All of Your Career.
International.
Overnight.
Ground.
Synchronized.

WHAT CAN BROWN DO FOR YOU?

Congratulations Graduates!

PAVELOC
INDUSTRIES
Manufacturer of Quality Concrete Paving Stones, Retaining and Decorative Wall Systems, and Lighting

866-PAVELOC
866-728-3562
www.paveloc.com

Enjoy the Ultimate Indulgence.

Häagen-Dazs
made like no other™

Nutritional supplements for individuals interested in pursuing a healthy lifestyle.

1612 South Neil St.
Champaign, IL 61820
tel: 217.365.9629

for all your nutritional needs
Salutes the University of Illinois Graduates of 2007!

5953 Cherry Street
Rochester, IL 62563
Telephone: 217-498-7200
FAX: 217-498-7205
Coe-Equipment@msn.com

COME ON OUT TO LAKE SARA AND ENJOY A DAY IN THE SUN WITH ONE OF OUR MANY RENTAL BOATS.
WE HAVE PARTY BOATS, FISHING BOATS, PONTOONS AND SKI BOATS. AND IF YOU ENJOY IT ENOUGH TO STAY, WE HAVE SEASONAL DOCK RENTALS. AND BOAT STORAGE.

FOR RESERVATIONS
PHONE 217-868-5431 (ANGIE)
OR E-MAIL sales@simproducts.com

Congratulations to the Graduating Seniors!

MacMILLIN HYDRAULIC Engineering Corporation
7355 N. Lawndale Ave., P.O. Box 6, Skokie, IL 60076
Phone 847-676-2910 FAX 847-676-0365
www.macmhydraulic.com

R.A. BRIGHT CONSTRUCTION, INC

SALUTES THE GRADUATING CLASS!

23808 West Andrew Road
Plainfield, IL 60544
Phone 815-439-576
www.rabright.com
A SEASON FOR THE AGES

Trigard is revolutionizing the bronze industry with custom bronze plaques and memorials made from your personal photographs. From the Simplicity to the Premier Custom Series, Trigard offers beautiful bronze to suit any need. Call 1-800-798-4900 for more information.

BRONZE
www.trigardbronze.com

FREE ESTIMATES
SERVING THE C-U AREA FOR 30 YEARS
344-8290
3509 N. Cunningham Ave., Urbana
a division of Dillman Brothers Contracting • www.dillmanbrothers.com

Complete Drainage Systems
800-545-9044
www.agdrainage.com

SIEMER ENTERPRISES, INC.
distribution & manufacturing
P.O. Box 580 • 515 West Main Street
Teutopolis, IL 62467
(217) 857-3171
Fax: (217) 857-3226

Precision builders & Associates, Inc.
Rosanne Williams, President
RRI Box 107
Windsor, IL 61957
Phone: 217-459-2811
Fax: 217-459-2811
E-mail: PrecisionBldg@aol.com
Union Carpentry Contractor

BRET NUSBAUM
Nusbaum Custom Carpentry Inc.
106 N. Liberty
P.O. Box 189
Mansfield, IL 61854
PH: 217-489-9560
Fax: 217-489-9540
Email: ncctrim@mchsi.com

CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 2007!!!!!!!!!
Telephone # (815) 464-3053
Fax # (815) 464-3061
ARCHITECTURAL IRON WORKS OF DECATUR, INC.
1722 North 22nd Street
Decatur, Illinois 62526
217-428-4693
Fax: 217-428-0368

SEM MINERALS, L.P.
MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION OF TRACE ELEMENTS AND PREMIXES FOR AGRICULTURE

KEITH MIZWICKI, Ph.D.
VICE PRESIDENT / GENERAL MANAGER
E-MAIL: keith.mizwicki@mineralslp.com
ADDRESS: 3806 Gardner Expressway • Quincy, IL 62305

HUMBOLDT
Dennis Burgess
President
708.465.6300 ext. 229
burgess@humboldt.com
720 W. Agate Avenue, Norridge, Illinois 60706-4704, USA
800.544.7220 fax: 708.456.0137 www.humboldtmfg.com

GO ILLINI
EDGAR COUNTY BANK & TRUST CO.
Paris
177 W. Wood St.
217.465.4154
www.edgarcountybank.com

Kansas
110 N. Front St.
217.948.5191

Brocton
301 West 3rd St.
217.385.2396

Ashmore
10 W. Ashmore St.
217.349.8939

STEVEN J. SEIDMAN
ATTORNEY AT LAW

LAW OFFICES OF STEVEN J. SEIDMAN
(312) 781-1977
555 N. Michigan Ave.
Suite 2150
Chicago, Illinois 60601

BILLY HANCOCK
MIDWEST LIGHTNING RODS
2835 N. University Ave. • DECATUR, ILLINOIS 62526
TELEPHONE: 217.353.0107
www.rkdixon.com

Bill Dixon
COPIERS • PRINTERS • NETWORKS
Copy/Print Fax/Scan Color Multi-functional
Managed Network Services • Network Design & Support
Document Imaging & Workflow
Everything just runs better
217.353.0107 www.rkdixon.com
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A panel of administrators listens as students and community members express their concerns about racism on campus of Foellinger Auditorium.

Photo by Brad Vest
Eveline Lee, sophomore in Applied Health Sciences, slides down the steps in front of Foellinger Auditorium, as Jastie Block, sophomore in Education, far right, and Michelle Avila, sophomore in FAA, look on. Photo by Aaron Fouemire.
Illini players wait for the rebound at Minnesota's team. Payton shoots a free throw.

Photo by Josh Birmbaum